












PREFACE 

More than half of the total electrical energy produced in developed coun
tries is converted into mechanical energy in electric motors, freeing the 
society from the tedious burden of physical labor. Among many types of the 
motors, three-phase induction machines still enjoy the same unparalleled 
popularity as they did a century ago. At least 90% of industrial drive 
systems employ induction motors. 

Most of the motors are uncontrolled, but the share of adjustable speed 
induction motor drives fed from power electronic converters is steadily 
increasing, phasing out dc drives. It is estimated that more than 50 billion 
dollars could be saved annually by replacing all "dumb" motors with 
controlled ones. However, control of induction machines is a much more 
challenging task than control of dc motors. Two major difficulties are 
the necessity of providing adjustable-frequency voltage (dc motors are 
controlled by adjusting the magnitude of supply voltage) and the nonlinear-
ity and complexity of analytical model of the motor, aggrandized by 
parameter uncertainty. 

As indicated by the title, this book is devoted to various aspects of 
control of induction motors. In contrast to the several existing monographs 
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on adjustable speed drives, a great effort was made to make the covered 
topics easy to understand by nonspecialists. Although primarily addressed 
to practicing engineers, the book may well be used as a graduate textbook 
or an auxiliary reference source in undergraduate courses on electrical 
machinery, power electronics, or electric drives. 

Beginning with a general background, the book describes construction 
and steady-state operation of induction motors and outlines basic issues 
in uncontrolled drives. Power electronic converters, especially pulse width 
modulated inverters, constitute an important part of adjustable speed 
drives. Therefore, a whole chapter has been devoted to them. The part 
of the book dealing with control topics begins with scalar control methods 
used in low-performance drive systems. The dynamic model of the induc
tion machine is introduced next, as a base for presentation of more ad
vanced control concepts. Principles of the field orientation, a fundamental 
idea behind high-performance, vector controlled drives, are then eluci
dated. The book also shows in detail another common approach to induc
tion motor control, the direct torque and flux control, and use of induction 
motors in speed and position control systems is illustrated. Finally, the 
important topic of sensorless control is covered, including a brief review 
of the commercial drives available on today's market. 

Certain topics encountered in the literature on induction motor drives 
have been left out. The issue of control of this machine is so intellectually 
challenging that some researchers attempt approaches fundamentally dif
ferent from the established methods. As of now, such ideas as feedback 
linearization or passivity based control have not yet found their way to 
practical ASDs. Time will show whether these theoretical concepts repre
sent a sufficient degree of improvement over the existing techniques to 
enter the domain of commercial drives. 

Selected literature, a glossary of symbols, and an index complete the 
book. Easy-to-follow examples illustrate the presented ideas. Numerous 
figures facilitate understanding of the text. Each chapter begins with a 
short abstract and ends with a summary, following the three tenets of 
good teaching philosophy: (1) Tell what you are going to tell, (2) tell, 
and (3) then tell what you just told. 

I want to thank Professor J. David Irwin of Auburn University for 
the encouragement to undertake this serious writing endeavor. My wife, 
Dorota, and children, Bart and Nicole, receive my deep gratitude for their 
sustained support. 



I 
BACKGROUND 

In this introductory chapter, a general characterization of induction motors 
and their use in ac drive systems is given. Common mechanical loads and 
their characteristics are presented, and the concept of operating quadrants is 
explained. Control methods for induction motors are briefly reviewed. 

I.I INDUCTION MOTORS 

Three-phase induction motors are so common in industry that in many 
plants no other type of electric machine can be found. The author remem
bers his conversation with a maintenance supervisor in a manufacturing 
facility who, when asked what types of motors they had on the factory 
floor, replied: "Electric motors, of course. What else?" As it turned out, 
all the motors, hundreds of them, were of the induction, squirrel-cage 
type. This simple and robust machine, an ingenious invention of the late 
nineteenth century, still maintains its unmatched popularity in industrial 
practice. 
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Induction motors employ a simple but clever scheme of electrome
chanical energy conversion. In the squirrel-cage motors, which constitute 
a vast majority of induction machines, the rotor is inaccessible. No moving 
contacts, such as the commutator and brushes in dc machines or slip rings 
and brushes in ac synchronous motors and generators, are needed. This 
arrangement greatly increases reliability of induction motors and elimi
nates the danger of sparking, permitting squirrel-cage machines to be 
safely used in harsh environments, even in an explosive atmosphere. An 
additional degree of ruggedness is provided by the lack of wiring in 
the rotor, whose winding consists of uninsulated metal bars forming the 
"squirrel cage" that gives the name to the motor. Such a robust rotor can 
run at high speeds and withstand heavy mechanical and electrical over
loads. In adjustable-speed drives (ASDs), the low electric time constant 
speeds up the dynamic response to control conmiands. Typically, induction 
motors have a significant torque reserve and a low dependence of speed 
on the load torque. 

The less conmion wound-rotor induction motors are used in special 
applications, in which the existence and accessibility of the rotor winding 
is an advantage. The winding can be reached via brushes on the stator 
that ride atop slip rings on the rotor. In the simplest case, adjustable 
resistors (rheostats) are connected to the winding during startup of the 
drive system to reduce the motor current. Terminals of the winding are 
shorted when the motor has reached the operating speed. In the more 
complicated so-called cascade systems, excess electric power is drawn 
from the rotor, conditioned, and returned to the supply line, allowing 
speed control. A price is paid for the extra possibilities offered by wound-
rotor motors, as they are more expensive and less reliable than their 
squirrel-cage counterparts. In today's industry, wound-rotor motors are 
increasingly rare, having been phased out by controlled drives with 
squirrel-cage motors. Therefore, only the latter motors will be considered 
in this book. 

Although operating principles of induction motors have remained 
unchanged, significant technological progress has been made over the 
years, particularly in the last few decades. In comparison with their ances
tors, today's motors are smaller, lighter, more reliable, and more efficient. 
The so-called high-efficiency motors, in which reduced-resistance wind
ings and low-loss ferromagnetic materials result in tangible savings of 
consumed energy, are widely available. High-efficiency motors are some
what more expensive than standard machines, but in most applications 
the simple payback period is short. Conservatively, the average life span 
of an induction motor can be assumed to be about 12 years (although 
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properly maintained motors can work for decades), so replacement of a 
worn standard motor with a high-efficiency one that would pay off for 
its higher price in, for instance, 2 years, is a simple matter of conmion 
sense. 

1.2 DRIVE SYSTEMS WITH INDUCTION MOTORS 

An electric motor driving a mechanical load, directly or through a gearbox 
or a V-belt transmission, and the associated control equipment such as 
power converters, switches, relays, sensors, and microprocessors, consti
tute an electric drive system. It should be stressed that, as of today, most 
induction motor drives are still basically uncontrolled, the control functions 
limited to switching the motor on and off. Occasionally, in drive systems 
with difficult start-up due to a high torque and/or inertia of the load, simple 
means for reducing the starting current are employed. In applications where 
the speed, position, or torque must be controlled, ASDs with dc motors 
are still common. However, ASDs with induction motors have increasing 
popularity in industrial practice. The progress in control means and meth
ods for these motors, particularly spectacular in the last decade, has 
resulted in development of several classes of ac ASDs having a clear 
competitive edge over dc drives. 

Most of the energy consumed in industry by induction motors can 
be traced to high-powered but relatively unsophisticated machinery such 
as pumps, fans, blowers, grinders, or compressors. Clearly, there is no 
need for high dynamic performance of these drives, but speed control can 
bring significant energy savings in most cases. Consider, for example, a 
constant-speed blower, whose output is regulated by choking the air flow 
in a valve. The same valve could be kept fully open at all times (or even 
disposed of) if the blower were part of an adjustable-speed drive system. 
At a low air output, the motor would consume less power than that in 
the uncontrolled case, thanks to the reduced speed and torque. 

High-performance induction motor drives, such as those for machine 
tools or elevators, in which the precise torque and position control is a 
must, are still relatively rare, although many sophisticated control tech
niques have already reached the stage of practicality. For better driveability, 
high-performance adjustable-speed drives are also increasingly used in 
electrical traction and other electric vehicles. 

Except for simple two-, three-, or four-speed schemes based on pole 
changing, an induction motor ASD must include a variable-frequency 
source, the so-called inverter. Inverters are dc to ac converters, for which 
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the dc power must be supplied by a rectifier fed from the ac power line. 
The so-called dc link, in the form of a capacitor or reactor placed between 
the rectifier and inverter, gives the rectifier properties of a voltage source or 
a current source. Because rectifiers draw distorted, nonsinusoidal currents 
from the power system, passive or active filters are required at their input 
to reduce the low-frequency harmonic content in the supply currents. 
Inverters, on the other hand, generate high-frequency current noise, which 
must not be allowed to reach the system. Otherwise, operation of sensitive 
communication and control equipment could be disturbed by the resultant 
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Thus, effective EMI filters are needed 
too. 

For control of ASDs, microcomputers, microcontrollers, and digital 
signal processors (DSPs) are widely used. When sensors of voltage, cur
rent, speed, or position are added, an ASD represents a much more complex 
and expensive proposition than does an uncontrolled motor. This is one 
reason why plant managers are so often wary of installing ASDs. On the 
other hand, the motion-control industry has been developing increasingly 
efficient, reliable, and user-friendly systems, and in the time to come 
ASDs with induction motors will certainly gain a substantial share of 
industrial applications. 

1.3 COMMON LOADS 

Selection of an induction motor and its control scheme depends on the 
load. An ASD of a fan will certainly differ from that of a winder in a 
paper mill, the manufacturing process in the latter case imposing narrow 
tolerance bands on speed and torque of the motor. Various classifications 
can be used with respect to loads. In particular, they can be classified 
with respect to: (a) inertia, (b) torque versus speed characteristic, and (c) 
control requirements. 

High-inertia loads, such as electric vehicles, winders, or centrifuges, 
are more difficult to accelerate and decelerate than, for instance, a pump 
or a grinder. The total mass moment of inertia referred to the motor shaft 
can be computed from the kinetic energy of the drive. Consider, for 
example, a motor with the rotor inertia of / ^ that drives a load with the 
mass moment of inertia of 7L through a transmission with the gear ratio 
ofN. The kinetic energy, ^L , of the load rotating with the angular velocity 
a)Lis 

£L = -V' . (1-1) 
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while the kinetic energy, E^, of the rotor whose velocity is ca^ is given 
by 

Eu = ^ . (1.2) 

Thus, the total kinetic energy, £'T, of the drive can be expressed as 

E'Y - Ei^ -^ E^ - fe)^^^ ^ ^M]f=¥• <••'' 
where / r denotes the total mass moment of inertia of the system referred 
to the motor shaft. Because 

^ = N, (1.4) 

then 

/ T = N^JL + ^M. (1.5) 

The difference, T^, between the torque, T^, developed in the motor 
and the static torque, TL, with which the load resists the motion is called 
a dynamic torque. According to Newton's second law, 

T - d - T - M - ^ L - J T - ^ - - ^ , (1.6) 

or 

dt JT 
(1.7) 

Unsurprisingly, the preceding equation indicates that a high mass moment 
of inertia makes a drive sluggish, so that a high dynamic torque is required 
for fast acceleration or deceleration of the load. 

The concept of an equivalent wheel is convenient for calculation of 
the total mass moment of inertia referred to the shaft of a motor driving 
an electric vehicle or another linear-motion load. The equivalent wheel 
is a hypothetical wheel assumed to be directly driven by the motor and 
whose peripheral velocity, ML, equals the linear speed of the load. Denoting 
the radius of the equivalent wheel by r̂ q, the speed of the load can be 
expressed in terms of that radius and motor speed as 

«L = êq^M- (1.8) 
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The equation for kinetic energy, ^ L , of the load whose mass is denoted 
by mL, 

£L = -y", (1.9) 

can therefore be rearranged to 

E, = = t ^ = ^ , (1.10) 

with / L denoting the effective mass moment of inertia of the load, given 
by 

JL = m^r\ (1.11) 

Because the motor is assumed to drive the equivalent wheel directly (i.e., 
Â  = 1), the total mass moment of inertia, /y, is equal to the sum of J^ 
and JM-

EXAMPLE I.I If a vehicle is driven by several motors (as, for 
instance, in an electric locomotive) the load inertia seen by a single 
motor represents a respective fraction of /L . Determine the load mass 
moment of inertia per single motor of a freight train hauled by three 
locomotives, each driven by ten motors. The train weighs 20,000 tons, 
and, when it runs at 50 mph, rotors of the motors rotate at 1500 rpm. 

The equivalent-wheel radius equals (50 X 1609 m / 3600 s) / 
(1500 X 271 rad / 60 s) = 0.142 m. According to Eq. (1.11), the total 
mass moment of inertia of the load equals 20,000 X 1000 kg X 
(0.142 m)^ = 403,280 kg.m^. The fractional mass moment of inertia 
seen by each of the 30 motors equals 403,280 kg.m^ / 30 = 13,443 
kg.m^, still an enormous value. • 

In most loads, the static torque, TL, depends on the load speed, COL-
The rL(a)L) relation, usually called a mechanical characteristic, is an 
important feature of the load, because its intersection with the analogous 
characteristic of the motor, ^^((0^), determines the steady-state operating 
point of the drive. Expressing the mechanical characteristic by a general 
equation 

TL = TLO + T 4 , (1.12) 

where TLQ "̂̂ ^ T are constants, three basic types, illustrated in Figure 1.1, 
can be distinguished: 
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FIGURE I. I Mechanical characteristics of common loads. 

1. Constant-torque characteristic, with k ^ 0, typical for lifts and 
conveyors and, generally, for loads whose speed varies in a narrow 
range only. 

2. Progressive-torque characteristic, with A: > 0, typical for pumps, 
fans, blowers, compressors, electric vehicles and, generally, for 
most loads with a widely varying speed. 

3. Regressive-torque characteristic, with ^ < 0, typical for winders. 
There, with a constant tension and linear speed of the wound 
tape, an increase in the coil radius is accompanied by a decreasing 
speed and an increasing torque. 

Practical loads are better described by operating areas rather than 
mechanical characteristics. An operating area represents a set of all allow
able operating points in the (cDL,rL) plane. Taking a pump as an example, 
its torque versus speed characteristic strongly depends on the pressure 
and viscosity of the pumped fluid. Analogously, the mechanical character
istic of a winder varies with changes in the tape tension and speed. 
Therefore, a single mechanical characteristic cannot account for all possi
ble operating points. An example operating area of a progressive-torque 
load is shown in Figure 1.2a. Clearly, if a load is driven directly by a 
motor, the motor operating area in the ((0^,7^) plane is the same as that 
of the load. However, if the load is geared to the motor, the operating 
areas of the load and motor differ because the gearing acts as a transformer 
of the mechanical power. The operating area of a motor driving the load 
in Figure 1.2a through a frictionless transmission with a gear ratio of 0.5 
is shown in Figure 1.2b. 
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(a) 

(b) 

FIGURE 1.2 Example operating areas: (a) load, (b) motor (same speed and torque 
scales used in both diagrams). 

EXAMPLE 1,2 The coil radius, r, in a textile winder changes from 
0.15 m (empty coil) to 0.5 m (full coil). The automatically controlled 
tension, F, of the wound fabric can be set to any value between 100 
N and 500 N, and the linear speed, M, of the fabric is adjustable within 
the 2 m/s to 4.8 m/s range. Determine the operating area of the winder. 

The constant-force, constant-speed operation of the winder makes 
the exponent k in Eq. (1.12) equal to - 1 . Indeed, because 

and 

then 

WL 

T. = Fr, 

TL = 
Fu 
0)1 
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Assuming that the tension and speed of the fabric can be set to any 
allowable value, independently from each other, the operating speed 
of the winder is limited to the 1/0.5 = 2 rad/s to 2.4/0.15 = 16 
rad/s range. If expressed in r/min, this speed range is 19.1 r/min to 
152.8 r/min. The operating area, shown in Figure 1.3, is bound by 
two hyperbolic curves corresponding to the minimum and maximum 
values of force and speed. • 

In a properly designed drive system, the motor operates safely at 
every point of its operating area, that is, neither the voltage, current, nor 
speed exceeds its allowable values. The gearing may be needed to provide 
proper matching of the motor to the load. A gear ratio less than unity is 
employed when the load is to run slower than the motor, with a torque 
greater than that of the motor. Conversely, a high-speed, low-torque load 
requires a gear ratio greater than unity. 

Control requirements depend on the particular application of a drive 
system. In most practical drives, such as those of pumps, fans, blowers, 
conveyors, or centrifuges, the main controlled variable is the load speed. 
High control accuracy in such systems is usually not necessary. Drives 
with a directly controlled torque, for instance those of winders or electric 
vehicles, are more demanding with regard to the control quality. Finally, 
positioning systems, such as precision machine tools or elevator drives, 
must be endowed with the highest level of dynamic performance. In 
certain positioning systems, control requirements are so strict that induc
tion motors cannot be employed. 

300 

100 150 200 250 

LOAD SPEED (r/min) 

FIGURE 1.3 Operating area of the example winder. 

350 
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L4 OPERATING QUADRANTS 

The concept of operating quadrants plays an important role in the theory 
and practice of electric drives. Both the torque, T^, developed in a motor 
and speed, (o^, of the rotor can assume two polarities. For instance, 
watching the motor from the front end, positive polarity can be assigned 
to the clockwise direction and negative polarity to the counterclockwise 
direction. Because the output (mechanical) power, P^^^, of a motor is 
given by 

• ' o u t •* ^ 0)1 M^^M' (1.13) 

the torque and speed polarities determine the direction of flow of power 
between the motor and load. With P^^^ > 0, the motor draws electric power 
from a supply system and converts it into mechanical power delivered to 
the load. Conversely, P^^^ < 0 indicates a reversed power flow, with the 
motor being driven by the load that acts as a prime mover. If proper 
arrangements are made, the motor can then operate as a generator and 
deliver electric power to the supply system. Such a regenerative mode of 
operation can be employed for braking a high-inertia load or lowering a 
load in a lift drive, reducing the net energy consumption by the motor. 

The operating quadrants in the already mentioned (WMJ^J )̂ plane 
correspond to the four possible combinations of polarities of torque and 
speed, as shown in Figure 1.4. The power flow in the first quadrant and 
third quadrant is positive, and it is negative in the second and fourth 
quadrants. To illustrate the idea of operating quadrants, let us consider 
two drive systems, that of an elevator and that of an electric locomotive. 
When lifting, the torque and speed of elevator's motor have the same 

GENERATING 
CLOCKWISE 

Wv 

MOTORING 
COUNTERCLOCKWISE 

I I 

I I I IV 

MOTORING 
CLOCKWISE 

-^M 

GENERATING 
COUNTERCLOCKWISE 

FIGURE 1.4 Operating quadrants in the (0)^,7^) plane. 
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polarity. However, when lowering, the motor rotates in the other direction 
while the polarity of the torque remains unchanged. Indeed, in both cases 
the motor torque must counterbalance the unidirectional gravity torque. 
Thus, assuming a positive motor speed when lifting, the motor is seen to 
operate in the first quadrant, while operation in the fourth quadrant occurs 
when lowering. In the latter situation, it is the weight of the elevator cage 
that drives the motor, and the potential energy of the cage is converted 
into electrical energy in the motor. The supply system of the motor must 
be so designed that this energy is safely dissipated or returned to the 
power source. 

As for the locomotive, both polarities of the motor speed are possible, 
depending on the direction of linear motion of the vehicle. Also, the motor 
torque can assume two polarities, agreeing with the speed when the 
locomotive is in the driving mode and opposing the speed when braking. 
The enormous kinetic energy would strain the mechanical brakes if they 
were the only source of braking torque. Therefore, all electric locomotives 
(and other electric vehicles as well) have a provision allowing electrical 
braking, which is performed by forcing the motor to operate as a generator. 
It can be seen that the two possible polarities of both the torque and speed 
make up for four quadrants of operation of the drive. For example, first 
quadrant may correspond to the forward driving, second quadrant to 
the forward braking, third quadrant to the backward driving, and fourth 
quadrant to the backward braking. Yet, it is worth mentioning that, apart 
from electric vehicles, the four-quadrant operation is not very common 
in practice. Most of the ASDs, as well as uncontrolled motors, operate 
in the first quadrant only. 

Power electronic converters feeding induction motors in ASDs also 
can operate in up to four quadrants in the current-voltage plane. As known 
from the theory of electric machines, the developed torque and the armature 
current are closely related. The same applies to the speed and armature 
voltage of a machine. Therefore, if a converter-fed motor operates in a 
certain quadrant, the converter operates in the same quadrant. 

1.5 SCALAR AND VECTOR CONTROL METHODS 

Induction motors can be controlled in many ways. The simplest methods 
are based on changing the structure of stator winding. Using the so-called 
wye-delta switch, the starting current can easily be reduced. Another type 
of switch allows emulation of a gear change by the already-mentioned 
pole changing, that is, changing the number of magnetic poles of the 
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stator. However, in modem ASDs, it is the stator voltage and current that 
are subject to control. These, in the steady state, are defined by their 
magnitude and frequency; and if these are the parameters that are adjusted, 
the control technique belongs in the class of scalar control methods. A 
rapid change in the magnitude or frequency may produce undesirable 
transient effects, for example a disturbance of the normally constant motor 
torque. This, fortunately, is not important in low-performance ASDs, such 
as those of pumps, fans, or blowers. There, typically, the motor speed is 
open-loop controlled, with no speed sensor required (although current 
sensors are usually employed in overcurrent protection circuits). 

In high-performance drive systems, in which control variables include 
the torque developed in the motor, vector control methods are necessary. 
The concept of space vectors of motor quantities will be explained later. 
Here, it is enough to say that a vector represents instantaneous values of 
the corresponding three-phase variables. For instance, the vector of stator 
current is obtained from the currents in all three phases of the stator and, 
conversely, all three phase currents can be determined from the current 
vector. In vector control schemes, space vectors of three-phase motor 
variables are manipulated according to the control algorithm. Such an 
approach is primarily designed for maintaining continuity of the torque 
control during transient states of the drive system. 

Needless to say, vector control systems are more complex than those 
realizing the scalar control. Voltage and current sensors are always used; 
and, for the highest level of performance of the ASD, speed and position 
sensors may be necessary as well. Today, practically all control systems 
for electric motors are based on digital integrated circuits of some kind, 
such as microcomputers, microcontrollers, or digital signal processors 
(DSPs). 

1.6 SUMMARY 

Induction motors, especially those of the squirrel-cage type, are the most 
common sources of mechanical power in industry. Supplied from a three-
phase ac line, they are simple, robust, and inexpensive. Although most 
motors operate with a fixed frequency resulting in an almost constant 
speed, ASDs are increasingly introduced in a variety of applications. Such 
a drive must include a power electronic converter to control the magnitude 
and frequency of the voltage and current supplied to the motor. A control 
system governing the operation of the drive system is usually of the digital 
type. 
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Common mechanical loads can be classified with respect to their 
inertia, to the torque-speed characteristic (mechanical characteristic), and 
to the control requirements. Depending on the particular application, the 
driving motor may operate in a single quadrant, two quadrants, or four 
quadrants of the (io^.T^) plane. 

Scalar control methods, in which only the magnitude and frequency 
of the fundamental voltage and current supplied to the motor are adjusted, 
are employed in low-performance drives. If high dynamic performance 
of a drive is required under both the steady-state and transient operating 
conditions, vector techniques are used to adjust the instantaneous values 
of voltage and current. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND 

STEADY-STATE OPERATION OF 
INDUCTION MOTORS 

Construction and operating principles of induction motors are presented 
in this chapter. The generation of a revolving magnetic field in the stator 
and torque production in the rotor are described. The per-phase equivalent 
circuit is introduced for determination of steady-state characteristics of 
the motor. Operation of the induction machine as a generator is explained. 

2.1 CONSTRUCTION 

An induction motor consists of many parts, the stator and rotor being the 
basic subsystems of the machine. An exploded view of a squirrel-cage 
motor is shown in Figure 2.1. The motor case (frame), ribbed outside for 
better cooling, houses the stator core with a three-phase winding placed 
in slots on the periphery of the core. The stator core is made of thin (0.3 
mm to 0.5 mm) soft-iron laminations, which are stacked and screwed 
together. Individual laminations are covered on both sides with insulating 
lacquer to reduce eddy-current losses. On the front side, the stator housing 
is closed by a cover, which also serves as a support for the front bearing 
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FIGURE 2.1 Exploded view of an induction motor: (1) motor case (frame), (2) ball 
bearings, (3) bearing holders, (4) cooling fan, (5) fan housing, (6) connection box, (7) 
stator core, (8) stator winding (not visible), (9) rotor, (10) rotor shaft. Courtesy ofDanfoss 
A/S. 

of the rotor. Usually, the cover has drip-proof air intakes to improve 
cooling. The rotor, whose core is also made of laminations, is built around 
a shaft, which transmits the mechanical power to the load. The rotor is 
equipped with cooling fins. At the back, there is another bearing and a 
cooling fan affixed to the rotor. The fan is enclosed by a fan cover. 
Access to the stator winding is provided by stator terminals located in 
the connection box that covers an opening in the stator housing. 

Open-frame, partly enclosed, and totally enclosed motors are distin
guished by how well the inside of stator is sealed from the ambient air. 
Totally enclosed motors can work in extremely harsh environments and 
in explosive atmospheres, for instance, in deep mines or lumber mills. 
However, the cooling effectiveness suffers when the motor is tightly 
sealed, which reduces its power rating. 

The squirrel-cage rotor winding, illustrated in Figure 2.2, consists of 
several bars connected at both ends by end rings. The rotor cage shown 
is somewhat oversimplified, practical rotor windings being made up of 
more than few bars (e.g., 23), not necessarily round, and slightly skewed 
with respect to the longitudinal axis of the motor. In certain machines, in 
order to change the inductance-to-resistance ratio that strongly influences 
mechanical characteristics of the motor, rotors with deep-bar cages and 
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FIGURE 2.2 Squirrel-cage rotor winding. 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2.3 Cross-section of a rotor bar in (a) deep-bar cage, (b) double cage. 

double cages are used. Those are depicted in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b, 
respectively. 

2.2 REVOLVING MAGNETIC FIELD 

The three-phase stator winding produces a revolving magnetic field, which 
constitutes an important property of not only induction motors but also 
synchronous machines. Generation of the revolving magnetic field by 
stationary phase windings of the stator is explained in Figures 2.4 through 
2.9. A simplified arrangement of the windings, each consisting of a one-
loop single-wire coil, is depicted in Figure 2.4 (in real motors, several 
multiwire loops of each phase winding are placed in slots spread along 
the inner periphery of the stator). The coils are displaced in space by 
120° from each other. They can be connected in wye or delta, which in 
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FIGURE 2.4 Two-pole stator of the induction motor. 

this context is unimportant. Figure 2.5 shows waveforms of currents i^, 
/bs, and /cs in individual phase windings. The stator currents are given by 

hs = /s.mCOS(a)t), (2.1) 

and 

= /s,mCOS( (Dt - f i r ) , 

«cs = 4,mCOS( (at - ^ {a,r - fir), 

FIGURE 2.5 Waveforms of stator currents. 
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where 4 p denotes their peak value and o) is the supply radian frequency; 
they are mutually displaced in phase by the same 120°. A phasor diagram 
of stator currents, at the instant of t = 0, is shown in Figure 2.6 with 
the corresponding distribution of currents in the stator winding. Current 
entering a given coil at the end designated by an unprimed letter, e.g., 
A, is considered positive and marked by a cross, while current leaving a 
coil at that end is marked by a dot and considered negative. Also shown 
are vectors of the magnetomotive forces (MMFs), ^^, ^^, and J^^* 
produced by the phase currents. These, when added, yield the vector, ^ , 
of the total MMF of the stator, whose magnitude is 1.5 times greater than 
that of the maximum value of phase MMFs. The two half-circular loops 
represent the pattern of the resultant magnetic field, that is, lines of the 
magnetic flux, ^^, of stator. 

At r = r/6, where T denotes the period of stator voltage, that is, a 
reciprocal of the supply frequency,/, the phasor diagram and distribution 

FIGURE 2.6 Phasor diagram of stator currents and the resultant magnetic field in a 
two-pole motor at oit = 0. 
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of phase currents and MMFs are as seen in Figure 2.7. The voltage phasors 
have turned counterclockwise by 60°. Although phase MMFs did not 
change their directions, remaining perpendicular to the corresponding 
stator coils, the total MMF has turned by the same 60°. In other words, 
the spacial angular displacement, a, of the stator MMF equals the "electric 
angle," lot. In general, production of a revolving field requires at least 
two phase windings displaced in space, with currents in these windings 
displaced in phase. 

The stator in Figure 2.4 is called a two-pole stator because the magnetic 
field, which is generated by the total MMF and which closes through the 
iron of the stator and rotor, acquires the same shape as that produced by 
two revolving physical magnetic poles. A four-pole stator is shown in 
Figure 2.8 with the same values of phase currents as those in Figure 2.6. 
When, r/6 seconds later, the phasor diagram has again turned by 60°, the 
pattern of crosses and dots marking currents in individual conductors of 

FIGURE 2.7 Phasor diagram of stator currents and the resultant magnetic field in a 
two-pole motor at oit = 60°. 
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— d 

FIGURE 2.8 Phaser diagram of stator currents and the resultant magnetic field in a 
four-pole motor at (at = 0. 

the stator has turned by 30° only, as seen in Figure 2.9. Clearly, the total 
MMF has turned by the same spacial angle, a, which is now equal to a 
half of the electric angle, wf. The magnetic field is now as if it were 
generated by four magnetic poles, N-S-N-S, displaced by 90° from each 
other on the inner periphery of the stator. In general, 

a (2.2) 

where p^ denotes the number of pole pairs. Dividing both sides of Eq. 
(2.2) by t, the angular velocity, cOgyn, of the field, called a synchronous 
velocity, is obtained as 

O). syn 
Pv 

(2.3) 
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FIGURE 2.9 Phasor diagram of stator currents and the resultant magnetic field in a 
four-pole motor at cor = 60°. 

while the synchronous speed, /isy ,̂ of the field in revolutions per minute 
(r/min) is 

60 
•̂ syn -/. (2.4) 

To explain how a torque is developed in the rotor, consider an arrange
ment depicted in Figure 2.10 and representing an "unfolded" motor. 
Conductor CND, a part of the squirrel-cage rotor winding, moves leftward 
with the speed ŵ . The conductor is immersed in a magnetic field produced 
by stator winding and moving leftward with the speed U2, which is greater 
than Wj. The field is marked by small crossed circles representing lines 
of magnetic flux, (]), directed toward the page. Thus, with respect to the 
field, the conductor moves to the right with the speed 
This motion induces (hence the name of the motor) an electromotive force 
(EMF), e, whose polarity is determined by the well-known right-hand 
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FIGURE 2.10 Generation of electrodynamic force in a rotor bar of the induction 
motor. 

rule. Clearly, no EMF would be induced if the speed of the conductor 
(i.e., that of the rotor) and speed of the field were equal, because according 
to Faraday's law the EMF is proportional to the rate of change of flux 
linkage of the conductor. If the conductor was stationary with respect to 
the field, that is, if the rotor rotated with the synchronous speed, no 
changes would be experienced in the flux linking the conductor. 

The EMF, e, produces a current, /, in the conductor. The interaction 
of the current and magnetic field results in an electrodynamic force, F, 
generated in the conductor. The left-hand rule determines direction of the 
force. It is seen that the force acts on the conductor in the same direction 
as that of the field motion. In other words, the stator field pulls conductors 
of the rotor, which, however, move with a lower speed than that of the 
field. The developed torque, T^, is a product of the rotor radius and sum 
of electrodynamic forces generated in individual rotor conductors. 

When an induction machine operates as a motor, the rotor speed, 
(OM, is less than the synchronous velocity, cOgyn. The difference of these 
velocities, given by 

w. (0 , 
syn 

COi M (2.5) 

and called a slip velocity, is positive. Dividing the slip velocity by (Ogyn 
yields the so-called slip, s, of the motor, defined as 

3 L = 1 (2.6) 
-'syn ^ '̂syn 

Here, the slip is positive. However, if the machine is to operate as a 
generator, in which the developed torque opposes the rotor motion, the 
slip must be negative, meaning that the rotor must move faster than the 
field. 
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2.3 STEADY-STATE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

When the rotor is prevented from rotating, the induction motor can be 
considered to be a three-phase transformer. The iron of the stator and 
rotor acts as the core, carrying a flux Unking the stator and rotor windings, 
which represent the primary and secondary windings, respectively. The 
steady-state equivalent circuit of one phase of such a transformer is shown 
in Figure 2.11. Individual components of the circuit are: 

^ s 

^ r r 

^ I s 

^I r r 

^ m 

ITR 

stator resistance 
rotor resistance 
stator leakage reactance 
rotor leakage reactance 
magnetizing reactance 
ideal transformer 

T h e phasor notat ion based on rms values is used for currents and 
voltages in the equivalent circuit. Specifically, 

Ys phasor of stator voltage 
E^ phasor of stator EMF 
E^ phasor of rotor EMF 
4 phasor of stator current 
I„ phasor of rotor current 
/m phasor of magnetizing current 

The frequency of these quantities is the same for the stator and rotor and 
equal to the supply frequency, / . For formal reasons, it is convenient to 

FIGURE 2. 
standstill. 

Steady-state equivalent circuit of one phase of the induction motor at 
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assume that both the stator and rotor currents enter the ideal transformer, 
following a sign convention used in the theory of two-port networks. 

When the rotor revolves freely, the rotor angular speed is lower than 
that of the magnetic flux produced in the stator by the slip speed, (Osj. As 
a result, the frequency of currents generated in rotor conductors is sf, and 
the rotor leakage reactance and induced EMF are sX^^ and sE^ respec
tively. The difference in stator and rotor frequencies makes the correspond
ing equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 2.12, inconvenient for analysis. 
This problem can easily be solved using a simple mathematical trick. 
Notice that the rms value, I^ of rotor current is given by 

(2.7) 

This value will not change when the numerator and denominator of the 
right-hand side fraction in Eq. (2.7) are divided by s. Then, 

(2.8) 

which describes a rotor equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.13, in which 
the frequency of rotor current and rotor EMF is / again. In addition, the 
rotor quantities can be referred to the stator side of the ideal transformer, 
which allows elimination of this transformer from the equivalent circuit 
of the motor. The resultant final version of the circuit is shown in Figure 

;sXirr Rrr L 

••f\ 

FIGURE 2.12 Per-phase equivalent circuit of a rotating induction motor with 
different frequencies of the stator and rotor currents. 
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;x-Irr S /rr 

/ 

FIGURE 2.13 Transformed rotor part of the per-phase equivalent circuit of a rotating 
induction motor. 

2.14, in which E^ I^ Rp and Xĵ , denote rotor EMF, current, resistance, 
and leakage reactance, respectively, all referred to stator. 

In addition to the voltage and current phasors, time derivatives of 
magnetic flux phasors are also shown in the equivalent circuit in Figure 
2.14. They are obtained by multiplying a given flux phasor byjo). Gener
ally, three fluxes (strictly speaking, flux linkages) can be distinguished: 
the stator flux, A ,̂ airgap flux, k^, and rotor flux, A .̂ They differ from 
each other only by small leakage fluxes. The airgap flux is reduced in 
comparison with the stator flux by the amount of flux leaking in the 
stator; and, with respect to the airgap flux, the rotor flux is reduced by 
the amount of flux leaking in the rotor. 

To take into account losses in the iron of the stator and rotor, an extra 
resistance can be connected in parallel with the magnetizing reactance. 

FIG U RE 2.14 Per-phase equivalent circuit of the induction motor with rotor quantities 
referred to the stator. 
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Except at high values of the supply frequency, these losses have little 
impact on dynamic performance of the induction motor. Therefore, 
throughout the book, the iron losses, as well as the mechanical losses 
(friction and windage), are neglected. 

It must be stressed that the stator voltage, V̂ , and current, 4, represent 
the voltage across a phase winding of stator and the current in this winding, 
respectively. This means that if the stator windings are connected in wye, 
Vg is taken as the line-to-neutral (phase) voltage phasor and 4 as the line 
current phasor. In case of the delta connection, V^ is meant as the line-
to-line voltage phasor and 4 as the phase current. 

Although the rotor resistance and leakage reactance referred to stator 
are theoretical quantities and not real impedances, they can directly be 
found from simple no-load and blocked-rotor tests. See Section 10.4 for 
a brief description of these tests. 

2.4 DEVELOPED TORQUE 

The steady-state per-phase equivalent circuit in Figure 2.14 allows calcula
tion of the stator current and torque developed in the induction motor 
under steady-state operating conditions. Balanced voltages and currents 
in individual phases of the stator winding are assumed, so that from the 
point of view of total power and torque the equivalent circuit represents 
one-third of the motor. The average developed torque is given by 

TM = — , (2.9) 

where P^^^ denotes the output (mechanical) power of the motor, which 
is the difference between the input power, P^^, and power losses, Pi^^^, 
incurred in the resistances of stator and rotor. 

The output power can conveniently be determined from the equivalent 
circuit using the concept of equivalent load resistance, /?L. Because the 
ohmic (copper) losses in the rotor part of the circuit occur in the rotor 
resistance, R^ the R^/s resistance appearing in this circuit can be split into 
jRf and 

/?L = Q - 1 )R^ (2.10) 
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as illustrated in Figure 2.15. Clearly, the power consumed in the rotor 
after subtracting the ohmic losses constitutes the output power transferred 
to the load. Thus, 

^out ~ 3/?L/I., 

and 

^M 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The stator and rotor currents, the latter required for torque calculation 
using Eq. (2.12), can be determined from the matrix equation 

\)]- [«• (2.13) 

which describes the equivalent circuit in Figure 2.14. Reactances X^ and 
Xp appearing in the impedance matrix, are called stator reactance and 
rotor reactance, respectively, and given by 

and 

Ac Ale "• A „ 

Xj. — Xir + Xj^. 

(2.14) 

(2.14) 

An approximate expression for the developed torque can be obtained 
from the approximate equivalent circuit of the induction motor, shown 

FIG U RE 2.15 Per-phase equivalent circuit of the induction motor showing the equiva
lent load resistance. 
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in Figure 2.16. Except for very low supply frequencies, the magnetizing 
reactance is much higher than the stator resistance and leakage reactance. 
Thus, shifting the magnetizing reactance to the stator terminals of the 
equivalent circuit does not significantly change distribution of currents 
in the circuit. Now, the rms value, /^ of rotor current can be calculated 
as 

(2.16) 

+ Xf 

where 

^ic + Xu (2.17) 

denotes the total leakage reactance. When /^ given by Eq. (2.16), is 
substituted in Eq. (2.12), after some rearrangements based on Eqs. (2.4) 
and (2.6), the steady-state torque can be expressed as 

R. 

^M ~ 
M ^ y 2 
TT 

(2.18) 

+ Xt 

The quadratic relation between the stator voltage and developed torque 
is the only serious weakness of induction motors. Voltage sags in power 
lines, quite a common occurrence, may cause such reduction in the torque 
that the motor stalls. The torque-slip relation (2.18) is illustrated in Figure 

•AA/V 
;Xir 

I^Xm 

FIGURE 2.16 Approximate per-phase equivalent circuit of the induction motor. 
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2.17 for various values of the rotor resistance, 7?̂  (in squirrel-cage motors, 
selection of the rotor resistance occurs in the design stage, while the 
wound-rotor machines allow adjustment of the effective rotor resistance 
by connecting external rheostats to the rotor winding). Generally, low 
values of Rj. are typical for high-efficiency motors whose mechanical 
characteristic, that is the torque-speed relation, in the vicinity of rated 
speed is "stiff," meaning a weak dependence of the speed on the load 
torque. On the other hand, motors with a high rotor resistance have a higher 
zero-speed torque, that is, the starting torque, which can be necessary in 
certain appHcations. A formula for the starting torque, T̂ ŝt̂  is obtained 
from Eq. (2.18) by substituting 5 = 1 , which yields 

^M,st 
= hlPpv2. R. 

TT / \R, + R,f + Xi •T (2.19) 

The maximum torque, 7M,max' called a pull-out torque, corresponds 
to a critical slip, ŝ n which can be determined by differentiating Tjy, with 
respect to s and equalhng the derivative to zero. That gives 

Rr 

and 

'• M,max 

" v^ 

0.75 Pp 

^ / / ? , 

+ xf 

vl 
+ V ^ + xf 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

FIGURE 2.17 Torque-slip characteristics of induction motors with various values of 
the rotor resistance. 
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It must be reminded that Eqs. (2.16) through (2.21) are based on the 
approximate equivalent circuit of the induction motor and, as such, they 
yield only approximate values of the respective quantities. 

2.5 STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS 

Based on Eqs. (2.3), (2.6), and (2.10) through (2.14), stator current, torque, 
input and output power, efficiency, and power factor of an induction motor 
can easily be computed. The input power, Pj^' efficiency, T], and power 
factor, PF, can be expressed as 

Pi„ = 3Re{Vjl}, (2.22) 

T, = ^ , (2.23) 

and 

PF = ^ , (2.24) 

respectively. The apparent input power, Sj^, in Eq. (2.24) is given by 

Sin = 3Vs4. (2.25) 

and the P^^ to S^^^ ratio is equal to the cosine of phase shift between the 
sinusoidal waveforms of stator voltage and current. 

For illustration purposes, a 30-hp induction motor, whose data (some 
of which have not yet been explained) are listed in Table 2.1, will be 
used throughout the book. With the rated voltage and frequency, the torque 
and stator current, input and output power, and efficiency and power 
factor of this motor are shown in Figures 2.18 through 2.20, respectively. 
All these variables are plotted as functions of the r/min speed, n. The 
latter is related to the angular velocity, (Oĵ , of the motor, expressed in 
rad/s, as 

n = —0)^. (2.26) 

The rated speed, n^^{, torque, T^ r̂at' current, 4 rat; and power, P âf ^ ^ 
marked by a broken line to highlight the rated conditions of the motor. 
The rated torque, current, and powers are much lower than their maximum 
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TABLE 2.1 Parameters of the Example Motor 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Rated power 

Rated stator voltage* 

Rated stator current** 

Rated frequency 

Rated slip 

Rated speed 

Rated torque 

Number of pole pairs 

Stator connection 

Stator resistance 

Stator leakage reactance at 60 Hz 

Stator reactance at 60 Hz 

Stator inductance 

Rotor resistance 

Rotor leakage reactance at 60 Hz 

Rotor reactance at 60 Hz 

Rotor inductance 

Magnetizing reactance at 60 Hz 

Magnetizing inductance 

Rotor mass moment of inertia 

/ra 

' M,rat 

Rr 

30 hp (22.4 kW) 

230 V/ph 

39.5 A/ph 

60 Hz 

0.027 

1168 r/min 

183 Nm 

6 

delta 

0.294 a/ph 

0.524 a/ph 

15.981 n/ph 

0.0424 H/ph 

0.156 a/ph 

0.279 a/ph 

15.736 a/ph 

0.0417 H/ph 

15.457 a/ph 

0.041 H/ph 

0.4 kg.m^ 

*The same as the rated voltage, V^^^, of the motor, in volts, thanks to the delta 
connection of the stator. The rated stator voltage, V̂  rat» ^^ volts per phase, is understood 
here as the voltage across a phase winding of the stator. In a wye-connected motor, V̂ at 

**Not the same as the rated current, I^^^, of the motor, in amperes, drawn from the 
power line. The rated stator current, /̂  rat» in amperes per phase, is understood here as the 
current in a single phase of the stator winding. In a wye-connected motor, /r̂ t = /s,raf 
but in a delta-connected one, I^^^ = V34^af 

values. As seen in Figure 2.20, the rated speed offers the best tradeoff 
between the efficiency and power factor of the motor. 

EXAMPLE 2.1 Calculation of characteristics in Figures 2.18 through 
2.20 is elucidated below for the example motor operating with the 
speed of 1176 r/min at the rated stator voltage of 230 V and frequency 
of 60 Hz. According to Eq. (2.4), the synchronous speed, n̂ ŷ , is 120 
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FIGURE 2.18 Stater current and developed torque versus speed of the example motor. 
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FIGURE 2.19 Input power and output power versus speed of the example motor. 

X 60/6 = 1200 r/min. Thus, from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.10), the slip, s, 
is 1 - 1176/1200 = 0.02; and the equivalent load resistance, /?L, is 
(1/0.02 - 1) X 0.156 = 7.644 H/ph. The angular velocity, WM, of 
the motor is 7r/30 X 1176 = 123.15 rad/s. 

As in all three-phase systems, the rated stator voltage is given as 
the rms value of the line-to4ine supply voltage of the motor. Because 
stator windings are connected in delta, the same voltage appears across 
these windings and, consequently, across the input terminals of the 
per-phase equivalent circuit of the motor. Thus, the rms phasor, Vg, 
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FIGURE 2.20 Efficiency and power factor versus speed of the example motor. 

of the stator voltage, taken here as the reference phasor, is 230 V and 
Eq. (2.13) is 

[7] -
0.294 + ;75.981 ;15.457 

715.457 ^ ^ + ;15.736 
0.02 

[& 
The popular program MATLAB was used to compute phasors of the 
stator and rotor currents, yielding 4 = 31.15 Z —0.54 A/ph and l^ 
= 27.41 Z3.06 A/ph. Now, according to Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), the 
output power and developed torque can be found as P^^^ = 3 X 7.644 
X 27.41^ = 17229 W and T^ = 17229/123.15 = 139.9 Nm. 

The apparent input power to the motor is given by Eq. (2.25) as 
5in = 3 X 230 X 31.15 = 21494 VA, while the power factor, PF, 
is equal to the cosine of phase angle of phasor 4 of stator current; 
that is, PF = cos(-0.54) = 0.858. Thus, the real input power, P^^, 
and efficiency, -q, are 0.858 X 21494 = 18442 W and 17229/18442 
= 0.934, respectively. Check that the same value ofP^^ can be obtained 
from Eq. (2.22). • 

EXAMPLE 2.2 To evaluate the accuracy of approximate formulas 
(2.18) through (2.21), exact values of the starting torque, T^^^{, pull-
out torque, T^ j^ax' ^̂ êd torque, T^ rat*' ^^^ critical slip, s^r, have been 
compared with the respective approximate values. The results are 
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TABLE 2.2 Evaluation of Accuracy of Approximate Formulas (2.18) 
through (2.21) 

Quantity Exact Value Eq. (2.18) Eq. (2.19) Eq. (2.20) Eq. (2.21) 

Starting torque 227.0 Nm 232.5 Nm 

Pull-out torque 530.9 Nm 549.5 Nm 

Rated torque 183.1 Nm 194.5 Nm 

Critical slip 0.187 0.182 

listed in Table 2.2. Good accuracy of the approximate formulas can 
be observed. The percent errors vary from 2.4% (for the starting 
torque) to 6.2% (for the rated torque). • 

It must be pointed out that, in the steady state, induction motors 
operate only on the negative-slope part of the torque curve, that is, below 
the critical slip. When the load increases, the resultant imbalance of the 
motor and load torques causes deceleration of the drive system. This 
results in an increased motor torque that matches that of the load, ensuring 
stability of the operation. Conversely, when the load decreases, the motor 
accelerates until the load torque is matched again. 

In Figures 2.18 through 2.20, the motor speed is limited to the 0 to 
Wgyn range, Wgŷ  denoting the synchronous speed in r/min. This can be 
translated into the 1 to 0 range of slip. However, in general, an induction 
machine can operate with any value of slip, positive or negative. In Figure 
2.21, the torque and stator current versus speed curves, such as those in 
Figure 2.18, are extended over the speed range from — ̂ syn ^̂  ^n^yn, so 
that the slip range is 2 to — 1. The negative magnitude, 4, of the stator 
current at supersynchronous speeds is meant to indicate that the phase 
shift of the current with respect to the stator voltage is greater than 90° 
and less than 270°. This implies a negative real power consumed by the 
motor, that is, the machine operates as a generator. Figure 2.21 illustrates 
three possible modes of operation of the induction motor: (1) braking, 
with s > I (i.e., n < 0); (2) motoring, with 0 < 5 < 1 (i.e., 0 < n < ngyj; 
and (3) generating, with s < 0 (i.e., n > n^y^). 

In the braking mode, the rotor is forced to rotate against the stator field, 
which causes high EMFs and currents induced in the rotor conductors. This 
mode can easily be imposed on a motor by reversing the field, which is 
accomplished by interchanging two leads between the power line and 
stator terminals, that is, by changing the phase sequence. However, the 
braking torque is low, so that this method of slowing the motor down is 
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FIGURE 2.21 Torque and current characteristics of the induction motor in a wide 
speed range. 

not very effective. In addition, both the kinetic energy given up by the 
load and the electric energy supplied to the motor are dissipated in the 
rotor winding. Thus, no energy is recovered, and the motor is likely to 
overheat. 

Much more efficient braking results from forcing the motor to operate 
in the generating mode, which requires that the rotor turns faster than the 
field. This is done by reducing the field speed, n̂ yn, so that it revolves 
slower than the rotor. According to Eq. (2.4), it can be done by increasing 
the number, Pp, of pole pairs of the stator or by decreasing the supply 
frequency, / . Indeed, certain motors have stator windings so arranged 
that they can be connected in more than one configuration, yielding, for 
instance, p^i = 1 and Pp 2 = 2. In the adjustable-speed drive systems, 
the motor is fed from an inverter, which supplies stator currents of variable 
frequency. There, the generating mode can easily be enforced by keeping 
track of the rotor speed and reducing the supply frequency accordingly. 

2.6 INDUCTION GENERATOR 

It has been said that an induction machine rotating with the speed higher 
than that of the magnetic field of the stator operates as a generator, feeding 
electrical power back to the supply system. This property is utilized in, 
for example, induction generators driven by a wind turbine and connected 
to the grid. The question is whether an induction machine can operate as 
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a stand-alone generator of electric energy. Basically, the answer is negative, 
because in the absence of magnetic field no EMF can be induced in the 
rotor. 

Yet, stand-alone induction generators are feasible, because to maintain 
the magnetic field only the reactive power is required. Capacitors con
nected between the stator terminals of an induction machine can serve as 
such a source. When the machine is driven by a prime mover, a field 
buildup is initiated by the residual flux density in stator iron. Analysis 
of such an induction generator is based on the per-phase equivalent circuit 
shown in Figure 2.22. The negative resistance RQ represents a source of 
the input mechanical power, Pj^^, This resistance is a counterpart of the 
equivalent load resistance, /?L, in Figure 2.15 and given by the same 
relation, that is. 

/?G = ^ r ( ; 1 (2.27) 

For analysis purposes, magnetic saturation of iron of the machine 
must be taken into account when expressing the stator EMF, E^, in terms 
of the magnetizing current, I^. This can be explained by considering the 
no-load operation of the generator. No real power is supplied by the rotor, 
which allows removing the rotor part from the equivalent curcuit in Figure 
2.22, yielding the circuit in Figure 2.23. Neglecting the small voltage 
drop across the stator resistance and leakage reactance, the operating point 
can be found at the intersection of the magnetization curve, E^ = /(/m), 
and the capacitor load line, V^ = XQIQ, where XQ denotes the capacitor 
impedance, l/(a)C), and IQ is the capacitor current. As illustrated in Figure 
2.24, a too-small capacitance (line 1) is insufficient to provide excitation 
for the generator, while no solution can be found if the capacitor load 

FIGURE 2.22 Per-phase equivalent circuit of the stand-alone induction generator. 
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FIGURE 2.23 Per-phase equivalent circuit of the stand-alone induction generator on 
no load. 
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FIGURE 2.24 Determination of the operating point of the induction generator. 

line (line 2) coincides with the straight portion of the magnetization curve. 
On the other hand, a properly selected capacitance (line 3) should not be 
too large, to avoid unnecessarily high magnetizing and capacitor currents. 

It must be stressed that C denotes a. per-phase capacitance. In practice, 
the capacitors are connected between each pair of output terminals, that 
is, they are subjected to the line-to-line voltages. Analyzing the total 
amount of reactive power associated with these capacitors, it can easily 
be found that the per-phase capacitance, C, equals the actual capacitance, 
Qct, of the single capacitor only when stator windings are connected in 
delta (which is the predominant practical connection). With stator windings 
connected in wye, C = SQcf 

The following set of equations can be used for a computer-based 
analysis of the induction generator operating with the output frequency 
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0). A purely resistive load, /?L, is assumed. The load, capacitor, and stator 
currents, /L, IQ, and 4, respectively, are determined as 

/L = IT, (2.28) 

fc = - j | , (2.29) 

and 

h = Ic + k- (2.30) 

Now the stator EMF, E^, can be found as 

E, = V, + {R,+jxSh (2.31) 

and the magnetizing current, Z ,̂ as 

I^ = f-\E,y%-l\ (2.32) 

where 0^ denotes the angle of phasor E^. Finally, the rotor current, I^ is 
given by 

/r = 4 + h (2.33) 

The stator voltage, V^ = V^ (reference phasor), in Eqs. (2.28), (2.29), 
and (2.31) must be such that the balance of reactive powers, 

Xcic = X,fs + ^ir/r + ^ s 4 (2-34) 

is satisfied. This, in addition to the nonlinear relation between the stator 
EMF and magnetizing current, requires an iterative approach to the compu
tations. Once the currents have been found, the balance of real powers, 

- / ? G / ? = RJ^ + Rfs + RJl (2.35) 

and Eq. (2.27) allow calculation of the slip, s, which is negative, as 

s= Y^—2- (2-36) 

With the slip known, the rotor angular velocity, co^, can be determined 
as 

COM = w (2.37) 
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and the driving torque, T^, as 

TM = ^ = - ^ (2.38) 

where P^ denotes the input power. 

EXAMPLE 2.3 It can be shown that when the example motor operates 
as a stand-alone induction generator with the output frequency of 60 
Hz, the per-phase capacitance of 207 ixF/ph, and the load resistance 
of 7.1 ft/ph, then the stator voltage and output power assume their 
rated levels of 230 V and 30 hp, respectively. Determine operating 
conditions of the machine when the load resistance is increased to 
10 ft/ph. 

The rated stator voltage, V^, of 230 V/ph is first assumed, resulting 
in /L = 23.0 A/ph, /c = 17.9 Z90° A/ph, I, = 29.2 Z38.0° A/ph, /^ 
= 16.0 Z - 85.6° A/ph, and /, = 24.3 Z4.7° A/ph. The left-hand side 
of Eq. (2.35) turns out to be greater than the right-hand side by 314.7 
VA/ph. Gradual increases in V^ reduce this imbalance of reactive 
powers, until, at V^ = 249.8 V/ph, the following solution is reached: 
/L = 25.0 A/ph, /c = 19.5 Z90° A/ph, 4 = 31.7 Z38.0° A/ph, 4 
= 18.9 Z - 85.6° A/ph, and /, = 26.4 Z1.5° A/ph. The slip, s, of the 
generator is —0.0167, which corresponds to the rotor speed, n, of 
1220 r/min. The input power, P^^ is 26.7 hp (19.9 kW) and the output 
power, PQUJ, is 25.1 hp (18.7 kW), yielding the driving torque, T^, 
of 146.6 Nm and efficiency of 0.94. Note that the stator voltage is 
higher than rated, which may be hazardous unless the insulation of 
stator windings is reinforced. • 

Residual magnetism in the iron of a stand-alone induction generator 
is necessary for the avalanche buildup of the magnetic field when the 
machine starts turning. The output voltage strongly depends on the load, 
especially on the reactive component of the load impedance. The slip 
and, consequently, the output frequency also are load dependent, albeit 
to a much lesser degree. Usually, the voltage of induction generators is 
conditioned using power electronic converters. 

2.7 SUMMARY 

Operation of the induction motor is based on the ingenious principle of 
induction of EMFs and currents in the rotor that is not directly connected 
to any supply source. Three-phase currents in stator windings produce a 
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revolving magnetic field, whose angular velocity, called a synchronous 
velocity of the motor, is proportional to the supply frequency and inversely 
proportional to the number of pole pairs. The latter parameter, an integer, 
depends on the configuration of the windings, and it determines the field 
pattern. The rotor rotates with a speed different than that of the field. 
Consequently, lines of magnetic flux intersect rotor conductors, inducing 
the EMFs and currents. Slip, s, which is the relative difference of speeds 
of the field and rotor, is one of the most important quantities defining 
operating conditions of an induction machine. 

Analysis of the steady-state operation of the induction motor is based 
on the per-phase equivalent circuit. The mechanical load of the motor is 
modeled by the equivalent load resistance. The developed torque resulting 
from interaction between the field and rotor currents strongly depends on 
the slip. It can be calculated as a ratio of power dissipated in equivalent 
load resistances of all three phases of the motor to the angular velocity 
of the rotor. The torque reaches a maximum value, the pull-out torque, 
at a speed lower than rated. The pull-out torque and the starting torque 
are higher than the rated torque. Other steady-state characteristics, such as 
the stator current versus speed, can also be determined from the equivalent 
circuit. 

An induction machine running with a supersynchronous speed oper
ates in the generating mode. Usually, the generating is performed by 
motors connected to the power system, which provides the reactive power 
needed for the magnetic field. Stand-alone induction generators are feasi
ble, with capacitors connected across the stator terminals and acting as 
sources of reactive power. 



3 
UNCONTROLLED INDUCTION 

MOTOR DRIVES 

In this chapter, operation of uncontrolled induction motor drives is exam
ined. We briefly outline methods of assisted starting, braking, and re
versing. Speed control by pole changing is explained, and we describe 
abnormal operating conditions of induction motors. 

3.1 UNCONTROLLED OPERATION 
OF INDUCTION MOTORS 

In a majority of induction motor drives in industrial and domestic applica
tions, the control functions are limited to the turn-on and turn-off and, in 
certain cases, to assisted starting, braking, and reversing. When driving 
a load, an induction motor is supplied directly from a power line and 
operates with fixed values of stator voltage and frequency. The speed 
of the motor is approximately constant, motors with a stiff mechanical 
characteristic (i.e., with low dependence of load torque on the speed) 
having been usually used. As already mentioned, such a characteristic is 
associated with a low rotor resistance, that is, with low losses in the rotor. 

43 
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Thus, high-efficiency motors, somewhat more expensive than standard 
motors, are particularly insensitive to load changes. 

Clearly, an uncontrolled motor drive is the cheapest investment, but 
the lack of speed control carries another price. In many applications, a 
large percentage of the electric energy is wasted because of that shortcom
ing. The most common induction motor drives are those associated with 
fluid transport machinery, such as pumps, fans, blowers, or compressors. 
To control the flow intensity or pressure of the fluid, valves choking the 
flow are used. As a result, the motor delivers full power, a significant 
portion of which is converted into heat in the fluid. This situation is 
analogous to that of a car driven with a depressed brake pedal. Energy and 
money savings have been the major reason for the increasing popularity of 
ASDs, which, typically, are characterized by short payback periods. 

Sensitivity to voltage sags constitutes another weakness of uncon
trolled drives. Even in highly developed industrial nations such as the 
United States, the power quality occasionally happens to be poor. Because 
the torque developed in an induction motor is quadratically dependent on 
the stator voltage, a voltage sag can cause the motor to stall. This typically 
leads to intervention of protection relays that trip (disconnect) the motor. 
Often, the resultant process interruption is quite costly. Controlled drives 
can be made less sensitive to voltage changes, enhancing the "ride-
through" capability of the motor. 

3.2 ASSISTED STARTING 

As exemplified in Figure 2.18, the stator current at zero slip, that is, the 
starting current, is typically much higher than the rated current. Using 
the approximate equivalent circuit in Figure 2.16, the starting current, 
4 St, can be estimated as 

V 

In the example motor, the starting current, at about 250 A/ph, is 6.3 times 
higher than the rated current. For small motors this is usually not a serious 
issue, and they are started by connecting them directly to the power line. 
However, large motors, especially those driving loads with high inertia 
or high low-speed torque, require assisted starting. The following are the 
most conmion solutions. 

1. In autotransformer starting, illustrated in Figure 3.1, a three-
phase autotransformer is controlled using timed relays. The stator 
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FIGURE 3.1 Autotransformer starting system. 

voltage at starting is reduced by shutting contacts 1 and 2, while 
contacts 3 are open. After a preset amount of time, contacts 
1 and 2 are opened and contacts 3 shut. 

2. In impedance starting, illustrated in Figure 3.2, series imped
ances (resistive or reactive) are inserted between the power 
hne and the motor to limit the starting current. As the motor 
gains speed, the impedances are shorted out, first by contacts 
1, then by contacts 2. 

POWER LINE 

H\H\M 

MOTOR 

FIGURE 3.2 System with starting impedances. 
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In wye-delta starting, illustrated in Figure 3.3, a special switch 
is used to connect stator phase windings in wye (contacts 
"w") when the motor is started and, when the motor is up to 
speed, to reconnect the windings in delta (contacts "d"). With 
wye-connected phase windings, the per-phase stator voltage and 
current are reduced by in comparison with those for delta-
connected windings. The wye-delta switch can be controlled 
manually or automatically. 
In soft-starting, illustrated in Figure 3.4, a three-phase soft-starter 
based on semiconductor power switches is employed to reduce 
the stator current. This is done by passing only a part of the 
voltage waveform and blocking the remaining part. The volt-

POWER LINE 

STATOR PHASE WrONGS 
AND WYE-DELTA SWITCH 

FIGURE 3.3 Starting system with the wye-deha switch. 

POWER L i e 

MOTOR 

FIGURE 3.4 Soft-starting system. 
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age and current waveforms are distorted, generating harmonic 
torques, until, when the motor has gained sufficient speed, the 
soft-starter connects it directly to the power line. Various starting 
programs, such as maintaining a constant current or ramping up 
the voltage, can be realized. 

In comparison with the direct online starting, all the preceding methods 
of assisted starting result in reduction of the starting torque. This, with 
certain loads, can be a serious disadvantage. As explained later, the 
variable-frequency starting in ASDs does not have this disadvantage, 
allowing for high values of the torque. 

As an interesting observation, it is worth mentioning that the total 
energy lost in the rotor during starting is approximately equal to the total 
kinetic energy of the drive system in the final steady state. This is because 
the efficiency of power conversion in the rotor is 1 — 5*. Again, the 
variable-frequency starting is superior in this respect, because a low slip 
is consistently maintained. 

3.3 BRAKING AND REVERSING 

In drives requiring rapid deceleration, the motor needs to develop a nega
tive torque for braking, especially in systems with low load torque and/ 
or high inertia. Because the torque depends on slip, a proper change in 
the slip must be effected. Apart from frequency control or changing the 
number of poles of stator winding, there are two ways to induce a negative 
torque in an induction machine, plugging and dynamic braking. 

Plugging consists in a reversal of phase sequence of the supply voltage, 
which is easily accomplished by interchanging any two supply leads of 
the motor. This results in reverse rotation of the magnetic field in the 
motor; the slip becomes greater than unity and the developed torque tries 
to force the motor to rotate in the opposite direction. If only stopping of 
the drive is required, the motor should be disconnected from the power 
line at about the instant of zero speed. 

Plugging is quite a harsh operation, because both the kinetic energy 
of the drive and input electric energy must be dissipated in the motor, 
mostly in the rotor. This braking method can be compared to shifting a 
transmission into reverse to slow down a running car. The total heat 
produced in the rotor is approximately three times the initial energy of 
the drive system. Therefore, plugging must be employed with caution to 
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avoid thermal damage to the rotor. Low-inertia drives and motors with 
high rotor resistance and, therefore, with a large high-slip torque (see 
Figure 2.17) are the best candidates for effective plugging. 

EXAMPLE 3.1 To illustrate braking by plugging, consider the exam
ple motor driving a load under rated operating conditions. The mass 
moment of inertia of the load is twice that of the motor. The initial 
braking torque and total energy dissipated in the rotor by the time 
the motor stops are to be determined. 

The rated speed is 1168 r/min. Thus, when the speed of magnetic 
field is reversed, the initial slip, s, is (1200 + 1168)71200 = 1.973. 
The matrix equation (2.13) is 

r230l ["-ZW+yW-SSI 715.457 "Ir--, 

and, when solved, it yields 4 = 261.3 A/ph and Î  = 256.7 A/ph. 
The rotor velocity, co^, is TT X 1168/30 = 122.3 rad/s and the equiva
lent load resistance, /?L, found from Eq. (2.10), is —0.077 (1/ph. It 
is negative, because s > I, and consequently the developed torque 
r^ , as calculated from Eq. (2.12), is negative too. Specifically, 

_ 3 X (-0.077) X 256.7^ ^ _ . . . 
TM = Ij^ = -124.5 Nm, 

which is only two-thirds of the rated torque, while the stator current 
is 6.6 times the rated value. The maximum braking torque using this 
method occurs at zero speed and equals the starting torque of 227 
Nm (see Table 2.2). The corresponding stator current of 250 A/ph 
(see Section 3.2) is still very high at 6.3 times the rated current. 

The load mass moment inertia is 2 X 0.4 = 0.8 kg.m^, and the 
energy, E^ dissipated in the rotor is three times the initial kinetic 
energy of the drive system. Thus, 

^^^3(A^AM. = 3<^i±M!2i^= 26.923/. -

Dynamic braking is realized by circulating direct current in stator 
windings. For braking, the motor is disconnected from the power line, 
and any two of its phases are connected to a dc voltage source. The dc 
stator current produces a stationary magnetic field, so that ac EMFs and 
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currents are induced in the rotor bars, and a braking torque is developed. 
The braking torque, T^ n̂ is given by the approximate equation 

^M,br ~ 3 
— o / ^m4,dc 

0), 
syn 

^r^] M 

R^ + 
O) 

w, syn 

(3.2) 

where 4 ĉ denotes the dc stator current. The relation between the braking 
torque and motor speed, n^, resembles that for supersynchronous speeds 
(see Figure 2.22), with the maximum braking torque in the vicinity of 
^M = ^syn^/^m- Indeed, with the stationary field, a braking motor can 
be thought of as running at a supersynchronous speed. Although no energy 
regeneration is possible, the amount of heat dissipated in the rotor is one-
third of that for plugging, being approximately equal to the initial kinetic 
energy of the drive system. 

The dynamic-braking arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The 
braking dc current encounters only the stator resistance, so the dc source 
supplying this current must have voltage much lower than the rated ac 
voltage of the motor. Therefore, a step-down transformer is used, the 
reduced secondary ac voltage of which is converted into dc voltage by a 
diode rectifier. Normally, the motor operates with contacts 1 closed and 
contacts 2 and 3 opened. For braking, the motor is disconnected from the 
power line by opening contacts 1, and two of its phases are connected to 
the rectifier by closing contacts 2. Contacts 3 are closed simultaneously, 
providing power supply for the transformer. In large motors, instead of 

A — r 
B -
c -

POWER LINE 

^ ll-̂  
L v , A ^ ^ 

TRANSFORNCR 

RECTFER 

MOTOR 

FIGURE 3.5 System for the dynamic braking. 
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the single-phase transformer and rectifier in Figure 3.5, their three-phase 
counterparts can be used. 

EXAMPLE 3.2 To compare dynamic braking with braking by plug
ging, the motor ft'om Example 3.1 is analyzed when disconnected 
from the ac line and connected to a dc source. The dc stator current 
is twice the rms-rated current of the motor. 

The dc stator current, 4 d̂ , is 2 X 39.5 = 79 A, which allows us 
to determine the required voltage, Vs,dc» ^^ the dc source as Vs,dc ^ 
2^s4,dc = 2 X 0.294 X 79 = 46.5 V. This is about one-fifth the 
rated ac stator voltage, which confirms the need for the step-down 
transformer in the system in Figure 3.5. 

The synchronous angular velocity, Wgyn, of the motor is TT X 1200/ 
30 = 125.7 rad/s, and the braking torque, r ^ ^^ at the initial velocity, 
(Ojvi, of 122.3 rad/s (see Example 3.1) is calculated from Eq. (3.2) as 

-i^ 457 X 79\^ 0.156 X 122.3 
•M,br - ^\—Txrz ^ = 23.9 Nm. 

' -, /122 3 
0.156^ . ( i | | l 5 . 4 5 7 

This is a very low value, only 13% of the rated torque, but the braking 
torque increases rapidly with the decreasing speed of the motor. Be
cause /?r/^m ^ 001 ' ^he maximum braking torque, 7M,br(max)» occurs 
at the motor velocity of O.OlcOgyn, that is, at a)^ = 1.257 rad/s. Then, 
using Eq. (3.2) again, 

15.457 X 79\^ 0.156 X 1.257 
'T = ^ 1 , 
^M,br(max) -^\ 125 7 / / N "̂  

0.156^ + ( T i ? ' 5 . « 7 

= 1,151 Nm, 

which is 6.3 times the rated torque and more than twice the pull-out 
torque (see Table 2.2). Generally, the lower the R^IX^ ratio, the higher 
the ratio of the maximum braking torque to that at the rated speed. 

The energy, E^ dissipated in the rotor equals the initial kinetic 
energy of the drive system, that is, it is only one-third of that when 
plugging is used. Based on results of Example 3.1, ̂ i. = 26923/3 = 
8974 J. The comparison of plugging and dynamic braking has shown 
definite superiority of the latter method. The average braking torque 
is much higher than with plugging, and the heat generated in the 
motor, both in stator and rotor, is much lower. • 
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Certain drives require prolonged stopping. For instance, too-rapid 
speed reduction of a conveyor belt could cause spillage, and that of a 
centrifugal pump may result in pipe damage due to the water-hammer 
effect. In such cases, power electronic soft-starters can be used to slowly 
reduce (ramp down) the stator voltage. 

Reversing an induction motor drive involves braking the motor and 
restarting it in the opposite direction. The braking and starting can be 
done in any of the ways described above. Plugging is a good option for 
motors running light, while simply disconnecting the motor from the 
power line can be sufficient for quick stopping of drives with a high 
reactive load torque. In some drives, the reversing is performed in the 
gear train so that the motor operation is not affected. 

3.4 POLE CHANGING 

A formula for speed, n^, of the induction motor as a function of the 
supply frequency, /, number of pole pairs, Pp, of the magnetic field, and 
slip, s, of the motor can be obtained from Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) as 

«M = 60^(1 - s). (3.3) 

On the other hand, with a fixed output power, the speed is inversely 
proportional to the developed torque [see Eq. (2.9)]. Therefore, observing 
two motors of the same power, frequency, and voltage ratings, of which 
one has a two-pole stator winding and the other a four-pole winding, and 
which drive identical loads, the four-pole machine would rotate with half 
of the speed of the two-pole one but with twice as high a torque. Thus, 
a motor with p^ pole pairs is equivalent to a two-pole machine connected 
to the load through gearing whose gear ratio, Â , as defined by Eq. (1.4), 
is l//?p. The gear-ratio property of the number of poles is utilized in certain 
motors for speed control. Such motors have stator windings so constructed 
that they can be connected in various arrangements, in order to produce 
magnetic fields of an adjustable pole number, for instance two, four, and 
six. In this way, the synchronous speed can assume several distinct values, 
such as 3600 r/min, 1800 r/min, and 1200 r/min. 

The topic of stator windings in ac machines is vast, and it exceeds 
the scope of this book. Interested readers are referred to relevant sources, 
for instance the excellent manual by Rosenberg and Hand, 1986, which 
can be found in the Literature section at the end of this book. Here, only 
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one example of pole changing is illustrated in Figure 3.6. It shows a four-
coil winding of phase A, which can be connected to produce a four- or 
eight-pole magnetic field. In the four-pole arrangement seen in Figure 
3.6(a), terminals x and y are shorted forming one end of the winding, 
while terminal z makes up the other end. When, as in Figure 3.6(b), x 
and y are disconnected from each other and used as ends of the winding, 
an eight-pole field is generated. 

Arrangement of stator windings affects the developed torque, because 
the torque is dependent on stator current, which, in turn, depends on the 
stator impedance. These dependencies allow better matching of a motor 
to the load. For instance, when a two-pole stator is reconnected to four-
pole operation, the resulting pull-out torque can be the same as before 
(constant torque connection), half of its previous value (square-law torque 
connection), or twice its previous value (constant power connection). 
Clearly, these three types of torque-speed relationship are most suitable 
for loads with the constant, positive, and negative coefficient k in Eq. 
(1.12), respectively (see Figure 1.1). 

3.5 ABNORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Abnormal operation of an induction motor drive may be caused by internal 
or external problems. The most common electrical and mechanical faults 
in the motor are: 
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FIGURE 3.6 Pole changing: (a) four-pole stator winding, (b) eight-pole stator winding. 
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1. Short circuit in the stator winding, which can occur between 
turns of the same phase (intertum fault), between different 
phases (interphase fault), or between a phase winding and ground 
(ground fault). Serious stator faults cause the overcurrent pro
tection circuits to react immediately, but minor faults take time 
to spread. 

2. Cracked rotor bars, resulting from frequent thermal and mechani
cal stresses, for instance in often-started motors. The cracking 
usually occurs at the junction with the end ring. The damage to 
the rotor reduces the torque of the motor and introduces low-
frequency harmonic torques. Healthy bars must then carry an 
increased load, so they are likely eventually to crack too. 

3. Bearing failures, caused by wear and accelerated by such me
chanical imperfections as rotor unbalance and eccentricity or mis
alignment of the motor and load shafts. 

Interestingly, the incidence of stator and bearing faults in induction 
motors in adjustable-speed drive systems has been found to be significantly 
higher than that in uncontrolled drives. It turns out that the switching 
operation of power electronic inverters supplying the motors in variable-
frequency drives causes increased voltage stresses on stator insulation 
and, in certain cases, microsparking in the bearings. 

External factors that may cause abnormal operation of the induction 
motor are: 

1. Poor voltage quality, such as sags or unbalance. As already 
explained in Section 2.4, voltage sags result in quadratic reduction 
of the developed torque, so that the motor may stall. Voltage 
unbalance produces harmonic torques, and it increases losses in 
the motor. High losses and poor power factor also occur when 
the stator voltage is too high. Generally, the voltage is consid
ered to be of good quality when it does not strain from the rated 
value by more than ±10%, from the rated frequency by more 
than ±5%, and from ideal balance by more than ±2%. 

2. Phase loss, typically resulting from the action of protection relays 
in the power system or fuses in the supply line. Basically, the 
induction motor can run on two phases, albeit with a significantly 
reduced torque and increased stator current. Eventually, ther
mal overload relays will trip the circuit breaker and disconnect 
the motor from the line. 

3. Mechanical overload, which may cause overheating or even 
stalling the motor. Although induction motors have a signifi
cant torque margin (see Figure 2.18), prolonged operation with 
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overload is hazardous and prevented by the akeady mentioned 
thermal overload relays. 

3.6 SUMMARY 

Most induction motors in industrial and household use operate in an 
uncontrolled manner, being supplied directly from the power system. The 
motor speed is roughly constant, but the developed torque is sensitive to 
changes in the stator voltage. In many applications, significant energy 
savings could be realized by replacing the uncontrolled drive with an 
adjustable-speed one. 

Motors with difficult starting conditions require means for assisted 
starting so that the motor does not overheat. Autotransformers, series 
impedances, wye-delta switches, or electronic soft-starters are commonly 
employed. 

For assisted braking, when the load torque alone is insufficient to 
quickly stop the motor, plugging or dynamic braking can be applied. 
Plugging, consisting in the reversal of magnetic field in the motor by 
changing the phase sequence, is a harsh operation because the accompa
nying energy losses in the rotor amount to three times the initial kinetic 
energy of the drive. Moreover, the braking torque in most motors is 
relatively low. Dynamic braking, utilizing a dc stator current to produce 
a stationary field, offers better operating conditions, but it requires a step-
down transformer and a rectifier. Prolonged stopping can be realized 
using soft-starters. Reversing an uncontrolled drive involves stopping and 
restarting. Plugging can be used for motors running light. The gear train 
itself can be of a reversible type. 

Pole changing allows two or more different synchronous speeds in 
specially constructed motors. The stator windings are so arranged that 
they can be switched into configurations producing various patterns of 
the magnetic field. 

Abnormal operating conditions of induction motor drives can be of 
internal or external origin. Motor faults can be electrical or mechanical. 
Most common faults are short circuits in the stator, cracked rotor bars, 
and bearing failures. Poor quality of the supply voltage, phase loss, and 
mechanical overloads are the most common external causes of aggravated 
operation of induction motors. 
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POWER ELECTRONIC 

CONVERTERS FOR INDUCTION 
MOTOR DRIVES 

In this chapter, we review power electronic converters used in ASDs with 
induction motors. Various types of rectifiers providing the dc supply 
voltage for inverters feeding the motors are presented, and we describe 
voltage source inverters, including three-level and soft-switching inverters, 
and current source inverters. Control methods for inverters, with a stress 
on the use of voltage space vectors, are illustrated. Finally, we outline 
undesirable side effects of the switching operation of power converters. 

4.1 CONTROL OF STATOR VOLTAGE 

As seen from Eq. (3.3), the speed of an induction motor can be controlled 
by changing the number of poles, slip, and the supply frequency. The 
pole changing has already been described, and, if the motor has that 
capability, it only requires an appropriate switch. Changes of slip can be 
effected by varying the stator voltage, particularly in motors with soft 
mechanical characteristics. However, this method is inefficient, because 
rotor losses are proportional to the slip. Also, in most motors, it is ineffec-
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tive because of the narrow range of controllable slip (from zero to the 
critical value). For wide-range speed control, adjusting the supply fre
quency constitutes the only practical solution. The frequency control must 
be accompanied by magnitude control of the stator voltage. 

To produce adjustable-frequency, adjustable-magnitude, three-phase 
voltage for induction motor drives, power electronic inverters are most 
commonly used. Inverters are dc to ac converters, so the regular 60-Hz 
(50-Hz in many countries) ac voltage must first be rectified to provide 
the dc supply for the inverter. Much less common are cycloconverters, 
which operate directly on the 60-Hz supply, but whose output frequency 
is inherently much lower than the input (supply) frequency. They are 
mostly employed in high-power synchronous motor drives. The soft-
starters described in Section 3.2 are based on ac voltage controllers, which 
are ac to ac converters with adjustable rms value of the output voltage. 
The frequency is not changed in ac voltage controllers; that is, the output 
voltage has the same frequency as the supply voltage. Because of their 
marginal use in induction motor drives, cycloconverters and ac voltage 
controllers are not covered in this book. 

In the subsequent sections, rectifiers and inverters employed in ASDs 
with induction motors are briefly described. Operating principles of invert
ers, knowledge of which is needed for in-depth understanding of control 
methods for induction motors, are particularly stressed. This necessarily 
sketchy information may be insufficient for readers with no background 
in power electronics, for whom studies of relevant literature are strongly 
recommended. See, for example. Introduction to Modem Power Electron
ics, 1998, by this author. 

4.2 RECTIFIERS 

Rectifiers in induction motor ASDs supply dc voltage to inverters. The 
three-phase full-wave (six-pulse) diode rectifier, shown in Figure 4.1, is 
most commonly employed. At any time, only two out of six diodes conduct 
the output current, i^. These are the diodes, subjected to the highest line-
to-line input voltage. For instance, if at a given instant the highest line-
to-line voltage is Vj^, diodes DA and DB' conduct the output current, 
so that /^ "= ô ^^^ h ^ ~^o- Th^ other four diodes are then reverse 
biased, while the output voltage, v ,̂ equals v^g. 

Because, thanks to the conducting diodes, the highest line-to-line 
input voltage appears at the output of the rectifier, the output voltage is 
the envelope of all six line-to-line voltages of the supply line. This is 
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FIGURE 4.1 Six-pulse diode rectifier. 

illustrated in Figure 4.2, which shows the line-to-line voltages and output 
voltage of the six-pulse diode rectifier. The output voltage is not ideally 
of the dc quality, but it has a high dc component, V^ (average value of 
Vo), given by 

Vo = -V^Um - 0.955yLL,m, 
IT 

(4.1) 

where Vu^^ denotes the peak value of line-to-line input voltage. The 
output current, whose example waveform is also shown in Figure 4.2, 
depends on the load, but its waveform has even less ripple (ac component) 
than does the voltage waveform. 

LL.m 

LL.m 

y X y X X x 

HI cot 

'2n 

FIGURE 4.2 Waveforms of the output voltage and current in a six-pulse diode rectifier. 
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Assuming an ideal dc output current, i^ = 4 , the input line current 
have a rectangular waveform, as shown in Figure 4.3. This is a serious 
annoyance for the supplying power system, which is designed to operate 
with sinusoidal voltages and currents. The high harmonic content of the 
square-wave current drawn by the rectifier and the resultant distortion of 
the voltage waveforms in the power system cause interference with opera
tion of sensitive communication equipment, and they may precipitate 
unwarranted intervention of system protection circuits. It should be pointed 
out that, thanks to the half-wave synmietry of the current waveform, no 
even (2nd, 4th, etc.) harmonics are present, while the three-phase balance 
of currents in individual supply wires causes the absence of triple harmon
ics (3rd, 9th, etc.) as well. As a result, the low-order harmonics in the 
input current of a diode rectifier are the 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, etc. 

When the diodes are replaced with SCRs (silicon controlled rectifiers, 
also known as thyristors), TA through T C , as in Figure 4.4, a phase-
controlled six-pulse rectifier is obtained. The adjustable dc output voltage, 
VQ, of the rectifier is given by 

K) = -^LL,mCOS(a.), (4.2) 

where af denotes the firing angle, which determines instants of turning 
on (firing) the SCRs. Specifically, a^ = 0 represents the situation when 
an SCR is fired at the same instant at which the respective diode in an 
uncontrolled rectifier in Figure 4.1 would begin conducting. If, in the (or 
domain, the firing is delayed with respect to that instant by af radians, 
the average output voltage is reduced in proportion to cos(af). Waveforms 

< cot 

FIGURE 4.3 Waveform of the input current in a six-pulse diode rectifier. 
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FIGURE 4.4 Six-pulse phase-controlled rectifier. 

of the output voltage, v ,̂ and current, i^, with the firing angle of 45° are 
illustrated in Figure 4.5. 

Eq. (4.2) implies a possibility of negative dc output voltage when the 
firing angle exceeds 90°. Because the output current cannot be negative 
(it would have to flow from the cathode to anode of the SCRs), the 
negative value of V̂  indicates transfer of power from the load to the 
supply system. Clearly, that requires an active load, such as an electric 
machine, capable of delivering electrical energy. A controlled rectifier 
transferring power from the load to the supply is said to operate in the 
inverter mode. This mode is illustrated in Figure 4.6, which shows the 
output voltage and current waveforms for the firing angle of 135°. 

Input current waveforms in the controlled rectifier are similar to those 
in the diode rectifier. In addition to the rectangular waveform of these 

'LL.m 
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FIGURE 4.5 Waveforms of the output voltage and current in a six-pulse phase-
controlled rectifier (ttf = 45°). 
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FIGURE 4.6 Waveforms of the output voltage and current in a six-pulse phase-
controlled rectifier in the inverter mode (af = 135"*). 

currents, shown in Figure 4.7, the input power factor of the controlled 
rectifier is lower than that of the diode rectifier. The power factor, which 
similarly to the dc output voltage is proportional to the cosine of the firing 
angle, decreases with the increase of this angle. The poor quality of currents 
drawn from the power system is a major disadvantage of uncontrolled and 
phase-controlled rectifiers. 

The problem of harmonic pollution of the power system caused by 
power electronic converters, often called nonlinear loads, is very serious, 
and significant efforts to combat the system harmonics are being made. 
The most common solution is to install appropriate filters, either between 
the power system and the offending converter (series filters) or in parallel 
with the converter (parallel filters). Filters can be passive or active. Passive 

FIGURE 4.7 Waveform of the input current in a six-pulse phase-controlled rectifier. 
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filters are simple LC (inductive-capacitive) circuits designed to block and 
shunt current harmonics so that they are drawn from filter capacitors 
rather than fi-om the power system. With respect to diode rectifiers, the 
so-called harmonic traps are often used. They are series-resonant LC 
circuits, tuned to frequencies of the lowest harmonics of the input current, 
for instance the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th. The harmonic traps shunt the 
respective harmonic currents from the power system. The remaining, 
unfiltered harmonics usually have such low amphtudes that waveforms 
of currents drawn from the system are close to ideal sinusoids. 

The resonant frequencies of harmonic traps are relatively low, because 
even the 13th harmonic has a frequency well below 1 kHz. Therefore, 
the inductors and capacitors used in the traps are large and expensive. To 
significantly reduce the size of passive filters, pulse width modulated 
(PWM) rectifiers must be used. There are two types of these converters, 
the voltage source and current source PWM rectifiers. 

The voltage source PWM rectifier, based on IGBTs, the most popular 
semiconductor power switch nowadays (the so-called non-punch-through 
IGBTs must be used because of the ac input voltages), is shown in Figure 
4.8. The three-phase line with input filters based on inductors Lj and 
capacitors Cj constitutes the voltage source for the rectifier. The input 
inductors do not have to be physical components, because the supplying 
power system itself may possess sufficient inductance, but the capacitors 
are necessary. The output inductance, L^, which can be provided by the 

Uo 

FIGURE 4.8 Voltage source PWM rectifier. 
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load, smooths the output current. Switches, SA through SC, of the rectifier 
are turned on and off many times per cycle of the input voltage in such 
a way that the fundamental input currents follow desired reference values. 
Example waveforms of the output voltage, v ,̂ and current, i^, of the 
rectifier are shown in Figure 4.9, and those of the input current, i^, and 
its fundamental, i^i, in Figure 4.10. The fundamentals are supplied from 
the power line, while the high-frequency harmonic components of the 
pulsed currents, Ẑ , i^, and i^, are mostly drawn from the capacitors. As 
a result, waveforms of currents Z ,̂ /B* ^^^ ĉ» supplied by the power 

LL.m 

FIGURE 4.9 Waveforms of the output voltage and current in a voltage source PWM 
rectifier. 
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FIG U RE 4. i 0 Waveforms of the input current and its fundamental in a voltage source 
PWM rectifier. 
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system and shown in Figure 4.11, are close to ideal sinusoids, with only 
a small amount of ripple. 

The dc output voltage of the voltage source rectifier cannot be adjusted 
to a value greater than the peak value of line-to-line supply voltage. In 
contrast, the current source PWM rectifier shown in Figure 4.12 allows 
the boosting of the output voltage. The current source properties of the 
rectifier result from the input inductors, Lj. Because the rectifier switches 
provide direct connection between the input and output of the converter, 
the output capacitor, C ,̂ is necessary to prevent connecting the input 
inductance, carrying certain current, with the load inductance, which may 
conduct a different current. The same capacitor smooths the output voltage. 

FIGURE 4.1 I Waveforms of currents supplied by the power system to the voltage 
source PWM rectifier. 

Y^o 

FIGURE 4.12 Current source PWM rectifier. 
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VQ. Analogously, should a smoothing capacitor be used in the voltage 
source PWM rectifier in Figure 4.8, a physical inductor Lj would have 
to be used between the rectifier output and the capacitor to avoid connect
ing this capacitor, charged to a certain voltage, across the input capacitor 
charged to a different voltage. 

The semiconductor power switches are paired with inverse-parallel 
freewheeling diodes, which provide alternative paths for currents that 
cannot flow through switches. Suppose, for example, that switch SA' is 
turned on and conducts current ip^, whose polarity is that shown in Figure 
4.12. When the switch is turned off, the current cannot change instantly, 
having been maintained by the input inductor in phase A. As a result, 
the current will force its way through the freewheeling diode of switch 
SA. Thanks to the output capacitor, the output voltage and current wave
forms are practically of the dc quality, with a minimal ripple. Currents 
drawn from the power system are similar to those in the voltage source 
PWM rectifier (see Figure 4.11). 

The phase-controlled and PWM rectifiers have the capability of re
versed power flow, necessary for efficient operation of the drive system 
in the second and fourth quadrants. In practice, multiquadrant drives are 
much less conmion than the single-quadrant ones, which explains the 
already-mentioned dominance of diode rectifiers in induction motor ASDs. 
PWM rectifiers are mostly used in low- and medium-power drive systems, 
with phase-controlled rectifiers employed in the higher ranges of power. 

4.3 INVERTERS 

The three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI) is shown in Figure 4.13. 
The voltage source for the inverter is made up from a rectifier and the 
so-called dc link, composed of a capacitor, C, and inductor, L. If the ac 
machine fed from the inverter operates as a motor (i.e., in the first or 
third quadrant), the average input current is positive. However, the instan
taneous input current, /j, may assume negative values, absorbed by the 
dc-link capacitor which, therefore, is necessary. The capacitor also serves 
as a source of the high-frequency ac component of /j, so that it is not 
drawn from the power system via the rectifier. In addition, the dc link 
capacitor smooths and stabilizes the voltage produced by the rectifier. 
The optional dc-link inductor is less important, being introduced to provide 
an extra screen for the power system from the high-frequency current 
drawn by the inverter. 
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DC LINK ii INVERTER 

FIGURE 4.13 Voltage source inverter. 

Clearly, the topology of the voltage source inverter represents an 
inverse of that of the current source PWM rectifier in Figure 4.12 (note 
that the load of the inverter contributes the inductances corresponding to 
input inductances, Lj, of the rectifier). Here, the freewheeling diodes 
provide alternative paths for output currents. Both semiconductor power 
switches in a given leg (phase) of the inverter may not be on simultane
ously, because they would short the input terminals. On the other hand, with 
both switches off, the output voltage would be indeterminable, because the 
potential of the respective output terminal would depend on which diode 
is conducting the output current in that phase. This would make the open-
loop control of the output voltage impossible. Therefore, voltage source 
inverters are so controlled that one switch in each leg is on and the other 
is off. In this way, the tumed-on switch connects one of the input terminals 
to the output terminal, and potentials of all three output terminals are 
always known. To avoid the so-called shot-through, that is, potentially 
damaging simultaneous conduction of both switches in the same leg, 
turn-on of a switch is delayed a little with respect to turn-off of the other 
switch. This delay, on the order of few microseconds, is called a dead 
time or blanking time. 

The voltage source inverter can operate in both the PWM mode and 
the so-called square-wave mode, characterized by rectangular waveforms 
of the output voltage. The square-wave operation yields the highest voltage 
gain of the inverter, but the quality of output current is poorer than that 
in the PWM mode. 
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Figure 4.14 shows the current source inverter (CSI) which, in the 
square-wave mode, produces rectangular waveforms of the output current. 
For consistency, IGBTs are shown here as the inverter switches, but 
practical current source inverters are often of such a high power that they 
must be based on GTOs or SCRs with commutating circuits (to turn the 
SCRs off). The current-source supply is provided by a controlled rectifier 
with closed-loop current control and the inductive dc link. The inverter 
differs from its voltage source counterpart by the absence of freewheeling 
diodes, which are unnecessary because the constant input current is never 
negative. 

Addition of capacitors at the output allows for PWM operation of the 
current source inverter. These capacitors are marked in Figure 4.14 using 
broken lines. The switching action of inverter switches results in pulsed 
waveforms of currents i^, Ẑ , and i^, but the capacitors shunt most of the 
high-frequency harmonic content of these currents. Thus, waveforms of 
the output currents, /̂ ^ B̂» ^^d /<-, are rippled sinusoids. This inverter is 
an inverse of the voltage-source rectifier in Figure 4.8. 

Recently, multilevel voltage source inverters have been receiving seri
ous attention. They allow for higher voltage ratings than the classic inverter 
in Fig. 4.12 and produce currents of higher quality, albeit at the expense 
of a higher device count. The number of levels is meant as the number 
of values of the voltage at an output terminal of the inverter. For instance, 
in the voltage source inverter described before, each terminal can be 

INVERTER 

FIGURE 4.14 Current source inverter. 
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connected to either the positive or negative dc bus and the inverter can 
therefore be termed as a two-level inverter. The most common, so-called 
neutral-clamped, three-level inverter is shown in Figure 4.15. Each leg 
of the inverter is composed of four semiconductor power switches, Ŝ  
through S4, with freewheeling diodes, D^ through D4, and two clamping 
diodes, D5 and D5, that prevent the dc-link capacitors from shorting. The 
dc link is based on two input capacitors, Cj, forming a capacitive voltage 
divider and an input inductor, Lj (optional). 

Although the presence of 12 semiconductor power switches in the 
three-level inverter implies a very high number of possible inverter states, 
only 27 states are employed in practice. Specifically, each leg of the 
inverter is allowed to assume one of the three following states: (1) SI 
and S2 are on, S3 and S4 are off; (2) S2 and S3 are on, SI and S4 are 
off; and (3) SI and S2 are off, S3 and S4 are on. It can be seen that the dc 
input voltage, Vj, is always applied to a pair of series-connected switches. 
Therefore, the voltage rating of a three-level inverter can be twice as high 
as the rated voltage of the switches. 

All the inverters described are characterized by hard switching, that 
is, each semiconductor switch turns off while carrying a nonzero current 
and turns on under a nonzero voltage. As a result, each switching is 
associated with certain energy loss. High switching frequencies, necessary 
for high quality of the output current, reduce efficiency of the inverter. Side 

DC LINK - j , . INVERTER 

FIGURE 4.15 Three-level neutral-clamped inverter. 
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effects of hard switching, such as the radiated electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) or overvoltages in long cables connecting the inverter to the load, 
are also a problem. Therefore, a great amount of research and development 
effort has been devoted to soft-switching inverters. Generally, two types 
of soft switching can be distinguished, zero-voltage switching (ZVS) and 
zero-current switching (ZCS). Many topologies of soft-switching inverters 
have been developed within the last decade. 

The classic resonant dc link (RDCL) inverter shown in Figure 4.16 
employs the ZVS principle. The supply rectifier with the dc link capacitor 
Ci and inductor L^ (optional) constitute the dc voltage source for the 
inverter. Inductor L2 and capacitor C2 form a resonant circuit, the resonance 
in which is triggered by simultaneous turn-on of both switches in a leg 
of the inverter, followed by turn-off. When voltage across capacitor C2 
reaches zero, ZVS conditions are created for inverter switches. The active 
clamp based on the capacitor C3 and switch S is used to clip the resonant 
pulses of the output voltage. Without the clamp, the voltage pulses, whose 
amplitude largely exceeds the dc supply voltage, would impose unreason
ably high voltage rating requirements on the switches and diodes of the 
inverter. 

One phase (phase A) of the auxiliary resonant commutated pole 
(ARCP) inverter is shown in Figure 4.17. Capacitors Cj and C2 form the 
dc link. To minimize high dynamic stresses on main switches, SA and 
SA', a resonant snubber, based on the inductor L^ and capacitors C^i 
and CA2» is employed. The resonance is triggered by turning on the 

ACTIVE CLAMP 

FIGURE 4. i 6 Resonant dc link inverter. 
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FIGURE 4.17 One phase of the auxiliary resonant commutated pole inverter. 

bidirectional switch, composed of auxiliary switches S^i and 8^2 and 
their antiparallel diodes D^i and 0^2- This allows for ZVS conditions 
for the main switches. The auxiliary switches are turned on and off under 
ZCS conditions. 

ARCP inverters, typically designed for high power ratings (in excess 
of 1 MVA), provide highly efficient power conversion. In contrast to the 
RDCL inverter, whose output voltage waveforms consist of packets of 
resonant pulses, the ARCP inverter is capable of true pulse width modula
tion. Typically, IGBTs (insulated-gate bipolar transistors) or GTOs (gate 
turn-off thyristors) are used as the main switches, while MCTs (MOSFET-
controUed thyristors) or IGBTs serve as the auxiliary switches. 

4.4 FREQUENCY CHANGERS 

A cascade of a rectifier, dc link, and inverter can be thought of as a 
frequency changer, in which the fixed-frequency input voltage and current 
are converted into adjustable-frequency output variables. Frequency 
changers with a reversible power flow are of particular interest in the 
drive technology. The rectifier in such a scheme may be of the phase-
controlled or PWM type. The voltage source and current source PWM 
frequency changers are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, respectively. 
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T X T 
FIGURE 4.18 Voltage source PWM frequency changer. 

FIGURE 4.19 Current source PWM frequency changer. 

They are characterized by high-quality input currents, and they can transfer 
power in both directions. 

For dissipation of electric power sporadically drawn from an induction 
machine fed by a voltage source inverter with a diode rectifier, a braking 
resistor is used. The braking resistor, in series with a semiconductor power 
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RECTIFIER DC LINK INVERTER 

FIGURE 4.20 Braking resistor arrangement. 

switch, is inserted between the dc link and inverter, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.20. 

4.5 CONTROL OF VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTERS 

To explain the principles of control of inverters, it is convenient to intro
duce the so-called switching variables, variously defined depending on 
the type of inverter. For the most common, two-level voltage source 
inverter depicted in Figure 4.13, three binary switching variables, a, ft, 
and c, one per phase of the inverter, are sufficient. As already mentioned, 
both switches in an inverter leg cannot be on simultaneously, because 
they would short the dc supply source (i.e., the dc-link capacitor). The 
situation when both switches are off is not dangerous, but the voltage at 
the corresponding output terminal is undetermined. This is so because, 
depending on the polarity of the load current, the terminal would be 
connected, via one of the freewheeling diodes, to either the positive or 
negative dc bus. Therefore, in practice, except for the very short blanking-
time intervals, one switch in each phase is on, and the other is off. 
Consequently, each inverter leg can assume two states only, and the 
number of states of the whole inverter is eight (2^). 

Taking as an example phase A, the switching variable a is defined 
to assume the value of 1 if switch SA is on and switch SA' is off. If, 
conversely, SA is off and SA' is on, a assumes the value of 0. The other 
two switching variables, b and c, are defined analogously. An inverter 
state can be denoted as abc2^ For example, with a = 1, fo = 0, and c = 
1, the inverter is said to be in State 5, because IOI2 = 5. 
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It is easy to show that the line-to-line output voltages, V^B* Vgc and 
VcA? of the voltage source inverter are given by 

(4.3) 

When the same control principle is applied to all three phases of an 
inverter feeding a balanced wye-connected load, the individual line-to-
neutral voltages. VAN* ^BN^ ^^^ ^CN» ^ ^ balanced too; that is. 
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VAN + VBN + VcN = 0. 

In addition (unconditionally), 

and 

^BN ~ ^CN ~ ^BC-

Solving Eqs. (4.4) to (4.6) for VAN» ^BN* ^^^ ^CN* yields 
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which, when combined with Eq. (4.3), gives 
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(4.8) 

The simplest control strategy for the inverter consists in imposing the 
5-4-6-2-3-1 state sequence, resulting in the already-mentioned square-
wave, or six-step, mode of operation. Waveforms of the line-to-line and 
line-to-neutral output voltages of the inverter in this mode are shown in 
Figure 4.21. Each switch of the inverter is turned on and off once per 
cycle only, and the peak value of the fundamental line-to-line output 
voltage is 1.1 Vj. However, the load current is of poor quality, due to the 
high content of low-order voltage harmonics. Also, the magnitude of 
output voltage cannot be controlled within the inverter, which constitutes 
another disadvantage of the square-wave mode. Therefore, in most practi
cal inverters, transition to the square-wave operation occurs only when 
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FIGURE 4.21 Output voltage waveforms in a voltage source inverter in the square-
wave mode. 

the maximum possible output voltage is needed. Other than that, the 
inverter operates in the PWM mode. 

Typical voltage waveforms in a PWM inverter are illustrated in Figure 
4.22. In this example, the period of output voltage is divided into 12 so-
called switching intervals. One pulse of each switching variable appears 
in each switching interval, and the adjustable pulse width varies from 
zero to the interval width. The number, N, of switching intervals per cycle 
of the output voltage, is given by 

Â  / s \ 

/ ' 
(4.9) 

where/sw denotes the so-called switching frequency and/is the fundamen
tal output frequency of inverter. The switching frequency is usually con
stant; thus, A/̂  depends on the output frequency only, and it is not necessarily 
an integer. The voltage waveforms are pulsed, not sinusoidal, and clusters 
of the most pronounced high harmonics coincide with multiples of the 
switching frequency. Thus, with typical switching frequencies on the order 
of several kHz, harmonic currents generated by those harmonics are weak, 
thanks to the low-pass action of load (motor) inductances. As a result, 
current waveforms in PWM inverters are close to ideal sinusoids, with 
only a small ripple. 
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FIGURE 4.22 Output voltage waveforms in a voltage source inverter in the PWM 
mode. 

The most common class of PWM techniques for voltage source invert
ers is based on the idea of voltage space vectors. Space vectors of electric 
and magnetic variables are an important tool in the analysis, modeling, 
and control of three-phase ac machines, and their physical interpretation 
will be given in Chapter 6. Here, only the formal definition of voltage 
space vectors is provided. 

Considering three-phase voltages v ,̂ v ,̂ and v ,̂ the corresponding 
voltage space vector, v, is given by 

Vd + 7Vq, (4.10) 

where 
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Voltages Va, v ,̂ and v̂  can denote the line-to-neutral voltages, that is, v̂  
~ ÂN> ^b "= ^BN' ^c "^ ̂ CN» or the line-to-line voltages, that is, v̂  = V^B* 
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^b ~ ^BC' ĉ ^ ĈA- If â + ^b + ĉ ~ 0, the abc-^dq transformation 
defined by Eq. (4.11) can be inverted, to yield 
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V3 

[::]• (4.12) 

The abc^dq transformation transforms three actual voltages into a 
two-dimensional space vector in a complex plane. In particular, consider
ing the classic two-level voltage source inverter, a voltage vector can be 
assigned to each of the eight states. 

EXAMPLE 4.1 To illustrate the idea of voltage space vectors, the 
space vector, V5, of the line-to-neutral output voltage of a two-level 
voltage source inverter in State 5 will be found. The inverter is assumed 
to be supplied with an ideal dc input voltage, Vj. 

In State 5, the switching variables are: a = 1, fo = 0, and c = 
1. Thus, according to Eq. (4.8), 
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and, from Eq. (4.11), 
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Space vectors of the line-to-neutral voltage associated with the eight 
states of the voltage source inverters are shown in Figure 4.23 in the per-
unit format, with the dc input voltage, Vj, taken as the base voltage. There 
are six nonzero vectors, v̂  through v^, and two zero vectors, VQ and Vj, 
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FIGURE 4.23 Space vectors of the line-to-neutral voltage (per-unit) in the two-level 
voltage source inverter. 

resulting from clamping all the output terminals to the negative dc bus 
(State 0) or positive bus (State 7). The nonzero vectors divide the complex 
plane into six sectors (sextants), numbered from 1 to 6. Comparing Figures 
4.21 and 4.23, we see that the sequence of inverter states corresponding 
to the consecutive nonzero voltage vectors results in the square-wave 
mode of operation of the inverter. 

It can easily be shown that if voltages v ,̂ v ,̂ and v̂  form a balanced 
set of three-phase voltages, the resultant voltage space vector, v, has the 
magnitude, K 15 times greater than the peak value of those voltages. 
The phase angle, a, of the voltage vector equals that of v .̂ Thus, if 

Va(0 = Vjncos((o0, 

where V denotes a peak value, then 

V = y^^« = l.SV^eJ^^K 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

As the time progresses, vector v revolves in the complex plane with the 
angular velocity o). Consequently, the goal of inverter control can be 
formulated as follows: Make the space vector of the output voltage to 
rotate with a desired speed, and adjust the magnitude of this vector to a 
desired value. 
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As shown in Figure 4.23, the voltage source inverter can produce 
only stationary voltage vectors. The popular Space Vector Pulse Width 
Modulation (SVPWM) technique overcomes this limitation by means of 
generation of the stationary vectors in such a manner that it is their time 
average that follows the revolving reference vector, v*. Specifically, to 
synthesize the desired voltage vector in a given sextant, the two nonzero 
stationary vectors framing this sextant, plus a zero vector (or vectors), 
are used. To explain this technique, the reference vector, at a certain 
instant, is assumed to lie in Sextant 3, as illustrated in Figure 4.24. The 
local (within the sextant) angular position of v*, p, is given by 

-rr. / 3 
a — —int\ —a 

3 VTT 
(4.15) 

and the vector of output voltage is assembled from framing vectors, Vx 
and Vy (V2 and V3 in Sextant 3) and the zero vector (or vectors), v^ (VQ 
or V7). Specifically, inverter states producing vectors Vx, Vy, and v^ are 
imposed with durations ^x^sw ^Y^SW ^^^ ^z^sw respectively, where T^^ 
= 1/fsw denotes the switching period, that is, the length of the switching 
interval. Coefficients dx, dy, and J^, which can be called state duty ratios, 
express relative durations of individual states. Clearly, 

dv + d\^ -\- dy = 1. (4.16) 

'^2-yx 

V^=Vy^ 

FIGURE 4.24 Illustration of the principle of the SVPWM technique. 
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Duty ratios dx and (iy ^^^ be found from equation 

V* = dxVx + dyVY (4.17) 

decomposed into its real and imaginary parts to produce two real-
coefficient equations. The solution is 

iH dx = msin( - - p ) (4.18) 

and 

dy = msin((5), (4.19) 

where m denotes the so-called modulation index. The modulation index 
can be defined in terms of the magnitude, V, of the voltage vector and 
that, Vmax» of the maximum voltage vector possible to be generated using 
pulse width modulation, as 

m = - - ^ . (4.20) 
•̂ max 

The duty ratio, d^, of the zero state is found from Eq. (4.16) as 

dz= I - dx- dy. (4.21) 

The maximum voltage vector is obtained when only the nonzero 
vectors are utilized, that is, rf^ ~ 0- Then, the trajectory of the vector 
forms the circle shown in Figure 4.24. Consequently (see also Figure 
4.23), V âx = V3^i/2. It means that the maximum available peak value 
of the fundamental line-to-neutral output voltage of a PWM inverter is 

[see Eq. (4.14)], and that of the fundamental line-to-line voltage 
equals the supply dc voltage, V^. For comparison, as already mentioned, 
the fundamental output voltage in the square-wave mode of operation is 
1.1 V-, 

Eqs. (4.18), (4.19), and (4.21) specify durations of individual states 
of the inverter but not their sequence within the switching interval. Two 
such sequences, tentatively called a high-performance sequence and a 
high-efficiency sequence, are conmionly used. The high-performance state 
sequence is | X - Y - Zj | Y - X - Z2 | ..., where zero states Z^ and Z2 
are such that the transition from one state to another involves switching 
in one phase only. It means that only one switching variable changes its 
value from zero to one or vice versa. For example, in Sextant 2, where 
X = 6 and Y = 2, the high-quality sequence i s | 6 - 2 - 0 | 2 - 6 - 7 | 
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..., that is, in the binary, abc, notation, | 110 - 010 - 000 | 010 - 110 -
111 |.... This state sequence, which for a given number, Â , of switching 
intervals per cycle of the output voltage results in the best quality of 
output currents, yields N/2 switching pulses per switch and per cycle. 

The number of switchings can further be reduced, at the expense of 
slightly increased distortion of current waveforms, when the high-
efficiency state sequence, | X - Y - Z | Z - Y - X | ..., is employed. Here, 
Z = 0 in even sextants, and Z = 7 in odd sextants. If Sextant 2 is again 
used as an example, the high-efficiency sequence i s | 6 - 2 - 0 | 0 - 2 -
6 I ..., or I 110 - 010 - 000 I 000 - 010 - 110 |.... Note that switching 
variable c is zero throughout the whole sextant in question. With this 
state sequence, the number of switching pulses per switch and per cycle 
is N/3 + 1, that is, almost one-third lower than that with the high-quality 
sequence, which results in a proportional reduction of switching losses 
in the inverter. 

EXAMPLE 4.2 A switching interval within which the space vector 
of output voltage is to follow the reference vector v* = 240 Z170° 
V is considered. The inverter is supplied from a 430-V dc voltage 
source, and the switching frequency is 2 kHz. Find the duration and 
high-quality sequence of inverter states in the interval in question. 

The reference voltage vector is in Sextant 3 and, according to 
Eq. (4.18), the local angular position of v* is 50°. The maximum 
available magnitude of the space vector of output voltage is Vĵ ax ~ 
V s X 430/2 = 372.4 V. Thus, the modulation index is m = 240/ 
372.4 = 0.644. Consequently, the duty ratios of individual states are 
dx = 0.644 sin(60° - 50°) = 0.112, Jy = 0-644 sin(50°) = 0.493, 
and dz= 1 — 0.112 — 0.493 = 0.395. Because the switching interval, 
T ; ^ is 0.5 ms long, the State X should last 0.112 X 0.5 = 0.056 ms. 
State Y should last 0.493 X 0.5 = 0.247 ms, and State Z should last 
0.395 X 0.5 = 0.197 ms. 

Sextant 3 is framed by vectors V2 and V3. Hence, assuming the 
X - Y - Zj state sequence in the considered switching interval, the 
sequence of states is 2 (0 to 0.056 ms), followed by 3 (0.056 ms to 
0.303 ms), and 7 (0.303 ms to 0.5 ms). Note that in the next switching 
interval the state sequence should be Y - X - Z2, that is, 3 - 2 - 0 
(assuming that the reference vector will still be in the same sex
tant). • 

Typical waveforms of the output current, i^, in the voltage source 
inverter in the square-wave and PWM operation modes are shown in 
Figures 4.25(a) and 4.25(b), respectively, with an induction motor as a 
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FIGURE 4.25 Waveforms of the output current in a voltage source inverter feeding 
an induction motor: (a) square-wave operation, (b) PWM operation. 

load. Note the similarity of the output current in a PWM inverter to that 
of the input current in a PWM rectifier (see Figure 4.10). 

In the three-level inverter, three states are employed for each leg, so 
the switching variables are of the ternary format. Specifically, 

0 if SI S2 are OFF and S3, S4 are ON 1 
1 if SI S4 are OFF and S2, S3 are ON 
2 if SI S2 are ON and S3, S4 are OFF 

(4.22) 

The output line-to-line voltages are given by 

[VAB 
VBC 

L^CAJ 
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(4.23) 
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and the line-to-neutral ones by 

[VAN 

VBN 

L^CN_ 
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- 1 
- 1 

- 1 
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- 1 

-11 
- 1 

2 J 

Vol 
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\c\ 
(4.24) 

The abc^ notation can be used for the 27 states of the three-level inverter. 
Corresponding per-unit space vectors of the line-to-neutral voltage are 
shown in Figure 4.26. States 0, 13, and 26 produce zero vectors. 

The greater number of states allows for higher quality currents than 
those generated in two-level inverters. Even the square-wave mode of 
operation, illustrated in Figure 4.27, results in line-to-neutral voltage 
waveforms well approximating sinusoids. In the PWM mode, to produce 
currents of comparable quality, a three-level inverter can operate with a 
switching frequency much lower than that of a two-level inverter. 

As shown in Figure 4.28, in the RDCL inverters, individual "pulses" 
of the output voltage are actually trains of resonant, usually clipped, pulses 
of this voltage, an integer number of pulses in each train. This somewhat 
limits the flexibiUty of control of these inverters. In contrast, as akeady 
mentioned, the ARCP inverters are capable of true pulse width modulation, 
that is, the output voltage pulses are similar to those in hard-switching 
inverters. 
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FIGURE 4.26 Space vectors of the line-to-neutral voltage (per unit) in the three-
level voltage source inverter. 
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STATE: 18 21 24 15 6 7 8 5 2 11 20 19 

FIGURE 4.27 Output voltage waveforms in a three-level inverter in the square-wave 
operation mode. 
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FIGURE 4.28 Output voltage waveforms in a resonant dc link inverter. 
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In many ASDs, the open-loop voltage control is insufficient to ensure 
the required quality of dynamic performance of the drive. In these drives, 
the motor current is closed-loop controlled, the voltage control being 
subordinated to the current control. Two basic approaches to current 
control, each with a number of variants, have emerged over the years, 
the bang-bang control and linear control 

The simplest version of the bang-bang control, based on the so-called 
hysteresis controllers, is illustrated in Figure 4.29. In each phase, the 
actual current is compared with the reference current, and the difference 
(current error) is applied to a hysteresis controller, whose output signal 
constitutes the switching variable for this phase. Taking phase A as an 
example, the characteristic of the hysteresis controller is given by 

0 if A/A < " 2 

1 if M^> 
h ' (4.25) 
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FIGURE 4.29 Block diagram of the bang-bang current control scheme. 
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where A/^ denotes the current error and h is the width of the tolerance 
band. With the current error within the tolerance band, the value of a 
remains unchanged. The bang-bang current control is characterized by a 
fast response to rapid changes of the reference current. Many modifications 
of the basic scheme have been proposed to stabilize the switching fre
quency and reduce the interaction between phases. 

In a linear current control system, linear controllers are used to generate 
reference signgils for the inverter's pulse width modulator. Such a system 
is shown in Figure 4.30. Output currents /^ and IQ are measured and 
converted into the i^ and i^ components of the current space vector i. 
Specifically, 

i = k + Jiq^ (4.26) 

where 

• - 3. (4.27) 

and 

^q = (4.28) 

WVERTER 
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FIGURE 4.30 Block diagram of the linear current control scheme. 
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Signals i^ and i^ are compared with their reference counterparts, / | and 
/*, and the respective current errors, A/̂  and A/q, are applied to linear 
controllers, typically of the proportional-integral (PI) type. These produce 
components v$ and v* of the reference voltage vector, v*, for the pulse 
width modulator, which generates the switching variables, a, b, and c, 
for the inverter. Usually, the SVPWM technique is used in the modulator. 

4.6 CONTROL OF CURRENT SOURCE INVERTERS 

Current source inverters are less commonly used in induction motor ASDs 
than voltage source inverters, mostly due to the poorer quality of output 
currents. Still, they have certain advantages, such as imperviousness to 
overcurrents, even with a short circuit in the inverter or the load. The 
absence of freewheeling diodes further increases the reliability. Also, 
current source inverters are characterized by inherently excellent dynamics 
of the phase angle control of the output current. Such control is realized 
by changing the state of inverter and the resultant redirecting of the source 
current. However, the magnitude adjustments of output currents can only 
be performed in the supplying rectifier. The rectifier allows bidirectional 
flow of power, and, because the input current is always positive, the input 
voltage becomes negative when the power flows from the load to the 
supply power system. Therefore, semiconductor power switches used in 
a current source inverter must have the reverse blocking capability. 

In contrast with voltage source inverters, the simultaneous on-state 
of both switches in the same inverter leg is safe and recommended for a 
short period of time initiating a state change of the inverter. This is to 
avoid the danger of interrupting the current, which would result in an 
overvoltage. Consequently, switching variables are defined differently 
than those in the voltage source inverter. In the subsequent considerations, 
variables a, b, and c are assigned to switches SA, SB, and SC (e.g., a = 
1 means that SA is on), and variables a', b\ and c' to switches SA', SB', 
and SC (see Figure 4.14). Then, the output line currents, ip^, /g, and /(-, 
of the current source inverter can be expressed as 

/A = (a - a')/i, 
(4.29) 

/B = {b- b%, 

and 

ic = (c - c%. 
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where I^ denotes the constant input current. If the motor has a delta-
connected stator, then the currents, /AB» *̂BC' and /CA» ^^ the individual 
phase windings are given by 

(4.30) 

The peak value of the fundamental line currents is approximately 1.1 7̂ . 
Switching variables in the square-wave operation mode of the current 

source inverter are shown in Figure 4.31 and the resultant output current 
waveforms in Figure 4.32. It can be seen that at any time only two switches 
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FIGURE 4.31 Switching variables in the current source inverter in the square-wave 
operation mode. 
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FIGURE 4.32 Output current waveforms in a current source inverter in the square-
wave operation mode. 
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conduct the output currents. This conduction pattern is typical for the 
voltage source rectifier which, indeed, is an inverse of the current source 
inverter. Space vectors of the line currents associated with individual 
states of the inverter are depicted in Figure 4.33 in the per-unit format, 
with the dc input current, / j , taken as the base current. The states are 
designated by letters denoting conducting switches of the inverter. For 
example. State AB represents the situation in which the conducting 
switches are SA and SB'. Simultaneous conduction of both switches in 
the same leg results in a zero vector (States AA, BB, and CC). 

Similarly to the voltage source inverter, the square-wave mode of 
operation requires each switch to be turned on and off once per cycle 
only. This is one of the reasons that current source inverters have typically 
been used in high-power drives, with large and slow semiconductor power 
switches employed in the inverter. 

PWM current source inverters, equipped with output capacitors (see 
Figure 4.14), are characterized by significantly higher quality of output 
currents than that in square-wave inverters. Several PWM techniques have 
been developed, one of them, based on a trapezoidal modulating function, 
illustrated in Figure 4.34. The modulating function signal, jc, is compared 
with a triangular carrier signal, y, and the intersection instants determine 

FIGURE 4.33 Space vectors of the line currents (per unit) in the current source 
inverter. 
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FIGURE 4.34 Illustration of a PWM technique for a current source inverter. 

the value of switching variable a. With respect to a, switching variables 
b and c are delayed by one-third and two-thirds of the period of output 
current. Variables a\b\ and c' are shifted with respect to a, b, and c by 
a half period. The best attenuation of low-order harmonics in the output 
currents is achieved with the peak value of the modulating function equal 
0.82 of the peak of the carrier signal. PWM current source inverters are 
not feasible for high-power drives because of the excessive size of the 
required capacitors. 

4.7 SIDE EFFECTS OF CONVERTER OPERATION IN 
ADJUSTABLE SPEED DRIVES 

Although effective and efficient, power electronic converters used in ASDs 
give birth to certain undesirable side effects. Their extent and severity 
have spawned the popular phrase about "secondary issues, but primary 
concerns." 

The problem of low-order current harmonics generated by diode recti
fiers in the supply system has already been mentioned in Section 4.2. To 
avoid bulky passive input filters, much smaller active filters or PWM 
rectifiers can be used instead. However, their mode of operation results 
in clusters of high-order harmonics in the input currents. These high-
frequency currents cause, in turn, high-frequency components of voltage 
in the utility grid, called voltage noise or, more generally, conducted 
electromagnetic interference (EMI), Also, certain amount of voltage noise 
leaks to the supply system from PWM inverters via the dc link and input 
rectifier. In addition, the very process of switching fast semiconductor 
power switches produces electromagnetic noise in the megahertz range 
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of frequency. Part of the energy carried by high-frequency noise is radiated 
by overhead transmission Unes and other wiring acting as antennas. Be
cause both the conducted and radiated EMI tend to disturb the operation 
of communication systems and other sensitive electronic equipment, a 
special low-pass filter, called the EMI or RF (radio frequency) filter, must 
be installed at the input to the rectifier-inverter cascade. 

High values of the rate of voltage change, dv/dt, resulting from the 
short rise times of voltage pulses generated by the inverter, cause insulation 
degradation in stator windings due to unequal voltage distribution among 
individual coils. Another voltage hazard is associated with the cable 
connecting the motor to the inverter. For voltage pulses, the cable, if 
sufficiently long, constitutes a transmission line. The ringing and reflected-
wave phenomena result in overvoltages reaching twice the normal ampli
tude of the pulses if the cable exceeds certain critical length (the rule of 
thumb for the critical length is 60 meters per each microsecond of the 
rise time). Clearly, the long-cable overvoltages are hazardous for the stator 
winding, and they must be reduced by resistive-capacitive (RC) filters 
placed at either end of the cable. The filters, a necessary evil, increase 
the bulk and cost of the drive system. 

The induction motor is a three-wire load, with individual phases 
coupled to ground via stray capacitances of the motor. The stray capaci
tances, although small, provide low-impedance paths to ground for tran
sient currents generated by high values of dv/dt of the inverter output 
voltage. One of these capacitances is that of the motor bearings, in which 
the thin film of lubricant constitutes a dielectric. Electric charge accumu
lates on the rotor assembly until the resultant shaft-to-ground voltage 
exceeds the dielectric capability of the bearing lubricant. The flashover 
currents significantly accelerate wear of the bearings due to so-called 
electrical discharge machining (EDM). Transverse grooves, pits, or frost
ing may appear in the bearing race after just a few months of operation 
of the drive. Direct preventive measures proposed include the outer-race 
insulation, conductive lubricant, dielectric-metaillic Faraday shield in the 
motor airgap, or shaft grounding system. To reduce the common-mode 
(neutral to ground), dv/dt induced leakage current, a common-mode choke 
or transformer can be added at the motor terminals. 

The common-mode voltage, responsible for the shaft voltage and 
bearing and leakage currents, can be reduced by software and hardware 
means. Denoting by v^, v^, and v^ voltages of stator terminals with respect 
to ground, the common-mode voltage, v^^ is given by 

Vcm = | ( V A + VB + Vc). (4.31) 
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If the dc-link capacitance is composed of two capacitors with a grounded 
common point, v^ = V^(a — 0.5), v^ = V^(b — 0.5), and v^ = V^ic — 
0.5). Consequently, if only inverter voltage vectors Vj, V3, and V5 or V2, 
V4, and V6 are used, the conmion-mode voltage remains constant, that is, 
it becomes a dc voltage, at the level of -V/6 or V^/6, respectively. Such 
PWM strategy is impractical, but it indicates control possibilities for 
alleviating the problems associated with the common-mode voltage. Sev
eral PWM techniques for common-mode voltage reduction have been 
developed. 

Hardware solutions include extended inverter configurations, such as 
multilevel, double-bridge, and four-leg topologies. Another option is to 
connect, in parallel with the standard voltage source inverter, an active 
(switched) circuit for cancellation of the common-mode voltage. Such a 
circuit, based on an emitter follower, is shown in Figure 4.35. It imposes, 
via a transformer coupling, a compensating voltage at the inverter output. 

Voltage pulses of fixed frequency result in annoying tonal noise in 
motors fed from PWM inverters. To quiet a drive system, the switching 
frequency should be raised to a supersonic (greater than 20 kHz) level. 
This is not always feasible, and random PWM can be used instead. It 
consists in random changes of the switching frequency, so that the har
monic power (watts) in the voltage spectrum is transferred to continuous 
power density (watts per hertz). As a result, the tonal noise is converted 
into "static," easily blending with the background noise. The random 
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FIGURE 4.35 Common-mode voltage canceler for a voltage source inverter. 
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PWM also reduces the peak and quasi-peak EMI conducted from the 
drive system to the utility grid. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

Induction motors in ASDs are supplied from inverters, which are dc to 
ac power electronic converters. The dc supply voltage for inverters is 
provided by rectifiers. These usually have the three-phase bridge topology 
and are based on power diodes or, if control of the input current or inverted 
power flow is required, on SCRs. Poor quality of currents drawn from 
the power system is the major disadvantage of such rectifiers, and expen
sive input filters must be installed to alleviate this problem. The size of 
input filters can greatly be reduced when PWM rectifiers are employed. 
They can be of the voltage source or current source type, the latter 
converters being capable of boosting the output voltage above the peak 
value of the ac input (line-to-line) voltage. 

Two-level voltage source inverters are most common in practice, but 
alternative topologies, such as soft-switching and three-level inverters, 
are gaining ground. Current source inverters are also used, usually in 
high-power drives. These inverters are more robust than voltage source 
inverters, and the dynamics of current phase control is excellent. The 
current quality in the square-wave mode of operation is poor, though. In 
that respect, PWM current source inverters, with output capacitors, are a 
better solution, but the required size of the capacitors limits the power 
range of these converters. 

A cascade of the rectifier, dc link, and inverter constitutes a frequency 
changer. PWM frequency changers, characterized by high-performance 
operation and capable of the reversed power flow, can be of the voltage-
source or current-source type. The voltage source PWM frequency changer 
is based on a voltage source PWM rectifier and a current source inverter. 
Conversely, in the current source PWM frequency changer, a current 
source rectifier and a voltage source inverter are employed. 

The most popular PWM technique for voltage source inverters is 
based on the concept of voltage space vectors. A voltage space vector is 
obtained by transformation of values of actual voltages in a three-phase 
system into a complex number. Three-phase currents in a three-wire system 
can similarly be transformed. 

In contrast to voltage source inverters which, in the PWM mode, 
allow control of both the frequency and magnitude of the output voltages, 
current source inverters are incapable of the magnitude control of output 
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currents. This can only be done in the current source (controlled rectifier) 
supplying the inverter. 

Power electronic converters used in ASDs with induction motors 
cause serious side effects. These include harmonic pollution of the supply
ing power system, conducted and radiated electromagnetic interference, 
insulation degradation in stator windings, overvoltages in the cable con
necting the inverter and motor, common-mode voltage resulting in acceler
ated bearing deterioration and leakage currents, and annoying acoustic 
noise. Most of these side effects can be remedied using appropriate filters. 
Other measures, such as multilevel, double-bridge, and four-leg inverters, 
active circuits for the common-mode voltage cancellation, and modified 
PWM strategies are also employed in practical drive systems. 



5 
SCALAR CONTROL METHODS 

This chapter introduces two-inductance, T and T', per-phase equivalent 
circuits of the induction motor for explanation of the scalar control meth
ods. The open-loop, Constant Volts Hertz, and closed-loop speed control 
methods are presented, and field weakening and compensation of sUp and 
stator voltage drop are explained. Finally, scalar torque control, based on 
decomposition of the stator current into the flux-producing and torque-
producing components, is described. 

5.1 TWO-INDUCTANCE EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF 
THE INDUCTION MOTOR 

As a background for scalar control methods, it is convenient to use a pair 
of two-inductance per-phase equivalent circuits of the induction motor. 
They differ from the three-inductance circuit introduced in Section 2.3, 
which can be called a T-model because of the configuration of inductances 
(see Figure 2.14). Introducing the transformation coefficient 7 given by 

7 = ^ , (5.1) 

93 
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the T-model of the induction motor can be transformed into the so-called 
T-model, shown in Figure 5.1. Components and variables of this equivalent 
circuit are related to those of the T-model as follows: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Rotor resistance (referred to stator), 

RR = y% 

Magnetizing reactance, 

^M "̂  7^m ~ ^s-

Total leakage reactance. 

XL = 7^is + 7 % 

Rotor current referred to stator. 

Rotor flux. 

AR = -yAr 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

The actual radian frequency, (Op of currents in the rotor the induction 
motor is given by 

Wj = SO). (5.7) 

This frequency, subsequently called rotor frequency, is proportional to 
the slip velocity, (a^i, as 

Wr = PpWsl. (5.8) 

Is Rs 
o-.—^AAr 
1 4 

jcoAs 

;x. 

UM 

)JXH JUAB. 

•AMr-S-, 

FIGURE 5.1 The T equivalent circuit of the induction motor. 
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Taking into account that R^/s = /JRW/WJ, current /R in the F-model can 
be expressed as 

4=141=1^-=%=, (5.9) 

where Tr = ^^L^R- Symbol LL denotes the total leakage inductance (LL 

= XL/CD). The electrical power, Pgiec consumed by the motor is 

^elec = 3 /?R^4 (5.10) 
(Or 

and the mechanical power, Pmech* ^^^ be obtained from P^i^^ by subtracting 
the resistive losses, S/JR/R. Finally, the torque, T^, developed in the motor 
can be calculated as the ratio of Pmech to the rotor angular velocity, 0)^, 
which is given by 

a>M = '• (5.11) 
Pp 

The resultant formula for the developed torque is 

EXAMPLE 5.1 For the example motor, find parameters of the 
F-model and the developed torque. 

The F-model parameters are: 7 = 1.0339, R^ = 0.1668 fl/ph, 
LM = 0.0424 H/ph, andLL = 0.00223 H/ph. This yields Tr = 0.00223/ 
0.1668 = 0.0134 s. The rms value, A ,̂ of the stator flux under rated 
operating conditions of the motor, calculated from the T-model in 
Figure 2.14, is 0.5827 Wb/ph. Under the same conditions, the slip of 
0.027 results in the rotor frequency, Wp of 0.027 X 377 = 10.18 
rad/s. These data allow calculation of the rotor current using Eq. (5.9) 
as/R = 0.5827/0.1668 X 10.18/[(0.0134 X 10.18)^ + 1]̂ ^^ = 35.24 
A/ph, which corresponds to /̂  = 1.0339 X 35.24 = 36.44 A/ph. The 
developed torque, T^, can be found from Eq. (5.12) as T^ = 3 X 3 
X 0.5827^/0.1668 X 10.18/[(0.0134 X 10.18)^ + 1] = 183.1 Nm. 
These values can be verified using the program used in Example 
2.1. • 

Another two-inductance per-phase equivalent circuit of the induction 
motor, called an inverse-T or T'-model, is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
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FIGURE 5.2 The T' equivalent circuit of the induction motor. 

coefficient, y\ for transformation of the T-model into the F'-model is 
given by 

,f _ ^ m 

Xr' 
(5.13) 

and the rotor resistance, magnetizing reactance, total leakage reactance, 
rotor current, and rotor flux in the latter model are 

RR = y'% (5.14) 

•^M ~" 7 -^n (5.15) 

Xi = X„ + y'X^ (5.16) 

and 

I' =^ 

K = 7'A. 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

respectively. 
The electrical power is given by an equation similar to Eq. (5.10), 

that is. 

^elec ~ 3/?R / R , 
(Or 

(5.19) 
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and the developed torque can again be calculated by subtracting the 
resistive losses and dividing the resultant mechanical power by the rotor 
velocity. This yields 

^M = ^PpRk^^ (5.20) 
r/2 

(Or 

which, based on the T' equivalent circuit, can be rearranged to 

TM = ^P^MIKIM^ (5.21) 

where L^ = ^ V ^ denotes the magnetizing inductance in the F'-model. 

EXAMPLE 5.2 Repeat Example 5.1 for the F'-model of the example 
motor. 

The r'-model parameters are: 7' = 0.9823, R!^ = 0.1505 ft/ph, 
L;^ = 0.0403 H/ph, and Li = 0.0021 H/ph. Phasors of the rated stator 
and rotor current calculated from the T-model (see Example 2.1) are 
4 = 35.35 -7*17.66 A/ph and/^ = -36.21 + ;4.06 A/ph, respectively. 
Hence, 4 = (-36.21 +74.06)70.9823 = -36.86 +7*4.13 A/ph and 
/M = 4 "•" 4 ~ —1.51 — 7*13.6 A/ph. The magnitudes, /R and 7^, 
of these currents are 37.09 A and 13.68 A, respectively, which yields 
TM = 3 X 3 X 0.0403 X 37.09 X 13.68 = 184.03 Nm, a result 
practically the same as that obtained in Example 5.1. • 

5.2 OPEN-LOOP SCALAR SPEED CONTROL 
(CONSTANT VOLTS/HERTZ) 

Analysis of Eq. (5.12) leads to the following conclusions: 

1. If (Of = 1/Tp then the maximum (pull-out) torque, T^ij^^^, is 
developed in the motor. It is given by 

Tu^max = l-5Pp—, (5.22) 

and the corresponding critical slip, s^^ is 

TrO) 
(5.23) 

Typically, induction motors operate well below the critical slip, 
so that (Oj. < l/Tp. Then, (Trw )̂̂  + 1 ^ 1 , and the torque is 
practically proportional to coj. For a stiff mechanical characteristic 
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of the motor, possibly high flux and low rotor resistance are re
quired. 

3. When the stator flux is kept constant, the developed torque is 
independent of the supply frequency, / . On the other hand, the 
speed of the motor strongly depends o n / [see Eq. (3.3)]. 

It must be stressed that Eq. (5.12) is only valid when the stator flux 
is kept constant, independently of the slip. In practice, it is usually the 
stator voltage that is constant, at least when the supply frequency does 
not change. Then, the stator flux does depend on slip, and the critical slip 
is different from that given by Eq. (5.23). Generally, for a given supply 
frequency, the mechanical characteristic of an induction motor strongly 
depends on which motor variable is kept constant. 

EXAMPLE 5.3 Find the pull-out torque and critical slip of the exam
ple motor if the stator flux is maintained at the rated level of 0.5827 
Wb (see Example 5.1). 

The pull-out torque, rM,niax' is 1.5 X 3 X 0.5827^/0.00223 = 685.2 
Nm, and the corresponding critical slip, s^j, at the supply frequency of 
60 Hz is 1/(377 X 0.0134) = 0.198. Note that these values differ 
from those in Table 2.2, which were computed for a constant stator 
voltage. • 

Assuming that the voltage drop across the stator resistance is small 
in comparison with the stator voltage, the stator flux can be expressed as 

V 1 V 
o) 2TT f 

Thus, to maintain the flux at a constant, typically rated level, the stator 
voltage should be adjusted in proportion to the supply frequency. This is 
the simplest approach to the speed control of induction motors, referred 
to as Constant Volts/Hertz (CVH) method. It can be seen that no feedback 
is inherently required, although in most practical systems the stator current 
is measured, and provisions are made to avoid overloads. 

For the low-speed operation, the voltage drop across the stator resis
tance must be taken into account in maintaining constant flux, and the 
stator voltage must be appropriately boosted. Conversely, at speeds ex
ceeding that corresponding to the rated frequency,/^at, the CVH condition 
cannot be satisfied because it would mean an overvoltage. Therefore, the 
stator voltage is adjusted in accordance to the following rule: 

Vs 

f 
(K,rat - VS,0)T- + ŝ.O M /</rat (5 25) 

^s,rat for /S : /„ t 
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where V^Q denotes the rais value of the stator voltage at zero frequency. 
Relation (5.25) is illustrated in Figure 5.3. For the example motor, V^Q 
= 40 V. With the stator voltage so controlled, its mechanical characteristics 
for various values of the supply frequency are depicted in Figure 5.4. 

Frequencies higher than the rated (base) frequency result in reduction 
of the developed torque. This is caused by the reduced magnetizing current, 
that is, a weakened magnetic field in the motor. Accordingly, the motor 
is said to operate in the field weakening mode. The region to the right 
from the rated frequency is often called the constant power area, as 
distinguished from the constant torque area to the left from the said 
frequency. Indeed, with the torque decreasing when the motor speed 
increases, the product of these two variables remains constant. Note that 
the described characteristics of the motor can easily be explained by the 

»^s,rat 

FIGURE 5.3 Voltage versus frequency relation in the CVH drives. 

600 

0 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 

SPEED (r/min) 

FIGURE 5.4 Mechanical characteristics of the example motor with the CVH control. 
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impossibility of sustained operation of an electric machine with the output 
power higher than rated. 

A simple version of the CVH drive is shown in Figure 5.5. A fixed 
value of slip velocity, Wsi, corresponding to, for instance, 50% of the rated 
torque, is added to the reference velocity, (Ojĵ , of the motor to result in 
the reference synchronous frequency, a)*,̂ - This frequency is next 
multiplied by the number of pole pairs, /?p, to obtain the reference output 
frequency, o)*, of the inverter, and it is also used as the input signal to a 
voltage controller. The controller generates the reference signal, V*, of 
the inverter's fundamental output voltage. Optionally, a current limiter 
can be employed to reduce the output voltage of the inverter when too 
high a motor current is detected. The current, i^^, measured in the dc link 
is a dc current, more convenient as a feedback signal than the actual ac 
motor current. 

Clearly, highly accurate speed control is not possible, because the 
actual slip varies with the load of the motor. Yet, in many practical 
applications, such as pumps, fans, mixers, or grinders, high control accu
racy is unnecessary. The basic CVH scheme in Figure 5.5 can be improved 
by adding slip compensation based on the measured dc-link current. The 
(Ogi signal is generated in the slip compensator as a variable proportional 
to /dc- ^ so modified drive system is shown in Figure 5.6. 

RECTIFIER 
DC LINK 

INVERTER 

MOTOR 

L . J 
CURRENT LIMITER 

FIGURE 5.5 Basic CVH drive system. 
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' ' ^ ^ ^ ' " ^ ^ DC LNK ^ ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ 

MOTOR 

SLIP COMPENSATOR 

FIGURE 5.6 CVH drive system with slip compensation. 

5.3 CLOSED-LOOP SCALAR SPEED CONTROL 

With the motor speed measured or estimated, it can be controlled in the 
closed-loop scheme shown in Figure 5.7. The speed (angular velocity), 
(Ojyi, is compared with the reference speed, cofj. The speed error signal, 
ACDM, is applied to a slip controller, usually of the PI (proportional-integral) 
type, which generates the reference slip speed, (0*1. The slip speed must 
be limited for stability and overcurrent prevention. Therefore, the slip 
controller's static characteristic exhibits saturation at a level somewhat 
lower than the critical slip speed. When (0*1 is added to ca^, the reference 
synchronous speed, (ofŷ , is obtained. As in the CVH drives in Figures 
5.5 and 5.6, the latter signal used to generate the reference values, co* 
and y*, of the inverter frequency and voltage. 

In conjunction with the widespread application of the space vector 
PWM techniques described in Section 4.5, it is the reference vector, v* 
= y*^JP*, of the inverter output voltage that is often produced by the 
control system. Strictly speaking, the control system determines the refer
ence values m* of the modulation index and p* of the voltage vector 
angle, because these two variables are needed for calculation of duty 
ratios of inverter states within a given switching interval. Clearly, values 
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-^CTFER ,CLM< ' ^ ^ ^ 
MOTOR 

VOLTAGE CONTROLLER 

SLP CONTRaLER 

+ i CJM 

^ 
ACJM 

a>M— '̂Or 
C*>M 

FIGURE 5.7 Scalar-controlled drive system with slip controller. 

of m* and p* are closely related to those of V* and o)*, because m* 
^*/^max '̂̂ d P* represents the time integral of w*. 

5.4 SCALAR TORQUE CONTROL 

Closed-loop torque control is typical for winder drives, which are very 
common in the textile, paper, steel, plastic, or rubber manufacturing indus
tries. In such a drive, one motor imposes the speed while the other provides 
a controlled braking torque to run the wound tape with constant linear 
speed and tension. An internal torque-control loop is also used in single-
motor ASDs with the closed-loop speed control to improve the dynamics 
of the drive. Separately excited dc motors, in which the developed torque 
is proportional to the armature current while the magnetic flux is produced 
by the field current, are very well suited for that purpose. However, dc 
motors are more expensive and less robust than the induction ones. 

Eq. (5.21) offers a solution for independent control of the flux and 
torque in the induction motor so that in the steady state it can emulate 
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the separately excited dc motor. It follows from the F' equivalent circuit 
in Fig. 5.2 that the rotor flux can be controlled by adjusting 7^. On the 
other hand, with / ^ constant, the developed torque is proportional to /R. 
Because /§ = /M "" ^R» the stator current can be thought of as a sum of 
Si flux-producing current, I^ = / ^ and a torque-producing current, I{ = 
—/R. The question is how to control these two currents by adjusting the 
magnitude and frequency of stator current. 

^ -A 

Assuming that reference values, /$ and /jj^, of the flux-producing and 
torque-producing components of the stator current are known, the refer
ence magnitude, /*, of this current is given by 

/* = V / f -f I^, (5.26) 

To determine the reference frequency, w*, of stator current, Eq. (5.21) 
can be divided by Eq. (5.22) side by side and rearranged to 

(0* = - f ^ , (5.27) 

where w* denotes the reference rotor frequency. Because 

RR Rr ^ 

where T̂  is the rotor time constant, the reference stator frequency is 

(5.28) 

1 /* 
(0* = (Oo + 0)* = PpCOM + - -^^ (5.29) 

where (OQ = co — (0̂  = PpĈ M denotes the rotor velocity of a hypothetical 
2-pole motor having the same equivalent circuit as the given 2pp-pole 
motor. The equivalent 2-pole motor is convenient for the analysis and 
control purposes. Frequencies and angular velocities in both the original, 
2pp-pole motor and its 2-pole equivalent are compared in Table 5.1. 

TABLE 5.1 Frequencies and Angular Velocities in the Actual and 
Equivalent Motors 

Variable ^^-Pole Actual Motor 2-pole Equivalent Motor 

Synchronous frequency/ Wsyn= w/pp o) = Pp(i>syn 
velocity (rad/s) 

Rotor velocity (rad/s) CDM = Wo/Pp ^o = Pp^u 

Slip frequency/velocity (rad/s) (Ogi = (o/pp 0)^ = Pp(o^i 
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A block diagram of the scalar torque control scheme is shown in 
Figure 5.8. The reference flux-producing and torque-producing currents 
are computed as 

and 

/ | = 

/f = 

A'* 

3PpA^* 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

where AR* and 7jĵ  denote reference values of the flux and torque. The 
former quantity, specific for the T' equivalent circuit, is related to the 
actual rotor flux by Eq. (5.18). The rotor speed, (Oĵ , appearing in Eq. 
(5.29), can be measured directly or estimated from other motor variables. 
The current-controlled inverter must be equipped with current feedback, 
provided by two current sensors in the output lines. 

EXAMPLE 5.4 Determine the reference stator frequency for the ex
ample motor if it is to run with the speed of 1500 r/min (157.1 
rad/s) torque of 150 Nm, and with the constant rotor flux (referred 
to r'-model), Â *̂, of 0.5 Wb. 

The reference flux- and torque-producing components of the stator 
current are /$ = 0.5/0.0403 = 12.4 A/ph (see Example 5.2), and 

' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ DC LM< ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
MOTOR 

FIGURE 5.8 Scalar torque control scheme. 
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/ | = 150/(3 X 3 X 0.5) = 33.3 A/ph. The reference stator current, 
/*, is (12.4^ + 33.3 )̂̂ ^^ = 35.5 A/ph. The rotor time constant, T ,̂ is 
0.0417/0.156 = 0.267 s, and the reference stator radian frequency, 
o)*, is 3 X 157.1 + 1/0.267 X 33.3/12.4 = 481.4 rad/s, which 
represents a frequency of 76.6 Hz. • 

It must be emphasized that in today's practice of induction motor 
ASDs, the scalar control methods outlined in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are 
considered obsolete. They have only been described as a background for 
modem vector control methods, which result in much better dynamic 
performance. If the information about the speed of the motor is available, 
advanced vector control algorithms can easily be implemented in high
speed digital processors. On the other hand, the CVH drives (also called 
Volts/Hertz or, simply, variable frequency drives) are still very popular 
and widely used in low-performance applications. 

5.5 SUMMARY 

The r and F ' two-inductance steady-state equivalent circuits of the induc
tion motor facilitate explanation of scalar speed and torque control meth
ods. The scalar control, consisting in adjusting the magnitude and 
frequency of stator voltages or currents, does not guarantee good dynamic 
performance of the drive, because transient states of the motor are not 
considered in control algorithms. 

In many practical applications, such performance is unimportant, and 
the CVH drives, with open-loop speed control, are quite sufficient. In 
these drives, the stator voltage is adjusted in proportion to the supply 
frequency, except for low and above-base speeds. The voltage drop across 
stator resistance must be taken into account for low-frequency operation, 
while with frequencies higher than rated, a constant voltage to frequency 
ratio would result in overvoltage. Therefore, above the base speed, the 
voltage is maintained at the rated level, and the magnetic field and maxi
mum available torque decrease with the increasing frequency. Operation 
of the CVH drives can be enhanced by slip compensation. 

Scalar torque control is based on decomposition of the stator current 
into the flux-producing and torque-producing components. Scalar control 
techniques with the speed feedback are being phased out by the more 
effective vector control methods. 



6 
DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE 

INDUCTION MOTOR 

In Chapter 6, we define and illustrate space vectors of induction motor 
variables in the stator reference frame, dq. Dynamic equations of the 
induction motor are expressed in this frame. The idea of a revolving 
reference frame, DQ, is introduced to transform the ac components of 
the vectors in the stator frame into dc signals, and formulas for the straight 
and inverse abc-^dq and dq^DQ transformations are provided. We finish 
by explaining adaptation of dynamic equations of the motor to a revolving 
reference frame. 

6.1 SPACE VECTORS OF MOTOR VARIABLES 

Space vectors of three-phase variables, such as the voltage, current, or 
flux, are very convenient for the analysis and control of induction motors. 
Voltage space vectors of the voltage source inverter have already been 
formally introduced in Section 4.5. Here, the physical background of the 
concept of space vectors is illustrated. 

107 
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Space vectors of stator MMFs in a two-pole motor have been shown 
in Chapter 2 in Figures 2.6 through 2.9. The vector of total stator MMF, 
*^, is a vectorial sum of phase MMFs, ^ g , J^g, and ^ g , that is, 

^ = ^ s + ^ s + ^ s = ^ s + ^se^t^ + ^J^^ (6.1) 

where J^g, i^^, and ^ g denote magnitudes of ^ g , J^g, and J^g, respec
tively. In the stationary set of stator coordinates, dq, the vector of stator 
MMF can be expressed as a complex variable, J ^ = ^ g + jJ^g = J^ej®^ 
as depicted in Figure 6.1. Because 

•2 1 V s 
(6.2) 

and 

4 1 V s 
^ ' 2 - ^ 2 ' 

(6.3) 

then, Eq. (6.1) can be rewritten as 

1 
^s •^ds ' 7"^qs "^as o ^ b s /-)*-̂ cs ~'~ i l o "^bs /-> *^cs I' 

V 3 _ V3, 

(6.4) 

FIGURE 6.1 Space vector of stator MMF. 
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which explains the abc^dq transformation described by Eq. (4.11). For 
the stator MMFs, 

L-^qsJ 0 

and 

K. 

' 4 
2 

2 
3 

2 
V3 

" 2 

(6.5) 

0 

J. _ 1 _ 

j . ] _ 
3 Vs-I 

(6.6) 

Transformation equations (6.5) and (6.6) apply to all three-phase variables 
of the induction motor (generally, of any three-phase system), which add 
up to zero. 

Stator MMFs are true (physical) vectors, because their direction and 
polarity in the real space of the motor can easily be ascertained. Because 
an MMF is a product of the current in a coil and the number of turns of 
the coil, the stator current vector, î , can be obtained by dividing ^ by 
the number of turns in a phase of the stator winding. This is tantamount 
to applying the abc-^dq transformation to currents, i^^, /̂ g, and /̂ s ^^ 
individual phase windings of the stator. The stator voltage vector, Vg, is 
obtained using the same transformation to stator phase voltages, v^, v̂ ,̂ 
and Vcs- It can be argued to which extent is and Vs are true vectors, but 
from the viewpoint of analysis and control of induction motors this issue 
is irrelevant. 

It must be mentioned that the abc^dq and dq^abc transformation 
matrices in Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) are not the only ones encountered in the 
literature. As seen in Figure 2.6, when the stator phase MMFs are balanced, 
the magnitude, ^ , of the space vector, ^ , of the stator MMF is 1.5 
times higher than the magnitude (peak value), ^ g , of phase MMFs. This 
coefficient applies to all other space vectors. In some publications, the 
abc->dq transformation matrix in Eq. (6.5) appears multiplied by 2/3, 
and the dq-^abc transformation matrix in Eq. (6.6), by 3/2. Then, the vector 
magnitude equals the peak value of the corresponding phase quantities. On 
the other hand, if the product of magnitudes, V^, and 4, of stator voltage 
and current vectors, v^ and ig, is to equal the apparent power supplied to 
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the stator, the matrices in Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) should be multiplied by 
V(2/3) and V(3/2), respectively. 

In practical ASDs, the voltage feedback, if needed, is usually obtained 
from a voltage sensor, which, placed at the dc input to the inverter, 
measures the dc-link voltage, Vj. The line-to-line and line-to-neutral stator 
voltages are determined on the basis of current values, a, b, and c, of 
switching variables of the inverter using Eqs. (4.3) and (4.8). Depending 
on whether the phase windings of the stator are connected in delta or 
wye, the stator voltages v̂ g, v^s, and v̂ s constitute the respective line-to-
line or line-to-neutral voltages. Specifically, in a delta-connected stator, 
Vas = VAB' Vbs = VBC, and v̂ s = VCA, while in a wye-connected one, v̂ s 
= VAN. Vbs = VBN, and v̂ s = VCN-

The current feedback is typically provided by two current sensors in 
the output lines of the inverter as shown, for instance, in Figure 5.8. The 
sensors measure currents /^ and IQ, and if the stator is connected in wye, 
its phase currents are easily determined as i^ = ip^, /̂ s ~ ~^A ~^C' and 
ĉs ~ ĉ- Because of the symmetry of all three phases of the motor and 

synmietry of control of all phases of the inverter, the phase stator currents 
in a delta-connected motor can be assumed to add up to zero. Consequently, 
they can be found as /̂ s — (2̂ "A "•" ^cV ,̂ b̂s ~ ("~^A ~ 2/c)/3, and /̂ s — 
( - / A "•• ^cV3- Voltages and currents in the wye- and delta-connected 
stators are shown in Figure 6.2. 

In addition to the already-mentioned space vectors of the stator voltage, 
Vs, and current, i^, four other three-phase variables of the induction motor 
will be expressed as space vectors. These are the rotor current vector, i^ 
and thrto flux-linkage vectors, commonly, albeit imprecisely, called yZwx 
vectors: stator flux vector, k^, air-gap flux vector, Xĵ , and rotor flux 
vector, Xj.. The air-gap flux is smaller than the stator flux by only the 
small amount of leakage flux in the stator and, similarly, the rotor flux 
is only slightly reduced with respect to the air-gap flux, due to flux leakage 
in the rotor. 

EXAMPLE 6.1 To illustrate the concept of space vectors and the 
static, abc^dq, transformation, consider the example motor operating 
under rated conditions, with phasors of the stator and rotor current 
equal I, = 39.5 <-26.5° A/ph and /, = 36.4 <173.6° A/ph, respec
tively. In power engineering, phasors represent rms quantities; thus, 
assuming that the current phasors in question pertain to phase A of 
the motor, individual stator and rotor currents are: L^ = V 2 X 39.5 
cos(377r - 26.5°) = 55.9 cos(377/ - 26.5°) A; i^,^ = 55.9 cos(377r 
- 146.5°) A; 4s = 55.9 cos(377? - 266.5°) A; i^ == Vl X 36.4 
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INVERTER STATOR 

^B Bi 
VBN = l^bs 

l b s 

nmfp-
yen = '̂ cs 

(a) 

INVERTER STATOR 

(b) 
FIGURE 6.2 Stator currents and voltages: (a) wye-connected stator, (b) delta-
connected stator. 

cos(377r + 173.6°) = 51.5 cos(377^ + 173.6°) A; i^, = 51.5 cos(377r 
+ 53.6°) A; and i^, = 51.5 cos(377f - 66.4°) A. 

At t = 0, individual currents are: /̂ s ~ 50.0 A, f̂ s = —46.6 A, 
/cs = -3 .4 A, /gj. = -51.2 A, /br = 30.6 A, and /̂ s = -20.6 A. Eq. 
(6.5) yields /̂ s = 75.0 A, ( qs -37.4 A, i^ = —76.8 A, and /, qr 
8.7 A. Thus, the space vectors of the stator and rotor currents are: ig 
= 75.0 - 7*37.4 A = 83.8 Z-26.5° A and i, = -76.8 + 78.7 A = 
77.3 Z173.6° A. Note the formal similarity between the phasors and 
space vectors: The magnitude of the vector is 1.5Vz times greater 
than that of the rms phasor (or 1.5 times greater than that of the peak-
value phasor), while the phase angle is the same for both quanti
ties. • 

6.2 DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR 

The dynamic T-model of the induction motor in the stator reference frame, 
with motor variables expressed in the vector form, is shown in Figure 
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6.3. Symbol p (not to be confused with the number of pole pairs, p^) 
denotes the differentiation operator, d/dt, while Ljg, Ljp and L^ are the 
stator and rotor leakage inductances and the magnetizing inductance, 
respectively (Lĵ  = XiJin, L^^ = XJCD, L^ = XJo^), The sum of the 
stator leakage inductance and magnetizing inductance is called the stator 
inductance and denoted by L .̂ Analogously, the rotor inductance, L^ is 
defined as the sum of the rotor leakage inductance and magnetizing 
inductance. Thus, L^ = Ly^ + L^, and L^ = L^^ + L^ (L^ = XJio, L^ = 
Xr/co). 

The dynamic model allows derivation of the voltage-current equation 
of the induction motor. Using space vectors, the equation can be written 
as 

where re 

B 

di _ 
dt' 

i = b 

V — [v 

= B(a)„) = -^ 

' L, 
0 

0 

- /JgLr 

.Wo^s^m 

Ll = 

= Av + Bi, 

ds ^qs ^dr ^qrJ » 

ds '̂ qs "̂ dr *̂ qrJ ' 

0 -Ln, 0 " 
Lr 0 - L „ 
0 L, 0 

^cXL r̂̂ m 

^s^m t^o^s^r 

LL - O 

' 

<^A^m ' 
1 ^r^m 

-RrLs _ 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

5 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Qyjw^^r 

FIGURE 6.3 Dynamic T-model of the induction motor. 
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Symbols i^^. and i^j. in Eq. (6.9) denote components of the rotor current 
vector, ij. In the squirrel-cage motor, the corresponding components, v̂ r 
and Vqp of the rotor voltage vector, Vp are both zero because the rotor 
windings are shorted. 

The stator and rotor fluxes are related to the stator and rotor current, 
as 

The stator flux can also be obtained from the stator voltage and current 
as 

dt 
^ - V, - RJ, (6.14) 

or 

X3 = j(v, - RJJdt + X,(0), (6.15) 
0 

while the rotor flux in the squirrel-cage motor satisfies the equation 

^=ji^,\-RJ, (6.16) 

Finally, the developed torque can be expressed in several forms, such as 

2 2 

2 L 2 L 

or 

2 2 
Tu = 3/^p^mMM*} = -^PpLmiiqsidT - «*dsV)' (6-19) 

where the star denotes a conjugate vector. 
The rather abstract term Im(i^\f) in Eq. (6.17) and the analogous 

terms in Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19) represent a vector product of the involved 
space vectors. For instance, 

Im(i,\f) = iX^m[Z(i,X)l (6.20) 
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Eq. (6.20) implies that the torque developed in an induction motor is 
proportional to the product of magnitudes of space vectors of two selected 
motor variables (two currents, two fluxes, or a current and a flux) and 
the sine of angle between these two vectors. It can be seen that all the 
torque equations are nonlinear, as each of them includes a difference of 
products of two motor variables. Eq. (6.7) is nonlinear, too, because of 
the variable (o^ appearing in matrix B, 

EXAMPLE 6.2 In this example, the stator and rotor fluxes under 
rated operating conditions will first be calculated and followed by 
torque calculations using various formulas. All these quantities are 
constant in time, thus the instant ^ = 0 can be considered. For this 
instant, from Example 6.1, î  = 75.0 ~ 7*37.4 A = 83.8 Z-26.5° A 
and iV = -76.8 + 7*8.7 A = 77.3 Z173.6° A. From Eq. (6.13), X̂  = 
0.04424 X (75.0 - 7*37.4) + 0.041 X (-76.8 + 7*8.7) = 0.032 -
7*.229 Wb = 1.229 Z-88.5° Wb and \ = 0.041 X (75.0 - 7*37.4) 
+ 0.0417 X (-76.8 +7*8.7) = -0.128 -7 . I7I Wb = 1.178 Z-96.2° 
Wb. Thus, the rated rms value of the stator flux, Ag, is 
1.229/(1.5V2) = 0.580 Wb (a similar value was already employed 
in Example 5.1) and that, A ,̂ of the rotor flux is 1.178/(1.5 v2) = 
0.555 Wb. 

From Eq. (6.17), TM = 2/3 X 3 X Im{83.8Z-26.5° X 1.229 
Z88.5°} = 2 X Im{103Z62°} = 2 X 103 X sin(62°) = 181.9 Nm. 
Analogously, ft-om Eq. (6.18), T^ = 2/3 X 0.041/0.0417 X 3 X 
Im{83.8Z-26.5° X 1.178 X Z96.2°} = 182.1 Nm, and from Eq. 
(6.19), TM = 2/3 X 0.041 X 3 X Im{83.8Z-26.5° X 77.3 Z-173.6°} 
= 182.5 Nm. All three results are very close to the value of 183.1 
Nm obtained in Example 5.1 (the differences are due only to round
up errors). • 

6.3 REVOLVING REFERENCE FRAME 

In the steady state, space vectors of motor variables revolve in the stator 
reference frame with the angular velocity, o), imposed by the supply source 
(inverter). It must be stressed that this velocity does not depend on the 
number of poles of stator, which indicates the somewhat abstract quality 
of the vectors (the speed of the actual stator MMF, a "real" space vector, 
equals (o/p^). Under transient operating conditions, instantaneous speeds 
of the space vectors vary, and they are not necessarily the same for all 
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vectors, but the vectors keep revolving nevertheless. Consequently, their 
d and q components are ac variables, which are less convenient to analyze 
and utilize in a control system than the dc signals commonly used in 
control theory. Therefore, in addition to the static, abc^dq and dq->abc, 
transformations, the dynamic, dq—>DQ and DQ->dq, transformations from 
the stator reference frame to a revolving frame and vice versa are often 
employed. Usually, the revolving reference frame is so selected that it 
moves in synchronism with a selected space vector. 

The revolving reference frame, DQ, rotating with the frequency câ  
(the subscript "e" comes from the commonly used term "excitation 
frame"), is shown in Figure 6.4 with the stator reference frame in the 
background. The stator voltage vector, Vg, revolves in the stator frame 
with the angular velocity of o), remaining stationary in the revolving frame 
if (Og = 0). Consequently, the v^s and VQS components of that vector in 
the latter frame are dc signals, constant in the steady state and varying 
in transient states. Considering the same stator voltage vector, its dq-^DQ 
transformation is given by 

fc]=[ COS((OeO 

-sin(a)eO 
sin(a)eO 
cos(a)eO ][::] (6.21) 

FIGURE 6.4 Space vector of stator voltage in the stationary and revolving reference 
frames. 
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and the inverse, DQ-^dq, transformation by 

[vcis] ^ [cosCcOeO -sinCcOeOlTvos] /g22) 
[vq j [sin(a)eO cosCw^O JL^QSJ* 

EXAMPLE 6.3 The stator current vector, î , from Example 6.1 is 
considered here to illustrate the ac-to-dc transformation of motor 
quantities realized by the use of revolving reference frame. At t = 
0, i,(0) = 75.0 - 737.4 A = 83.8 Z-26.5° A. Thus, recalling that 
in the steady state the space vectors rotate in the stator reference 
frame with the angular velocity (o^ equal ca, the time variations of the 
stator current vector can be expressed as i^(t) = 83.8 exp[j(a)r — 26.5°)] 
= 83.8 cos((or - 26.5°) + ;83.8 sin(a)r - 26.5°). Both components of 
the stator current vector are thus sinusoidal ac signals. 

If the D axis of the reference frame is aligned with î , then, 
according to Eq. (6.21) (adapted to the stator current vector), /^s = 
cos(coO X 83.8 cos(cDr - 26.5°) + sin(a)0 X 83.8 sin(a)r - 26.5°) 
= 83.8[cos((oOcos((of - 26.5°) + sin(a)Osin(a)f - 26.5°)] = 83.8 
cos((or - M + 26.5°) = 83.8 cos(26.5°) = 75.0 A, and /QS = 
-sin(a)0 X 83.8 cos(a)r - 26.5°) + cos{(ot) X 83.8 sin(a)r - 26.5°) 
= 83.8[sin(a)r - 26.5°)cos(a)0 - cos(a)r - 26.5°)sin(a)0] = 83.8 
siniiot - 26.5° - (oO = 83.8 sin(-26.5°) = -37.4 A. 

It can be seen that /^s ~ d̂s(O) ^^^ ^QS ~ ^qs(O)-1^ would not be 
so if the revolving reference frame were aligned with another vector, 
but /DS and IQ^ would still be dc signals. • 

To indicate the reference frame of a space vector, appropriate super
scripts are used. For instance, the stator voltage vector in the stator refer
ence frame can be expressed as 

K = Vds + JVqs = v.e '̂̂ s, (6.23) 

and the same vector in the revolving frame as 

V^ = VDS+7VQS = v,e^'<^s-ee), (6.24) 

where 0^ denotes the angle between the frames. Angles ©^ and 0^ are 
given by 

t 

0 , = joidt + 0^(0) (6.25) 
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and 

t 

0e = jo^cdt + 0e(O). (6.26) 
0 

Motor equations in a reference frame revolving with the angular 
velocity of 0)̂  can be obtained from those in the stator frame by replacing 
the differentiation operator p with p + ycOg. In particular, 

-^ = vt-RJt-jioX (6.27) 

and 

dK 
-^ = -Rf, - j{i^, - i^^)K (6.28) 

Equations that do not involve differentiation or integration, such as the 
torque equations, are the same in both frames. 

6.4 SUMMARY 

Three-phase variables in the induction motor can be represented by space 
vectors in the Cartesian coordinate set, dq, affixed to stator (stator reference 
frame). Space vectors of the stator voltage and current and magnetic fluxes 
(flux linkages) are commonly employed in the analysis and control of 
induction motor ASDs. The space vectors are obtained by an invertible, 
static, abc^dq, transformation of phase variables. The vector notation is 
used in dynamic equations of the motor. 

Space vectors in the stator reference frame are revolving, so that their 
d and q components are ac signals. A dynamic, dq->DQ, transformation 
allows conversion of those signals to the dc form. The dq->DQ transforma
tion introduces a revolving frame of reference, in which, in the steady 
state, space vectors appear as stationary. The revolving frame is usually 
synchronized with a space vector of certain motor variable. Dynamic 
equations of the induction motor can easily be adapted to a revolving 
reference frame by substituting p + jWg for p. 



7 
FIELD ORIENTATION 

This chapter begins with a review of conditions of production and control 
of torque in the dc motor. Principles of the field orientation in the induction 
motor are introduced, and the direct and indirect field orientation schemes 
utilizing the rotor flux vector are presented. Stator and air-gap flux orienta
tion systems are described, and we finish with an explanation of the 
control of stator current in field-oriented motors fed from current source 
inverters. 

7.1 TORQUE PRODUCTION AND CONTROL 
IN THE DC MOTOR 

The concept of field orientation, proposed by Hasse in 1969 and Blaschke 
in 1972, constitutes, arguably, the most important paradigm in the theory 
and practice of control of induction motors. In essence, the objective of 
field orientation is to make the induction motor emulate the separately 
excited dc machine as a source of adjustable torque. Therefore, we will 
first review fundamentals of torque production and control in the dc motor. 

119 
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A simplified representation of the dc motor is shown in Figure 7.1. 
The pair of magnetic poles, N and S, represent the magnetic circuit of 
stator, that is, the field part of the machine. Therefore, the space vector, 
Xf, of flux (flux linkage) generated by the field winding, is stationary and 
aligned with the d axis of the stator. Thanks to the action of commutator 
(not shown) and properly positioned brushes, the distribution of armature 
current in the rotor winding is such that the space vector, î , of this current 
is always aligned with the q axis, even though the rotor is revolving. 

Practical dc motors are equipped with auxiliary windings designated 
to neutralize the so-called armature reaction, that is, weakening of the 
main magnetic field by the MMF produced by the armature current. Then, 
the developed torque, J^ ' is proportional to the vector product of i^ and 
Xf, that is, to the sine of angle between these vectors. As seen in Figure 
7.1, this is always a right angle, which ensures the highest torque-per-
ampere ratio. Thus, the torque is produced under optimal conditions, the 
minimum possible armature current causing minimum losses in the motor 
and supply system. 

In the separately excited dc machine, the field current, /f, producing 
Xf and the armature current, f̂ , flow in separate windings. Therefore, they 
can be controlled independently. Usually, particularly under high-load 
operating conditions, the flux is kept constant at the rated level within 
the speed range of zero to the rated value. Field weakening, that is, flux 
reduction in inverse proportion to the speed, is used at speeds higher than 
rated. With low loads, the motor efficiency can be improved by reducing 
the flux to such a trade-off value that the resultant decrease in core losses 
offsets the simultaneous increase in copper losses. In drives that most of 

^ — o f 

FIGURE 7.1 Simplified representation of the dc motor. 
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the time run well under the full load, such efficiency optimization schemes 
can bring significant energy savings. 

Presented considerations explain why the separately excited dc motor 
were for many decades the favorite actuator in motion control systems. 
The dc motor not only generates the torque under the optimal condition 
of orthogonality of the flux and current vectors, but it also allows fully 
independent ("decoupled") control of the torque and the magnetic field. 
The torque equation, to be used as a reference for the field-oriented 
induction motor, can be written as 

TM = M f 4 . (7.1) 

where A:̂  is a constant dependent on the construction and size of the 
motor. 

7.2 PRINCIPLES OF FIELD ORIENTATION 

All three torque equations, (6.17) through (6.19), of the induction motor 
in the stator reference frame include the difference-of-products terms. 
Notice that if, for example, in Eq. (6.18), Xq̂  were made to equal zero, 
the resultant formula would be similar to that, (7.1), for the dc motor. 
Unfortunately, this is not possible, because X^j. constitutes the quadrature 
component of the revolving vector, \^ of rotor flux. Thus, Xqj. = 0 is 
possible only if X̂  = 0, which is absurd. 

However, if torque equations in a revolving frame are considered, the 
manipulation described above becomes feasible. If 

2 L 
TM ~ 2̂ p"7̂ (̂ Qŝ DR ~ ^DS^QR) (7-2) 

and XDR = 0, then 

^M ~ ^T^DR^QS' (7.3) 

where k^ = 2p^^l{?>L^, and the induction motor, as desired, emulates 
the dc machine. The described condition is realized by aligning the D 
axis of the revolving reference frame with the rotor flux vector, \ p as 
illustrated in Figure 7.2. Similar results can be obtained aligning the D 
axis with another flux vector, that is, the stator or air-gap flux vector. For 
instance, the stator field orientation, according to Eq. (6.17), yields 

where k^ = 2pJ3, 
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FIGURE 7.2 Alignment of the revolving reference frame with the rotor flux vector. 

Principles of field orientation along a selected flux vector, Xf (Xp X̂ , 
or Xni), can be summarized as follows. 

1. Given the reference values, T^ and \f, of the developed torque 
and selected flux, find the corresponding reference compo
nents, /^s and î S' of the stator current vector in the revolving 
reference frame. 

2. Determine the angular position, 0f, of the flux vector in question, 
to be used in the DQ-^dq conversion from /gg to /Ĵ  and from 
i^s to /*s. 

3. Given the reference components, i^^ and i*^, of the stator vector 
in the stator reference frame, use the dq—>abc transformation to 
obtain reference stator currents, /*s, i^^, and i*^, for a current-
controlled inverter feeding the motor. 

Based on the dynamic equations of the induction motor, a block 
diagram of the field-oriented motor in a revolving reference frame aligned 
with the rotor flux vector is shown in Figure 7.3. According to the theory 
of linear dynamic systems, the integrator block with negative feedback 
can be replaced with a first-order block, as shown in Figure 7.4. It can 
be seen that the torque in a field-oriented motor reacts instantly to changes 
in the /QS component of the stator current, while the reaction of rotor flux 
to changes in the other component, /^s, is inertial. 
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^DS-
k P^DR 

J 
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/ 

ADR. 

' ' L X 3^Lr 

X o s — — 

FIG U RE 7.3 Block diagram of the field-oriented motor in a revolving reference frame 
aligned with the rotor flux vector. 

'^DS 

FIGURE 7.4 Reduced block diagram of the field-oriented motor in a revolving refer
ence frame aligned with the rotor flux vector. 

Because 0)̂  = 0) and Wg - COQ = (o^ then the real part of Eq. (6.28) 
may be written as 

(7.5) 

Under the field orientation condition, XQR = 0 and, with X^R = const, 
dX^^/dt = 0, too. Hence, 1^^ = 0 and i^ = /QR, which, because A.̂  = 
XDR, indicates orthogonality of the rotor current and flux vectors. This is 
the condition of optimal torque production, that is, the maximum torque 
per ampere ratio, typical for the dc motor. Thus, the field orientation 
makes operating characteristics of the induction motor similar to those 
of that machine. 
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7.3 DIRECT FIELD ORIENTATION 

Knowledge of the instantaneous position (angle) of the flux vector, with 
which the revolving reference frame is aligned, constitutes the necessary 
requirement for proper field orientation. Usually, the magnitude of the 
flux vector in question is identified as well, for comparison with the 
reference value in a closed-loop control scheme. Identification of the flux 
vector can be based on direct measurements or estimation from other 
measured variables. Such an approach is specific for schemes with the 
so-called direct field orientation (DFO), which will be explained for the 
rotor flux vector, X^ as the orienting vector. 

Only the air-gap flux can be measured directly. A simple scheme for 
estimation of the rotor flux vector, based on measurements of the airgap 
flux and stator currents, is depicted in Figure 7.5. Two Hall sensors of 
magnetic field are placed in the motor gap, measuring the direct and 
quadrature components, Xdm ^^^ q̂m» of the air-gap flux vector, X.̂ .̂ Stator 
currents are measured too. The rotor flux vector, in the rectangular or 
polar form, is calculated as 

As's (7.6) 

As an alternative to the fragile Hall sensors, flux sensing coils or taps on 
the stator winding can be installed in the motor. Voltages induced in the 
coils or the winding are integrated to provide Xdm ^^^ q̂m-

FIGURE 7.5 Estimation of the rotor flux vector based on direct measurements of the 
air-gap flux. 
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Sensors of the air-gap flux are inconvenient, and they spoil the rugged-
ness of the induction motor. Therefore, in practice, the rotor flux vector 
(or another flux vector used for the field orientation) is usually computed 
from the stator voltage and current. In particular, the stator flux vector, 
Xs» can be estimated using Eq. (6.15) which, in turn, allows calculation 
of the air-gap flux vector, X^, as 

^m ~ ^s As's (7.7) 

and estimation of the rotor flux vector, A^ from Eq. (7.6). 
For best performance, the torque and flux in induction motors with 

direct field orientation are closed-loop controlled. The torque, which is 
difficult to measure directly, can be calculated using an appropriate equa
tion, such as (6.18). A block diagram of the ASD with direct rotor flux 
orientation using air-gap flux sensors is shown in Figure 7.6. Proportional-
integral (PI) controllers used in loops of the flux and torque control 
generate reference components, /gs and i^^, of the stator current vector 
in the revolving reference frame. The DQ-^dq dynamic transformation 
block converts the i^^ and i^^ dc signals into i$^ and /*s ac signals 
representing reference components of the stator current vector in the stator 
reference frame. Operation of the dynamic transformation block is syn
chronized by the angle signal, ®^ from the flux calculator. The i^^ and 
/|s signals are applied to the dq^abc static transformation block to produce 
reference currents, i%, i^^ and i^^, for individual phases of the current-
controlled inverter. 

FIGURE 7.6 Block diagram of the ASD with direct rotor flux orientation. 
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In the block diagram in Figure 7.6 and throughout this whole book, 
the generic term "calculator" is used to represent an open-loop estimator 
or closed-loop observer. Chapter 10 contains more information on the 
estimators and observers of motor quantities. 

EXAMPLE 7.1 At a certain instant, the angle, @^ of the rotor flux 
vector in the drive in Figure 7.6 is 130°. The output signals, i^^ and 
/^s, from the flux and torque controllers are 20 A and —30 A, respec
tively. Find the required (reference) values of individual phase currents 
in the stator. 

Based on the DQ->dq transformation (6.22), ig = 20 cos(130°) 
+ 30 sin(130°) = 10.1 A, and i^, = 20 sin(130°) + 30 cos(130°) = 
-4 .0 A. Finally, the dq-^abc transformation (6.6) yields i*^ = 2/3 X 
10.1 = 6.7 A, i^, = -1 /3 X 10.1 - I /V3 X 4.0 = -5 .7 A, and 
/*s = -1 /3 X 10.1 + I /V3 X 4.0 = -1 .0 A (the last result could 
also be obtained from the Kirchhoff current law: i^^ = —/*s - /*s ~ 
-6.7 + 5.7 = -1.0 A). • 

7.4 INDIRECT FIELD ORIENTATION 

In an alternative approach to direct flux orientation, the indirect field 
orientation (IFO), the angular position, 0p of the rotor flux vector is 
determined indirectly as 

t 

e , = jo^^dt + /7p0M, (7.8) 
0 

where (o* denotes the rotor frequency required for field orientation and 
©M is the angular displacement of the rotor, measured by a shaft position 
sensor, typically a digital encoder. The required rotor frequency can be 
computed directly from motor equations under the field orientation condi
tion. With Â  = \DR, 

'̂r = ^(^DR - LJ% (7.9) 

which, when substituted in Eq. (6.28), yields 

^DR[1 -^T,(p+M)]=LJl (7.10) 

where T̂  denotes the rotor time constant, L^/R^, Splitting Eq. (7.10) into 
the real and imaginary parts gives 

^DR(1 +P^r) = LJj,s (7.11) 
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and 

<«>rTADR = LJQS' (7.12) 

Replacing cOj. with o)*, X^R with X*, and /QS with /^g in the last equation, 
and solving for w*, yields 

(o* = ^ ^ . (7.13) 
' Tr X* 

Note that Eq. (7.13) is a time-domain equivalent of the phasor-domain 
Eq. (5.27) for the scalar torque control. Indeed, from Eq. (7.11), in the 
steady state of the motor (p = 0), 

X* = XgR = LJ^s^ (7.14) 

which, when substituted in Eq. (7.13), gives 

(o* = - ^ . (7.15) 

Variables /§§ and i^^ represent the required flux-producing and torque-
producing components of the stator current vector, i*, in the same way 
that / | and I^ in Eq. (5.27) are the respective components of the stator 
current phasor. If, 

The reference current i^^ corresponding to a given reference flux, 
X*, can be found from Eq. (7.11) as 

TJ[? + 1 \ ( dkf \ 

while the other reference current, /^s, for a given reference torque, 7^, 
can be obtained from the torque equation (7.3) of a field-oriented motor 
as 

ihs = 7- —• (7.17) 

A drive system with indirect rotor flux orientation is shown in Figure 
7.7. In accordance with Eq. (7.8), the angle, ©^ of the rotor flux vector 
used in the DQ^dq transformation is determined as 

0 , = 0 * + 0„, (7.18) 
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FIGURE 7.7 Block diagram of the ASD with indirect rotor flux orientation. 

where 0* denotes the time integral of the reference rotor frequency, 
o)*, and 0o = /7p0M is the angular displacement of the rotor in an 
equivalent two-pole motor. 

EXAMPLE 7.2 The example motor operates in the indirect field 
orientation scheme, with the flux and torque commands equal to the 
respective rated values, that is, \ * = 1.178 Wb (see Example 6.2) 
and T̂ĵi = 183 Nm. At the instant r = 1 s since starting the motor, 
the rotor has made 8 revolutions. Determine the reference output 
currents, /*s, i^^, and /*s, of the inverter as calculated by the digital 
control system. 

The torque coefficient, kj = 2p^J(3L,X is 2 X 3 X 0.041/(3 
X 0.0417) = 1.97. Because \ * = const, current /gs can be found 
from Eq. (7.14) as igs = K^^m = 1.178/0.041 = 28.7 A, while 
current i^s^ from Eq. (7.17), is Tl^/(kj \*) = 183/(1.97 X 1.178) = 
78.9 A. The rotor time constant, T^ is given by T̂  = L^/Rj. = 0.0417/ 
0.156 = 0.267 s, and the reference rotor frequency, o)*, can be calcu
lated from Eq. (7.15) as /$s/(vBs) = 78.9/(0.267 X 28.7) = 10.3 
rad/s. This result can be verified by finding the rated slip, ^̂ at, at the 
rated supply frequency of 60 Hz (377 rad/s) as 10.3/377 = 0.027, a 
value already listed in Table 2.1. 

The integral, 0*, of co* at r = 1 s is 0 * = (o*t = 10.3 X 1 = 
10.3 rad, while the rotor displacement, 0^, of the equivalent 2-pole 
motor equals p^ of the displacement of the actual motor, that is, 0^ 
= 3 X 8 X 2iT = 150.8 rad. Thus, angle 0^, for the DQ-^dq transfor
mation is 0r = 0* + 0o = 10.3 + 150.8 = 161.1 rad, which is 
equivalent to 230.4°. Now, from Eq. (6.22), 

/ q s j 

cos(230.4°) 
sin(230.4°) 

-sin(230.4°) 
cos(230.4°) 

1 [28.7] ^ r 42.5 A ] 
J[78.9j [-72.4 A J' 
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and, from Eq. (6.6), 

r/*-| 
b̂s 

2 
3 

1 
3 
1 
3 

0 

1 

1 

V3 

[ -724] 

28.3 A" 
-55.9 A 

27.6 A 

Note that the dq^DQ transformation does not affect the magnitude 
of a vector. Indeed, both if and il have the same magnitude of [28.7^ 
+ (-78.9)^]^^^ = [42.5^ + i-llAf]^'^ = 84.0 A. • 

7.5 STATOR AND AIR-GAP FLUX ORIENTATION 

As subsequently demonstrated, stator and air-gap flux orientation systems 
require somewhat more complicated control algorithms than that for the 
rotor flux orientation described in the preceding sections. On the other 
hand, accurate estimation of the stator flux vector is easier than that of 
the rotor flux vector, while the air-gap flux vector, as mentioned in Section 
7.3, can be measured directly. 

Eq. (6.17) yields the condition for stator flux orientation as XQS = 
0. Then, the developed torque is given by Eq. (7.4). Eq. (6.13) allows 
expressing the rotor current vector as 

and the rotor flux vector as 

^r, 

where 

a = 1 
4 4 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

denotes the so-called total leakage factor of the motor. When XQS = 0, 
then 

'̂r "~ 7~[^DS ^s(^DS + iiQs)\ (7.22) 
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and 

K = T^V^DS - ^4(^Ds + JiQs)l (7.23) 

Substituting Eqs. (7.22) and (7.23) in Eq. (6.28), with coe = (o, that is, 
^e ~ ^o ~ ^P ^^d solving for X^s, gives, after some rearrangements, 

1 + aT,(p + JO),) 

Clearly, in a field-oriented motor, the X^s component of the stator 
flux vector may not have the imaginary part implied by Eq. (7.24). Also, 
the magnitude, Xs= X^g, of this vector should be independent of the 
torque-producing component, /QS, of the stator current vector. Therefore, 
the reference signal, /g^, of the flux-producing current must be made 
dynamically dependent on the reference signal, i^^, of the torque-
producing current in such a way that i^^ has no effect on Xps and that 
XDS is a real number. 

Separation of Eq. (7.24) into the real and imaginary parts yields 

^ ^ ^ " H l + T j ; ' ^ ^ 1 + ^ ^ ^ Q s j (7.25) 

and 

XQS = L,\<Tios + T J ^ ' ^ ' Q S )• ('̂ •2^) 

Solving Eq. (7.25) for /^s and Eq. (7.26) for ŵ  gives the reference values 
of these two variables as 

/ 1 \ X* 

ifis = ^ -^-^^ (7.27) 
p + — 

and 

< = ^ , " " ' ' V (7.28) 

The system for dynamic decoupling of the flux-producing and torque-
producing currents is shown in Figure 7.8. 
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FIGURE 7.8 System for dynamic decoupling of the flux-producing and torque-
producing currents. 

Clearly, in practical systems, the reference torque and flux values 
must be limited to avoid current overloads. Aside from that, in the classic 
rotor flux orientation schemes described in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, there 
are no additional limits on the torque and flux commands. However, such 
limits do exist in drives with the stator flux orientation and air-gap flux 
orientation. The steady-state value, o)*, of the rotor frequency conmiand 
can be determined from Eqs. (7.27) and (7.28) by setting operator p to 
zero and eliminating /§§. As a result, the following quadratic equation is 
obtained: 

0)5 
(1 - a)X* 

(Oj + 
1 

a % v ^ s ('̂ '̂ r) 
= 0. (7.29) 

For the solution of Eq. (7.29) to be a real number, the discriminant may 
not be negative, which requires that 

''^la-')- (7.30) 

Because, from Eq. (7.4), /^s = T^/(k^\fX then condition (7.30) can be 
rearranged to 

\Tl Ml < j^d _ 1 
2LM 

(7.31) 
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It can be seen that it is the total leakage factor, a, that imposes the "torque-
per-flux-squared" limitation in the stator flux orientation schemes. 

EXAMPLE 7.3 Assuming the stator flux at the rated level of 1.229 
Wb (see Example 6.2), what is the maximum allowable reference 
torque for the example motor in the stator field orientation scheme? 

From Eq. (7.20), the total leakage factor, a, is 1 - 0.041^/(0.0424 
X 0.0417) = 0.049, while /:| = 2 X 3/3 = 2 Nm/A.Wb. Thus, from 
condition (7.31), \T;^\ < 2(1/0.049 - 1) X 1.229^/(2 X 0.0424) = 
691 Nm. This Umitation corresponds to 3.8 times the rated 
torque. • 

The decoupling system in Figure 7.8 can be augmented to a reference 
current system shown in Figure 7.9. The latter system forms an important 
part of the direct field orientation scheme shown in Figure 7.10. The 
stator flux vector is calculated from Eq. (6.15). Alternatively, it can be 
determined from information about the air-gap flux and stator current, as 

K = K-^ LJs' (7.32) 

Knowledge of the stator flux vector allows calculation of the developed 
torque from Eq. (6.17). The easy identification of the stator flux vector 
makes an indirect stator flux orientation scheme superfluous. 

In a similar way, the D axis of the revolving reference frame for 
transformation of signals /g^ ^^^ ^$s ^^^^ signals il I * and /*s can be 

As 
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1 

TORQUE 
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P + t 
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H3 
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FIGURE 7.9 Reference current system for the stator flux orientation scheme. 
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FIGURE 7.10 Block diagram of the ASD with stator flux orientation. 

aligned with the air-gap flux vector, Xĵ . The air-gap flux orientation 
scheme is similar to that of the stator flux orientation, with Xf replaced 
with \*^, Xs with Xjn, L^ with L^, and a with a^ the latter symbol denoting 
the rotor leakage factor, defined as 

(J. (7.33) 

The air-gap flux vector is either measured directly or estimated from Eq. 
(7.7). The developed torque in an air-gap flux oriented motor is given by 

^M "~ ^T^QS^DM (7.34) 

with the same torque coefficient, k^ = 2pp/3, as that in Eq. (7.4). It can 
be demonstrated that the "torque-per-flux-squared" limitation is less re
strictive than that, (7.31), for a motor with stator flux orientation. 

EXAMPLE 7.4 Repeat Example 7.3 for the example motor with air-
gap flux orientation. 

Based on results of Example 6.2, the rated air-gap flux vector at 
t = Ocan be calculated from Eq. (7.35) as \^ = (0.032 - 0.00139 
X 75) +7(-1.229 + 0.00139 X 37.4) = -0.072 - j l . l 7 9 = 1.179Z 
-93.5° Wb. From Eq. (7.33), the rotor leakage factor, a ,̂ is 0.00139/ 
0.0417 = 0.033, while k^ = 2 X 3/3 = 2 Nm/A.Wb. Thus, from 
condition (7.31), \T;^\ < 2(1/0.033 - 1) X 1.179^/(2 X 0.041) - 993 
Nm. This value corresponds to 5.4 times the rated torque. Recall that 
the same ratio in the stator flux oriented drive in Example 7.4 was 
3.8. • 
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In today's ASDs, control algorithms are implemented in digital sys
tems, mostly microcontrollers and digital signal processors (DSPs). 
Changes from one type of field orientation to another are easy, as they 
are realized in the software only. 

7.6 DRIVES WITH CURRENT SOURCE INVERTERS 

Although most practical ac ASDs employ PWM voltage source inverters, 
current source inverters are still used in high-power vector controlled 
drives. Typically, they are based on the relatively slow GTOs, for which 
the square-wave operation mode is very appropriate. Current source invert
ers are fed from controlled rectifiers allowing bidirectional power flow. 
The current source for the inverter (the rectifier with a current feedback 
and the dc-link reactor) automatically limits the short-circuit currents, 
increasing reliability of the system. 

Current control in current source inverters differs from that in voltage 
source inverters. A given reference vector, i* = IfZ&f, of stator current 
is realized by separately adjusting the dc-link current, /j, in the supplying 
rectifier and selecting such a state of the inverter that results in a position, 
©s, of the current vector closest to 0*. A simplified block diagram of 
control scheme of the current source inverter is shown in Figure 7.11. 
The reference stator current signals, /^^ and /^s, from the field-orientation 

'^'''^^^ DC LINK ' ^ ^^^^^^ 
MOTOR 

FIGURE 7.11 Control scheme of the current source inverter. 
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part of the control system of the ASD are converted to reference signals 
if and 0*. The dc-link current is controlled in the rectifier using a closed 
control loop with a PI controller, while the reference phase signals enforces 
an appropriate state of the inverter (see Figure 4.33). 

Practical systems with current source inverters are more complicated, 
due to the problems of sluggish response to the magnitude command and 
the influence of stator EMF, ê  = |Vs — RJX on the dc-link current, i^. 
Lead-type compensators and EMF estimators are used for performance 
improvement. 

7.7 SUMMARY 

Field orientation, consisting in the alignment of a revolving reference 
frame with a space vector of selected flux, allows the induction motor to 
emulate the separately excited dc machine. In this machine, the magnetic 
field and developed torque can be controlled independently. In addition, 
the torque is produced under the optimal condition of orthogonality of 
the flux and current vectors, resulting in the maximum possible torque-
per-ampere ratio. 

In ASDs with direct field orientation along the rotor flux vector, \^ 
this vector is determined from direct measurements or estimations of the 
air-gap flux. The indirect field orientation is based on calculation of the 
angular position, ©^ of Â  as a sum of an integral, 0*, of the rotor 
frequency, o)*, required for the field orientation and the rotor angular 
displacement, 0^, of the equivalent two-pole motor. 

Stator flux orientation has the advantage of employing the easily 
determinable stator flux vector. Disadvantages include the necessity of a 
decoupling system making the flux independent of the torque-producing 
current, as well as the "torque-per-flux-squared" limiting condition on 
the reference values of torque and stator flux. The field-orientation scheme 
using the air-gap flux vector is similar to that with the stator flux vector. 

Voltage source inverters with closed-loop current control are employed 
in most field-oriented drives. In ASDs with current source inverters, the 
required space vector of the stator current is generated by simultaneous 
adjustment of the dc-link current and inverter state selection. 



8 
DIRECT TORQUE AND 

FLUX CONTROL 

Control methods for high-performance ASDs with induction motors by 
direct selection of consecutive states of the inverter are presented in this 
chapter. The Direct Torque Control (DTC) and Direct Self-Control (DSC) 
techniques are explained, and we describe an enhanced version of the 
DTC scheme, employing the space-vector pulse width modulation in the 
steady state of the drive. 

8.1 INDUCTION MOTOR CONTROL BY SELECTION 
OF INVERTER STATES 

As shown in Chapter 7, induction motors in field-orientation ASDs are 
current controlled, that is, the control system produces reference values 
of currents in individual phases of the stator. Various current control 
techniques can be employed in the inverter supplying the motor, all of 
them based on the feedback from current sensors. Operation of the current 

137 
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control scheme results in an appropriate sequence of inverter states, so 
that the actual currents follow the reference waveforms. 

Two ingenious alternative approaches to control of induction motors 
in high-performance ASDs make use of specific properties of these motors 
for direct selection of consecutive states of the inverter. These two methods 
of direct torque and flux control, known as the Direct Torque Control 
(DTQ and Direct Self-Control (DSC), are presented in the subsequent 
sections. 

As already mentioned in Chapter 6, the torque developed in an induc
tion motor can be expressed in many ways. One such expression is 

M̂ = Ipp^ImiKK) = |pp^X,Mn(03r), (8.1) 

where 0^1 denotes the angle between space vectors, \^ and k^ of stator 
and rotor flux, subsequently called a torque angle. Thus, the torque can 
be controlled by adjusting this angle. On the other hand, the magnitude, 
Xg, of stator flux, a measure of intensity of magnetic field in the motor, 
is directly dependent on the stator voltage according to Eq. (6.15). To 
explain how the same voltage can also be employed to control ©sn ^ 
simple qualitative analysis of the equivalent circuit of induction motor, 
shown in Figure 6.3, can be used. 

From the equivalent circuit, we see that the derivative of stator flux 
reacts instantly to changes in the stator voltage, the respective two space 
vectors, v̂  and p\^, being separated in the circuit by the stator resistance, 
/?s, only. However, the vector of derivative of the rotor flux, p\^ is 
separated from that of stator flux, p\^, by the stator and rotor leakage 
inductances, Lĵ  and L^^ Therefore, reaction of the rotor flux vector to the 
stator voltage is somewhat sluggish in comparison with that of the stator 
flux vector. Also, thanks to the low-pass filtering action of the leakage 
inductances, rotor flux waveforms are smoother than these of stator flux. 

The impact of stator voltage on the stator flux is illustrated in Figure 
8.1. At a certain instant, t, the inverter feeding the motor switches to State 
4, generating vector V4 of stator voltage (see Figure 4.23). The initial 
vectors of stator and rotor flux are denoted by \^it) and Xp respectively. 
After a time interval of Ar, the new stator flux vector, \^it + Ar), differs 
from \{i) in both the magnitude and position while, assuming a suffi
ciently short Ar, changes in the rotor flux vector have been negligible. 
The stator flux has increased and the torque angle, ©sn has been reduced 
by A0SP Clearly, if another vector of the stator voltage were applied, the 
changes of the stator flux vector would be different. Directions of change 
of the stator flux vector, X ,̂ associated with the individual six nonzero 
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FIGURE 8.1 Illustration of the impact of stator voltage on the stator flux. 

vectors, v̂  through v ,̂ of the inverter output voltage are shown in Figure 
8.2, which also depicts the circular reference trajectory of Xg- Thus, appro
priate selection of inverter states allows adjustments of both the strength 
of magnetic field in the motor and the developed torque. 

FIGURE 8.2 niustration of the principles of control of stator flux and developed 
torque by inverter state selection. 
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8.2 DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL 

The basic premises and principles of the Direct Torque Control (DTC) 
method, proposed by Takahashi and Noguchi in 1986, can be formulated 
as follows: 

• Stator flux is a time integral of the stator EMF. Therefore, its 
magnitude strongly depends on the stator voltage. 

• Developed torque is proportional to the sine of angle between 
the stator and rotor flux vectors. 

• Reaction of rotor flux to changes in stator voltage is slower than 
that of the stator flux. 

Consequently, both the magnitude of stator flux and the developed torque 
can be directly controlled by proper selection of space vectors of stator 
voltage, that is, selection of consecutive inverter states. Specifically: 

• Nonzero voltage vectors whose misalignment with the stator flux 
vector does not exceed ±90° cause the flux to increase. 

• Nonzero voltage vectors whose misalignment with the stator flux 
vector exceeds ±90° cause the flux to decrease. 

• Zero states, 0 and 7, (of reasonably short duration) practically do 
not affect the vector of stator flux which, consequently, stops mov
ing. 

• The developed torque can be controlled by selecting such inverter 
states that the stator flux vector is accelerated, stopped, or deceler
ated. 

For explanation of details of the DTC method, it is convenient to 
rename the nonzero voltage vectors of the inverter, as shown in Figure 
8.3. The Roman numeral subscripts represent the progression of inverter 
states in the square-wave operation mode (see Figure 4.21), that is, Vi = 
^4' ^n = ^6' ^m = ^2' ^iv = ^3' ̂ v = ^1' and Vyi = V5. The K^ (K = I, 
II,..., VI) voltage vector is given by 

VK = V,e^^-\ (8.2) 

where V^ denotes the dc input voltage of the inverter and 

0,,K = (K- l)f (8.2) 

The d-q plane is divided into six 60°-wide sectors, designated 1 through 
6, and centered on the corresponding voltage vectors (notice that these 
sectors are different from these in Figure 4.23). A stator flux vector, 
Xg = \sexp(/0s), is said to be associated with the voltage vector v^ when 
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i!^-®-d 

FIGURE 8.3 Space vectors of the inverter output voltage and sectors of the vector 
plane. 

it passes through Sector K, which means that of all the six voltage vectors, 
the orientation of v^ is closest to that of Xg- For example, the stator flux 
vector becomes associated with Vn when passing through Sector 2. In 
another example, when a phase of the same vector is 200°, then it is 
associated with the voltage vector Vjv. 

Impacts of individual voltage vectors on the stator flux and developed 
torque, when Xg is associated with Vj^, are listed in Table 8.1. The impact 
of vectors v^ and VK + 3 on the developed torque is ambiguous, because 
it depends on whether the flux vector is leading or lagging the voltage 
vector in question. The zero vector, v^, that is, VQ or V7, does not affect 
the flux but reduces the torque, because the vector of rotor flux gains on 
the stopped stator flux vector. 

A block diagram of the classic DTC drive system is shown in Figure 
8.4. The dc-link voltage (which, although supposedly constant, tends to 
fluctuate a little), Vj, and two stator currents, i^ and i^, are measured, and 

TABLE 8.1 Impact of Individual Voltage Vectors on the Stator Flux 
and Developed Torque 

? 

\ 

V K + 3 

w 
7 

\ 
\ 

• 'K+5 

\ \ 
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FIGURE 8.4 Block diagram of the DTC drive system. 

space vectors, v̂  and 1% of the stator voltage and current are determined 
in the voltage and current vector synthesizer. The voltage vector is synthe
sized from V^ and switching variables, a, b, and c, of the inverter, using 
Eq. (4.3) or (4.8), depending on the connection (delta or wye) of stator 
windings. Based on v̂  and î , the stator flux vector, X ,̂ and developed 
torque, T^, are calculated. The magnitude, k^, of the stator flux is compared 
in the flux control loop with the reference value, X*, and T^ is compared 
with the reference torque, 1^, in the torque control loop. 

The flux and torque errors, AX̂  and Ar^, are applied to respective 
bang-bang controllers, whose characteristics are shown in Figure 8.5. The 
flux controller's output signal, b^, can assume the values of 0 and 1, and 
that, bj, of the torque controller can assume the values of —1, 0, and 1. 
Selection of the inverter state is based on values of Z?x and bj. It also 
depends on the sector of vector plane in which the stator flux vector, k^, 
is currently located (see Figure 8.3), that is, on the angle 0^, as well as 
on the direction of rotation of the motor. Specifics of the inverter state 
selection are provided in Table 8.2 and illustrated in Figure 8.6 for the 
stator flux vector in Sector 2. Five cases are distinguished: (1) Both the 
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FIGURE 8.5 Characteristics of: (a) flux controller, (b) torque controller. 

TABLE 8.2 Selection of the Inverter State in the D T C Scheme; 
(a) Counterclockwise Rotation 

h 1 0 

b^T - 1 - 1 

Sector 1 

Sector 2 

Sector 3 

Sector 4 

Sector 5 

Sector 6 

Sector 1 

Sector 2 

Sector 3 

Sector 4 

Sector 5 

Sector 6 

5 

4 

6 

2 

3 

1 

6 

4 

5 

1 

3 

2 

2 

3 

1 

5 

4 

6 

1 

3 

2 

6 

4 

5 

0 

7 

0 

7 

0 

7 

0 

7 

0 

7 

0 

7 

1 

5 

4 

6 

2 

3 

(b) Clockwise Rotation 

K 

*T 1 0 

1 

- 1 1 0 

0 

- 1 
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FIGURE 8.6 Illustration of the principles of inverter state selection. 

flux and torque are to be decreased; (2) the flux is to be decreased, but 
the torque is to be increased; (3) the flux is to be increased, but the torque 
is to be decreased; (4) both the flux and torque are to be increased; and 
(5) the torque error is within the tolerance range. In Cases (1) to (4), 
appropriate nonzero states are imposed, while Case (5) calls for such a 
zero state that minimizes the number of switchings (State 0 follows States 
1, 2, and 4, and State 7 follows States 3, 5, and 6). 

EXAMPLE 8.1 The inverter feeding a counterclockwise rotating 
motor in a DTC ASD is in State 4. The stator flux is too high, and 
the developed torque is too low, both control errors exceeding their 
tolerance ranges. With the angular position of stator flux vector of 
130°, what will be the next state of the inverter? Repeat the problem 
if the torque error is tolerable. 

In the first case, the output signals of the flux and torque controllers 
are &x = 0 and fey = 1. The stator flux vector, Xg, is in Sector 3 of 
the vector plane. Thus, according to Table 8.2, the inverter will be 
switched to State 1. In the second case, bj = 0, and State 0 is imposed, 
by changing the switching variable a from 1 to 0. • 

To illustrate the impact of the flux tolerance band on the trajectory 
of Xg, a wide and a narrow band are considered, with bj assumed to be 
1. The corresponding example trajectories are shown in Figure 8.7. Links 
between the inverter voltage vectors and segments of the flux trajectory 
are also indicated. Similarly to the case of current control with hysteresis 
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(a) 

(b) 
FIGURE 8.7 Example trajectories of the stator flux vector (^T = !)• (̂ ) wide error 
tolerance band, (b) narrow error tolerance band. 

controllers (see Section 4.5), the switching frequency and quality of the 
flux waveforms increase when the width of the tolerance band is decreased. 

The only parameter of the motor required in the DTC algorithm is 
the stator resistance, R^, whose accurate knowledge is crucial for high-
performance low-speed operation of the drive. Low speeds are accompa
nied by a low stator voltage (the CVH principle is satisfied in all ac 
ASDs), which is comparable with the voltage drop across R^, Therefore, 
modem DTC ASDs are equipped with estimators or observers of that 
resistance. Various other, improvements of the basic scheme described, 
often involving machine intelligence systems, are also used to improve 
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the dynamics and efficiency of the drive and to enhance the quality of stator 
currents in the motor. An interesting example of such an improvement is 
the "sector shifting" concept, employed for reducing the response time 
of the drive to the torque conmiand. It is worth mentioning that this time 
is often used as a major indicator of quality of the dynamic performance 
of an ASD. 

As illustrated in Figure 8.8, a vector of inverter voltage used in one 
sector of the vector plane to decrease the stator flux is employed in the 
next sector when the flux is to be increased. With such a control and 
with the normal division of the vector plane into six equal sectors, the 
trajectory of stator flux vector forms a piecewise-linear approximation of 
a circle. Figure 8.9 depicts a situation in which, following a rapid change 
in the torque command, the line separating Sectors 2 and 3 is shifted back 
by a radians. It can be seen that the inverter is "cheated" into applying 
vectors Vy and Vjv instead of Vjy and Vm, respectively. Note that the linear 
speed of travel of the stator flux vector along its trajectory is constant 
and equals the dc supply voltage of the inverter. Therefore, as that vector 
takes now a "shortcut," it arrives at a new location in a shorter time than 
if it traveled along the regular trajectory. The acceleration of stator flux 
vector described results in a rapid increase of the torque, because that 
vector quickly moves away from the rotor flux vector. The greater the 
sector shift, a, the greater the torque increase. It can easily be shown (the 
reader is encouraged to do that) that expanding a sector, that is shifting 
its border forward (a < 0), leads to instability as the flux vector is directed 
toward the outside of the tolerance band. 

IN SECTOR 3 
VECTOR t^v IS APPLIED 

WHEN THE FLUX VECTOR 
HITS THE LOWER LIMIT 

OF THE TOLERANCE BAND 

IN SECTOR 2 
VECTOR Viv IS APPLIED 

WHEN THE FLUX VECTOR 
HITS THE UPPER LIMIT 

OF THE TOLERANCE BAND 

FIGURE 8.8 Selection of inverter voltage vectors under regular operating conditions. 
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NEW TRAJECTORY 
OLD TRAJECTORY 

FIGURE 8.9 Acceleration of the stator flux vector by sector shifting. 

To highlight the basic differences between the direct field orientation 
(DFO), indirect field orientation (IFO), and DTC schemes, general block 
diagrams of the respective drive systems are shown in Figures 8.10 to 
8.12. The approach to inverter control in the DFO and IFO drives is 
distinctly different from that in the DTC system. Also, the bang-bang 
hysteresis controllers in the latter drive contrast with the linear flux and 
torque controllers used in the field orientation schemes. 
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FIGURE 8.10 Simplified block diagram of the direct field orientation scheme. 
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FIGURE 8.1 I Simplified block diagram of the indirect field orientation scheme. 
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FIGURE 8.12 Simplified block diagram of the DTC scheme. 

8.3 DIRECT SELF-CONTROL 

MOTOR 

The Direct Self-Control (DSC) method, proposed by Depenbrock in 1985, 
is intended mainly for high-power ASDs with voltage source inverters. 
Typically, slow switches, such as GTOs, are employed in such inverters, 
and low switching frequencies are required. Therefore, in DSC drives, 
the inverter is made to operate in a mode similar to the square-wave one, 
with occasional zero states thrown in. The zero states disappear when the 
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drive runs with the speed higher than rated, that is, in the field weakening 
area, where, as in all other ASDs, the inverter operates in the square-
wave mode. 

DSC ASDs are often misrepresented as a subclass of DTC drives. 
However, the principle of DSC is different from that of DTC. To explain 
this principle, note that while the output voltage waveforms in voltage 
source inverters are discontinuous, the time integrals of these waveforms 
are continuous and, in a piecewise manner, they approach sine waves. It 
can be shown that using these integrals, commonly called virtual fluxes, 
and hysteresis relays in a feedback arrangement, the square-wave operation 
of the inverter may be enforced with no external signals (hence the "self" 
term in the name of the method). The output frequency, /Q, of the so-
operated inverter is proportional to the V/X* ratio, where V^ denotes the 
dc input voltage of the inverter and \ * is the reference magnitude of the 
virtual flux. Specifically, 

when the virtual fluxes are calculated as time integrals of the line-to-line 
output voltages of the inverter, and 

/o = i $ (8.5) 

when the line-to-neutral voltages are integrated. The self-control scheme 
is illustrated in Figure 8.13 and characteristics of the hysteresis relays are 
shown in Figure 8.14. Waveforms of the virtual fluxes are depicted in 
Figure 8.15 (notice the negative phase sequence). As shown in Figure 
8.16, the trajectories of the corresponding flux vectors, X, are hexagonal, 
both for the line-to-neutral and line-to-line voltage integrals. As in the 
case of motor variables, the magnitude, \ , of the flux vector is 1.5 times 
greater than the amplitude of flux waveforms. 

In spite of the hexagonal trajectory and nonsinusoidal waveforms of 
virtual fluxes, the total harmonic distortion of these waveforms is low. It 
can further be reduced by the so-called comer folding, illustrated in Figure 
8.17. The flux trajectory becomes closer to a circle, albeit at the expense 
of a somewhat more complicated self-control scheme and a threefold 
increase in the switching frequency. 

EXAMPLE 8.2 What is the total harmonic distortion of the trapezoi
dal waveform of virtual flux depicted in Figure 8.15(b)? 
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FIGURE 8.13 Inverter self-control scheme. 
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FIGURE 8.14 Characteristics of the hysteresis relays in the inverter self-control 
scheme: (a) line-to-neutral voltages integrated, (b) line-to-line voltages integrated. 

The total harmonic distortion, THD, of the waveform in question 
is defined as the ratio of the harmonic content, A^, of this waveform 
to the fundamental flux, Aj. The harmonic content can be determined 
as a geometrical difference (square root of a difference of squares) 
of the rms value, A, and the fundamental, Aj. 
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FIGURE 8.15 Waveforms of virtual fluxes: (a) line-to-neutral voltage integrals, (b) 
line-to-line voltage integrals. 

The virtual flux waveform has the odd symmetry and half-wave 
symmetry. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider a half of it, from 0° 
to 180°. Denoting the peak value of the waveform by A^^^, the 
expression for the waveform is 

^ 3 1 
-A^ax^^ for 0<a)^<--7r 

1 2 
X((oO = { A^ax for -iT<a)r<-'7r. 

3 2 
-AjnaxC r̂ - <*>0 for -Tr<a)f<TT 
IT 3 
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FIGURE 8.16 Hexagonal trajectory of the virtual flux vector. 

q 

-IGURE 8.17 Trajectory of the virtual flux vector with "comer folding/' 

The rms value of the virtual flux, calculated as 

A = —\X\(dt)dcot, 

is V5Ajnax/3 ^ 0.7454A^ax» ^^d the rms value of fundamental flux, 
given by 

Aj = \X(M)sin((ot)dM, 
IT J 
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IS 3\^K^UiP' ^ 0.7446An,ax- Thus, the harmonic content of the 
virtual flux waveform is 

A. = 
P _ 54 
9 ^4^max 0.0345A„ 

and the total harmonic distortion is 

Ai 0.7446A^^ 
0.046; 

that is, less than 5%. 

The angular velocity of the virtual flux vector can be changed by: 
(a) halting the vector by switching the inverter to a zero state, (b) applying 
a voltage vector that will attempt to move the stator flux vector in the 
direction opposite to that of regular rotation, or (c) changing the reference 
magnitude, X* [see Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5)]. The latter approach is illustrated 
in Figure 8.18. The reference magnitude of the flux vector is \f, but 
when the vector reaches point A on its trajectory, the reference magnitude 
is temporarily reduced to \f. As a result, instead of passing through points 
B and C, the flux vector takes a shortcut to point D. Because, as already 
mentioned in Section 8.2, the linear speed of travel of the flux vector is 
constant and the AD trajectory portion is shorter than the ABCD portion, 
the flux vector arrives in point D sooner than if it had followed the original 
trajectory. The "trajectory deformation" effect described is similar to that 

— d 

FIGURE 8.18 Acceleration of the virtual flux vector by reduction of the reference 
magnitude of the vector. 
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caused by sector shifting in the DTC technique (see Figure 8.9), but 
here it is accompUshed by a different means. Under the field weakening 
conditions, the flux is reduced permanently. Note that these conditions 
are associated with high speeds of the motor and its vectors. Thus, the 
field weakening feature is inherent for the DSC control scheme. 

In practical DSC drives, stator EMFs are integrated instead of stator 
voltages, so that the virtual flux vector becomes a stator flux vector. A 
block diagram of the classic DSC drive is shown in Figure 8.19. The 
stator EMF vector, ê , and developed torque, T^, are determined on the 
basis of stator voltage and current vectors. Components, ê s and t^^, of 
the EMF vector are integrated to reproduce components, \^^ and Xq̂ , of 
the stator flux vector, which are later converted to the estimated stator 
flux waveforms, X̂^ b̂» ̂ ^^ ĉ» ^^ individual phases of the motor. These 
are applied to hysteresis relays similar to those in the inverter self-control 
scheme in Figure 8.13. The hysteresis width of the relays is controlled 
by the flux reference signal, X* (see Figure 8.14). Resultant reference 
values, a*, fc*, and c*, of switching variables of the inverter feeding the 
motor and the output signal, br^, from the closed-loop torque control circuit 

RECTFER 

FIGURE 8.19 Block diagram of the DSC drive system. 
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are forwarded to a state selector. The selector generates switching signals, 
a, b, and c, which, if expressing active states of the inverter, equal their 
respective reference values. However, if a zero state is needed, the selector 
chooses State 0 or State 7, based on the previous state of the inverter, so 
that switches in only one inverter phase are activated. In more advanced 
versions of the DSC schemes, the features of comer folding and trajectory 
deformation and other enhancements are employed. 

8.4 SPACE-VECTOR DIRECT TORQUE AND FLUX CONTROL 

Over the years, many improvements have been added to the basic version 
of the DTC method described in Section 8.2, including more robust and 
accurate calculators of the controlled variables. The DTC consists in the 
bang-bang control of the torque and flux, being thus characterized by a 
fast response to control commands. However, in the steady state, the DTC 
principle results in chaotic switching patterns in the inverter. Unless a 
high average switching frequency is enforced by setting the hysteresis 
loops of the torque and flux controllers to low values (see Figures 8.4 
and 8.5), significant torque ripple and undesirable acoustic and vibration 
effects associated with that ripple are produced. Therefore, one of the 
main goals of the aforementioned improvements is to optimize the steady-
state switching process. 

The popular space-vector PWM strategy for voltage-source inverters, 
presented in Section 4.5, is widely recognized as a means for generating 
high-quality switching patterns. Such patterns result in low-ripple stator 
currents and, consequently, smooth flux and torque waveforms. Therefore, 
a class of DTC techniques has been developed in which the control system 
generates a reference vector of stator voltage, instead of directly indicating 
the next state of the inverter. The reference voltage vector is then realized 
using the space-vector pulse width modulation. Description of an example 
space-vector direct torque and flux control system follows. 

Consider Eq. (6.27) with the revolving reference frame aligned with 
the stator flux vector, that is, X^s = K^ X̂ QS = 0. Then, the real and 
imaginary part of that equation may be written as 

and 
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The developed torque, T^, is given by Eq. (7.4), and Eq. (8.7) can be 
rewritten as 

VQS = ^RsY^ + ^X (8.8) 

The angular velocity, (o ,̂ of the stator flux vector appearing in the last 
relation may be estimated from the last two stator flux vector signals, 
ŝ(k) and Kik-iy as 

^QS(k)^DS(k-1) ^DS(k)^QS(k-1) 

(^DS(k) "•• ^QS(k))'^ smp 
(8.9) 

where Tĝ jp denotes the sampling period of the digital control system. 
It can be seen from Eq. (8.6) that the V^s component of stator voltage 

vector has a strong impact on the rate of change of stator flux. In turn, 
according to Eq. (8.8), the VQS component can be used for control of the 
developed torque. These observations underlie the operating principle of 
the drive system under consideration. A block diagram of the core of that 
system is shown in Figure 8.20. Linear PI controllers are used in the flux 
and torque control loops. In the latter loop, the signal from torque controller 
is augmented with the (OgX̂  signal (see Eq. 8.9) to improve the dynamic 
response to the torque command by decoupling the two control channels. 

The angular position, 0^, of the stator flux vector is required for 
conversion of the reference stator voltage vector, v̂ * = vgs + ;v^s, in 
the revolving reference frame into the same vector, vl* = vjg + jv^^, in 
the stator frame. It is obtained, together with X̂ , from a stator flux calculator 
(estimator or observer). Analogously, the torque signal, T^, comes from 

FLUX 
CONTROLLER 

FIGURE 8.20 Block diagram of the core of SVDTC drive system. 
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a torque calculator. The reference vector, v* = v̂ *, of the inverter output 
voltage allows determination of the switching signals, a, &, and c, using 
the space-vector PWM method. 

If a sudden change in control commands occurs, the reference voltage 
vector may exceed the output voltage capability of the inverter. Therefore, 
in such situations, the inverter control is switched to the classic DTC 
scheme, which results in a fast response to those commands. Thus, in 
the steady state, the inverter operates with the space-vector pulse width 
modulation, while under transient conditions it is controlled by the bang-
bang controllers of torque and flux. 

8.5 SUMMARY 

Direct torque and flux control methods consist in selection of consecutive 
states of the inverter feeding the induction motor. Although the stator and 
rotor flux vectors are similar with respect to the magnitude and angular 
position, they differ significantly in their dynamic response to changes 
in the stator voltage. Specifically, reaction of the rotor flux vector is more 
sluggish than that of the vector of stator flux. Therefore, application of 
appropriate voltage vectors, associated with individual inverter states, 
allows adjusting the magnitude of stator flux as well as manipulating 
the angle between the stator and rotor flux vectors. Because the torque 
developed in the motor is proportional to the sine of that angle, the 
magnetic field and torque of the motor can simultaneously be controlled. 

Bang-bang controllers of the flux and torque are employed in the 
Direct Torque Control (DTC) drives, while integrators of stator EMFs 
are used in the feedback loop of the Direct Self-Control (DSC) scheme, 
designated for high-power ASDs. To improve the steady-state operation 
of DTC systems, the reference space vector of stator voltage is determined 
and realized using the space-vector PWM technique. 



9 
SPEED AND POSITION CONTROL 

To begin this chapter, variables controlled in induction motor drives are 
specified; then principles of machine intelligence controllers are explained. 
Chapter 9 concludes with a description of speed and position control 
systems with linear, variable structure, and machine intelligence control
lers. 

9J VARIABLES CONTROLLED IN INDUCTION 
MOTOR DRIVES 

As explained in Chapter 5, scalar control methods for induction motor 
drives allow control of the steady-state speed or torque, with the intensity 
of magnetic field in the motor maintained at an approximately constant 
level. Vector control techniques, described in Chapters 7 and 8, are de
signed to independently adjust the developed torque and selected magnetic 
flux, both in the steady state and under transient operating conditions of 
the drive. Also, as demonstrated in Section 7.2, the torque in a field-
oriented motor is produced under the optimal conditions of orthogonality 
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of the flux and current vectors, yielding the maximum possible torque-
per-ampere ratio. 

The ability of adjusting the strength of magnetic field in the motor 
is utilized in loss-minimization algorithms. With high loads, the optimal 
strategy is to keep the flux at the rated level, but with low loads, often 
occurring in practical drives, the best trade-off between copper and iron 
losses can be obtained by proper reduction of the flux. When a motor is 
run with a speed higher than rated, the flux is reduced too (field weaken
ing), but for a different reason. Maintaining the flux at the rated level 
would require increasing the stator voltage above the rated value, which 
might damage the insulation of stator windings. 

Autonomous control of the developed torque is necessary in winder 
drives, in which at least two drive systems must cooperate to maintain the 
desired tension and linear speed of the wound tape. Such an arrangement is 
illustrated in Figure 9.1. To control the tension, F, and speed, u, of the 
tape, the speed, 0)^, of Motor 1 is adjusted in inverse proportion to the 
radius, r^, of Coil 1, while the torque, T^, developed in Motor 2 is 
controlled in direct proportion to the radius, r2, of Coil 2. Thus, Motor 
1 is speed controlled and Motor 2 is torque controlled. This is indicated 
in the figure in question by appropriate placement of symbols co^ and 
riĵ i, denoting the reference speed for Motor 1 and reference torque for 
Motor 2, respectively. 

COL 1 

T:-

MOTOR 2 

SUPPLY 
& CONTROL 
SYSTEM 2 

FIGURE 9.1 Winder drive system. 

MOTOR 1 

SUPPLY 
<Sc CONTROL 
SYSTEM 1 

CJM 
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Electric cars, in some of which ASDs with induction motors are 
employed, present another example of autonomous torque control. In 
order to emulate driving characteristics of gasoline-powered automobiles, 
the accelerator pedal provides the reference torque signal. As in traditional 
cars, in the cruise-control mode, the electric car is speed controlled using 
a closed-loop control scheme. 

In most ASDs, the speed and, less often, the angular displacement of 
the rotor are the principal variables controlled, with the torque and flux 
controls subordinated to the speed or position control algorithms. 
ControUed-speed, or spindle, drive systems are most common in practice 
while, as already mentioned in Chapter 1, positioning, or servo, drive 
systems are the most sophisticated. 

9.2 SPEED CONTROL 

A general block diagram of a high-performance induction motor drive 
with speed control is shown in Figure 9.2. The speed of the motor, (o^, 
is measured (or estimated) and compared with the reference signal, a)|^. 
Usually the speed is determined as a time derivative of the rotor angle, 
©M. The speed error, Aw^, and WjlJi signals are forwarded to the speed 

INVERTER 

FLUX 
' L _ J & TORQUE 
^ " ^ CONTRa 

SYSTEM _ _ 
X sn 

SPEED 
CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

ACJM o^ 
*+ % 

0M 

w„ 
FIGURE 9.2 General block diagram of a high-performance adjustable speed drive. 
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control system, which produces reference values, Xf and T^, of the flux 
(stator, rotor, or air-gap) and torque of the motor. These, with other 
applicable signals from various parts of the drive, are employed in the 
flux and torque control system based on the FO, DTC, or DSC principle. 

In most practical ASDs, the flux is controlled according to the formula 

kf = 
Xfrat for WM^WM,rat 

^ ^ f , r a t for <><OM,rat ' 
(9.1) 

where Xf r̂ t and (ô r̂at denote rated values of the controlled flux and motor 
velocity, respectively. Eq. (9.1) is equivalent to Eq. (5.25), ensuring that 
the stator voltage under the field weakening conditions will not exceed 
the rated value. A block diagram of such a flux control scheme is shown 
in Figure 9.3. In drives operating most of the time with low load torque, 
loss-minimizing algorithms can be used to control the flux. Either it is 
adjusted dependent on that torque, or an automated search is performed 
to determine the minimum-loss operating point. As already mentioned in 
Section 9.1, such algorithms aim at the optimal trade-off between iron 
and copper losses. 

The classic approach to torque control in speed-controlled drives, 
illustrated in Figure 9.4, utilizes a linear speed controller producing the 
reference value, T^, of the motor torque. Linear speed controllers are, 
typically, of the proportional-integral (PI) type, that is. 

m = k^Aio^ + UAio^dt, ,p (9.2) 

where kp and ki denote the proportional and integral gains of the controller, 
respectively. Linear controllers represent a mature technology of the feed-

CJ. 

FIGURE 9.3 Rux control scheme. 

X, 

Acjv 

FIGURE 9.4 Torque control scheme. 
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back control and are quite effective. However, they are not free from 
certain weaknesses, such as the need for proper selection of coefficients 
kp and kj or the nonoptimal dynamic response to rapid changes in the 
speed command. Therefore, several alternatives to these controllers have 
been developed over the years, including use of such old technologies as 
the phase-locked loop (PLL), dating back to early 1930s (see the survey 
paper by Hsieh and Hung, 1996). 

Robustness and swiftness of the speed control can greatly be enhanced 
employing a variable structure control (VSC) technique, which is based 
on the idea of the so-called sliding mode. Eschewing the mathematics of 
VSC, it can simply be explained as forcing the controlled variable to stay 
within a prescribed tolerance band by reacting strongly and immediately 
when the variable departs from the band. A case of such control, using 
hysteresis controllers, was already encountered in Section 4.5 with respect 
to output currents in voltage source inverters. Two basic realizations 
of a variable structure speed controller for high-performance ASDs are 
illustrated in Figure 9.5. 

The relay controller shown in Figure 9.5(a) generates one of two 
values of the reference torque, T^, depending on the sign and value of 
the speed error, ACOM. When the error is so high that it exceeds the upper 
value of a tolerance band set up in the controller, T^ is made equal to 
r, a high, but feasible, value of the motor torque. Conversely, with the 

Aoji M' dr 7 1 * 

M 

(a ) 

ACJM- dF 
- ^ ^ * 

( b ) 
FIGURE 9S Variable-structure speed controllers: (a) relay, (b) relay/linear. 
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speed error too low, the reference torque is set to —T. This control algo
rithm, although very effective in keeping the speed error within the toler
ance band, results in "chattering," that is, a high-frequency ripple of the 
speed, coĵ . Note that with the error at a tolerable level, the reference 
torque is still at one of its extremes, unnecessarily forcing the speed error 
out of the tolerance band. A simple solution, shown in Figure 9.5(b), 
consists of using a parallel linear controller, which provides the reference 
torque when Aco^ stays within the tolerance limits. 

In recent years, controllers based on principles of machine intelligence 
(MI) have increasingly been employed in advanced ASDs. Machine intelli
gence systems try to emulate the human brain, and, thanks to their ro
bustness and adaptivity, they are particularly effective in applications 
characterized by complex or poorly defined mathematical models. Three 
types of MI controllers stand out: (a) neural controllers, (b) fuzzy control
lers, and (c) neurofuzzy controllers, combining operating principles of 
the neural and fuzzy controllers. Because they are likely to dominate 
control systems of the future, the whole next section is devoted to them. 

9.3 MACHINE INTELLIGENCE CONTROLLERS 

The most conunon feedforward neural network is shown in Figure 9.6. 
The circles represent basic components of the network, called neurons. 
The network consists of three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, 
and the output layer. Each of the k inputs is connected to each of m 

INPUT HIDDEN OUTPUT 
LAYER LAYER LAYER 

FIGURE 9.6 Feedforward neural network. 
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neurons in the hidden layer and, in turn, each of the hidden-layer neurons 
is connected to each of n output neurons. The arrows represent connection 
weights (multipliers), the signal at the end of an arrow being obtained by 
multiplying the signal at the beginning of the arrow by the weight. The 
whole network has k inputs, Xj, X2, ..., X^, and n outputs, Fj, Y2, ..., Y^. 
A single neuron, depicted in Figure 9.7, consists of an adder and a nonlinear 
squashing function, y = f{s). Typically, a sigmoidal squashing function 
is used, that is. 

1 
1 + e -Ks^ (9.3) 

where A'is a constant. If —00 < 5 < 00, then 0 < y < 1, and if iST approaches 
infinity, the function approaches the unit step function. Nonlinearity of 
the squashing function allows the neural network to model nonlinear 
phenomena. The argument, s, of the squashing function is given by 

s = b ^- 2 î̂ i' (9.4) 
/ = 1 

where Xj, / = 1, 2, ...,7, are neuron's input signals, q are the respective 
connection weights, and b is the bias weight. 

To work properly, a neural network must be trained, that is, its weights 
must be set to values resulting in the required quality of operation. The 
training process consists of sequential application of various sets of inputs, 
evaluating the difference between the outputs and their reference values, 
and adjusting the weights to minimize that difference. In neural networks 
of the type described, the training process is usually based on the efficient 
backpropagation algorithm. The training is automated and performed prior 
to employing the network in an application. Often it is permanently 
continued under regular operating conditions. 

FIGURE 9.7 Single neuron. 
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Neural networks, an ingenious idea of signal processing, can be imple
mented in various ways. Software neural networks are simply computer 
programs realized in microcomputers or digital signal processors (DSPs). 
Operating in the sequential mode, they emulate the parallel processing 
of data, characteristic for the ideal neural network. Hardware networks, 
still mostly in the developmental stage, are dedicated analog or digital 
integrated circuits with true parallelism of operation. 

In ASDs, neural networks have been used as current controllers, with 
current errors as inputs and the inverter switching signals as outputs. 
In inverters with feedforward voltage control, neural networks can be 
employed for the generation of optimal switching patterns in dependence 
on the modulation index. A neural network with input signals representing 
the dc-link current (as an indirect measure of the motor load) and reference 
speed of the motor can be trained as a loss-minimizing source of the 
reference flux values, \f. Also, as in many other applications, neural 
networks are an excellent tool for automated fault detection and diagnosis. 

Fuzzy controllers work similarly to human operators, who seldom 
process strictly numerical data. Instead, humans tend to issue and follow 
such imprecise control conmiands as "more," "slowly," or "a bit to the 
left." The underlying theory, \ht fuzzy logic, disposes of the unambiguous 
assignment of the "true" or "false" values to its variables, typical for 
the classic, "crisp" logic. Instead, a fuzzy variable is said to have a certain 
probability, P, of being "true" and the complementary probabiUty, 1 -
P, of being "false." With respect to signals in fuzzy control systems, 
fuzzy (linguistic) values, such as "low," "medium," or "high," are em
ployed. Each fuzzy value represents a fuzzy set, which entails a specified 
range of crisp (numerical) values. Degree of belongingness of each crisp 
value in the set, called a membership grade, is given by a membership 
function, [x. Various membership functions are used, such as triangular, 
trapezoidal, or bell-shaped. 

The concept of fuzzy variables and membership functions is illustrated 
in Figure 9.8 for the torque, 7^, of an example motor. The whole torque 
range is divided into six overlapping fuzzy sets of numerical values. To 
each of these sets, a linguistic value is assigned, namely the "negative 
high" (NH), "negative medium" (NM), "negative low" (NL), "positive 
low" (PL), "positive medium" (PM), and "positive high" (PH). Trapezoi
dal membership functions, jx-p, are used. It can be seen, for instance, that 
a torque of —5 Nm is defined as purely "negative low." However, a torque 
of 12 Nm belongs in both the "positive low" and "positive medium" sets. 
Its membership grade is 0.8 in the PL set and 0.2 in the PM set. 
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FIGURE 9.8 Fuzzy sets of torque values of an example motor. 
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A typical fuzzy control system is illustrated in Figure 9.9. The (C) 
and (F) symbols represent crisp and fuzzy values, respectively. Raw output 
signals from the controlled plant are preprocessed and applied to the 
fuzzifien The preprocessing includes determination of control errors, and 
it may involve calculation of these controlled variables, which cannot be 
measured directly. Based on predefined membership functions, the fuzzi-
fier assigns one or more of fuzzy values to each crisp variable received. 
The resultant fuzzy variables, with their membership grades, are then 
forwarded to the inference engine, the heart of the fuzzy controller. The 
membership grades can be thought of as "weights" of individual fuzzy 
inputs to the inference engine. 
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FIGURE 9.9 Block diagram of a fiizzy control system. 
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The inference engine is based on a set of expert rules, of the conditional 
"if-then" format. The outcome of a rule, y, can be fuzzy, as in 

ifxi is A and X2 is B, then y is C, (9.5) 

where x^ and X2 are inputs to the fuzzy controller, and A, B, and C are 
linguistic values, or crisp, as in 

if Xi is A and X2 is S, then y = f(xiyX2), (9.6) 

where A, S, and C are linguistic values and f(xi,X2) denotes a given 
function of the inputs. The rules, derived from a knowledge base, represent 
the best decisions regarding the control action in response to control errors 
and other signals from the plant. As typical for most control methods, 
the main objectives of fuzzy control are: (a) minimizing the control errors, 
(b) limiting system variables to allowable ranges, and (c) avoiding unnec
essary action if the control errors remain within predefined tolerance 
bands. 

The aggregated output set of the inference engine is a combination 
of weighted fuzzy sets resulting from individual expert rules. The weight 
of a rule, formally called 2i firing strength, is calculated from membership 
grades of the inputs involved. With several inputs, the weight of the rule 
can, for instance, be taken as a product of their individual membership 
grades. The last part of the fuzzy controller, the defuzzifier, extracts from 
the output set a crisp value of the control signal for the controlled plant. 
In general, the fuzzy controller can be multidimensional, generating several 
control signals in a parallel fashion. Several defuzzification methods have 
been developed, the most common, so-called centroid technique consisting 
in determination of the gravity center of output set of the inference engine. 

EXAMPLE 9.1 For simplicity, a single-input single-output fuzzy 
controller is considered. Fuzzy sets of the input and output variables, 
X and y, are shown in Figures 9.10(a) and 9.10(b), respectively. The 
expert rules used by the inference engine are: 

Rule 1: If jc is "low," then set y to "high." 
Rule 2: If jc is "medium," then set y to "medium." 
Rule 3: If A: is "high," then set y to "low." 

Find the crisp value, y^Q^ of the output variable if JC(C) = 1.25. 
As seen from Figure 9.10(a), the considered value of x is both 

"low," with the membership grade of 0.75, and "medium," with the 
grade of 0.25. Consequently, Rules 1 and 2 apply, yielding y = "high" 
and y = "medium," respectively. Firing strengths of these rules are 
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FIGURE 9.10 Illustration of Example 9.1: (a) fuzzy sets of the input variable, (b) 
fuzzy sets of the output variable, (c) weighted output set. 

0.75 and 0.25, respectively. The aggregated output fuzzy set, shown 
in Fig. 9.10(c), is thus constructed as a union (sum) of the y = 
"high" set multiplied, heightwise, by 0.75 and the y = "medium" 
set multiplied by 0.25. The crisp value, y^^y of the output of the fuzzy 
controller is determined as the j-coordinate of the centroid (center of 
gravity) of the output set. It is calculated as 

40 

>^(C) 
^ 
40 

and equals 26.7. 
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It can be seen that the setup of a fuzzy controller is quite arbitrary 
with respect to selection of the fuzzy values and assignment of the corres
ponding membership functions. The expert rules are, generally, imprecise. 
That is why the fuzzy control may be not the best solution if the mathemati
cal model of controlled plant can accurately be determined. This, however, 
is not a conmion situation in practice as, in the words of the physicist 
Augustin Fresnel, "Nature is not embarrassed by difficulties in analysis." 

Neurofuzzy controllers have been developed to enhance the adaptivity 
of fuzzy controllers by combining the principles of fuzzy control and 
neural networks. The ANFIS (adaptive neurofuzzy inference system) net
works stand out in this class of MI controllers. In the subsequent considera
tions, two inputs, Xi and X2, and one output, y, of the ANFIS controller 
are assumed. A typical rule set with two fuzzy "if-then" rules is 

ifxi is Ai and X2 is fij, then y = fi(xiyX2) = aiXi + biX2 + Cj 
(9.7) 

and 

ifxi is A2 and X2 is B2, then y = f2{x\yX2) = a2Xi + ^2^2 "̂  ^2' 
(9.8) 

where A^ through C2 are linguistic values and a^ through C2 are real 
numbers. Denoting firing strengths (weights) of these rules by w^ and W2, 
the crisp value, y^Qy of the aggregated output signal of the controller is 
calculated as 

Wj I W2 

(9.9) 

where w^^^ = Wi/(wi -h W2) and w/f^ = ^2/(^1 + W2) are normalized 
weights. 

The neurofuzzy ANFIS controller that realizes Eqs. (9.7) to (9.9) is 
shown in Figure 9.11. Its architecture consists of five layers, with four 

FIGURE 9.1 I Neuro-fuzzy ANFIS controller. 

Xi X2 
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nodes in Layer 1; two nodes in each of the Layers 2, 3, and 4; and one 
node in Layer 5. Every node in Layer 1 is an adaptive node whose output 
yields the membership grade of the input. The membership functions are 
parameterized, that is, expressed as functions of the input and certain 
parameters. This allows the membership functions to be shaped in the 
tuning process by adjusting the parameters. Nodes in Layer 2 are multipli
ers, generating the firing strengths, w^ and W2, which are next normalized 
in Layer 3 and used in Layers 4 and 5 to generate the crisp output signal, 
y^Qy Nodes in Layer 4 are adaptive too, that is, parameters â  through C2 
in Eqs. (9.8) and (9.9) are adjusted while tuning the controller. 

EXAMPLE 9.2 Figure 9.12 shows application of the neurofuzzy 
controller in an ASD with the space-vector direct torque and flux 
control (see Section 8.4). The controller produces the reference vector, 
V*, of stator voltage, expressed in the polar form, v* = V̂ ê ^̂ *, to be 
realized in the inverter by a space-vector pulse width modulator. The 
flux and torque errors, AX̂  and Ar^, which can be "negative," N, 
"zero," Z, or "positive," P, and whose membership functions are 
shown in Figure 9.13, are applied to the controller. A block diagram 
of the controller is depicted in Figure 9.14. 

The reference voltage vector, v*, is obtained as a sum of partial 
vectors whose magnitudes are generated in the first three layers of 
the controller. In the fourth layer, an angle is assigned to each nonzero 
partial vector according to the formula 

a: = e. + A0„ 

FLUX COMMAND-

TORQUE COMMAND-
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^ 
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> 
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FIGURE 9.12 Block diagram of an SVDTC drive with neuro-fuzzy controller. 
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e ERROR 

FIGURE 9.13 Membership functions of the flux and torque errors in Example 9.2. 

FIGURE 9.14 Neuro-fuzzy controller in Example 9.2. 

where â  and AQj denote the angle and angle increment for the /* 
partial vector, respectively, and ©^ is the angle of stator flux vector. 
The angle increments are determined according to Table 9.1. Finally, 
the partial vectors are added in the fifth layer, and the values of V* 
and a* are specified. In the tuning process, the membership functions 
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in the first layer and weights between the third and fourth layers are 
adjusted to optimize the operation of the drive system. • 

9.4 POSITION CONTROL 

Position control is the most demanding application of ASDs, requiring 
an unusually high level of operating performance. The motor starts, runs, 
and stops, turning by a specific total angle, 0 ^ . Positioning drives with 
induction motors are used in elevators and other lifts, material handling 
equipment, packaging systems, and processing lines. An angular position 
sensor, usually an encoder, provides the control feedback. The position 
control loop is the main, outer loop, with the speed and torque loops as 
inner ones. A general block diagram of a positioning ASD is shown in 
Figure 9.15. Clearly, the system constitutes an expansion of the speed-
controlled drive in Figure 9.2. 

Position sensors employed for the control feedback also allow the 
high-performance indirect field orientation (see Section 7.4). The position 
controller can be linear (PI or PID), fuzzy or neurofuzzy, or of the variable 
structure type. A variable structure controller for control of both the speed 
and position of the motor is shown in Figure 9.16. It is based on the so-
called switched-gains concept. The reference torque, T^, is calculated as 

T^ = GiA0M + G^ACOM, (9.10) 

where AQ^ and Aco^ denote position and speed errors, respectively. Each 
of the gains Gi and G2 is switched between two values, G^, G^ and 
G2, G2, which are either constant or dependent on the state of the drive. 
Selection of a specific gain depends on the so-called switching function, 
s, given by 

s = A:iA0M + ^2Aa)M, (9.11) 
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FIGURE 9.15 General block diagram of a high-performance positioning drive. 

where coefficients ki and k2 are, again, constant or state dependent. The 
control law is 

Gi 5A0 < 0 

if 5A(0M ^ 0 

i/ sAoiM < 0" 

(9.12) 

It can be seen that, in contrast to the system in Figure 9.15, the speed 
control loop is not subordinated to the position control loop, but both 
loops are equal in the control hierarchy. This type of speed and position 
control is typical for certain drives, such as those of elevators, in which 
the speed profile (speed versus time curve) is so shaped as to ensure a 
comfortable ride. Energy-optimal positioning drives are another example: 
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FIGU RE 9.16 Positioning ASD with a variable structure speed and position controller. 

A parabolic or, if infeasible, a trapezoidal speed profile results in minimum 
energy consumption during a position change. 

9.5 SUMMARY 

Most ASDs with induction motors are spindle (controUed-speed) or servo 
(controUed-position) drives, although systems with autonomous torque 
control can also be encountered, for instance in winders. Typically, the 
reference values for the torque and flux control are generated in the speed 
and position control loops. Under light load conditions, flux control can 
be used to minimize losses in the motor. The flux must also be adjusted 
if the drive operates with a speed higher than rated, requiring field weak
ening. 

Various controllers are used for the speed and position control systems, 
such as linear, variable structure, and machine intelligence controllers. 
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Variable structure controllers are robust, but the torque command tends 
to continuously oscillate between two extremes, causing chattering of the 
speed of the drive. Machine intelligence controllers, of the neural, fuzzy, or 
neurofuzzy type, emulate human operators and possess precious adaptive 
properties. 

Positioning drives, the most advanced ASDs, usually have three con
trol loops, from the inner, hierarchically lowest, torque control loop, 
through the speed control loop, to the outer, position control loop. In 
certain applications, such as the elevator or energy-optimal drives, the 
speed and position are controlled using parallel loops. 



10 
SENSORLESS DRIVES 

To begin Chapter 10, basic issues in sensorless control of induction motors 
are outlined. We then present example flux and speed estimators and 
observers and describe parameter adaptation and self-conmiissioning pro
cedures. Finally, commercial ASDs with induction motors are reviewed. 

10.1 ISSUES IN SENSORLESS CONTROL OF 
INDUCTION MOTORS 

A sensor of angular position of the rotor appears in several block diagrams 
of induction motor drives described in this book. Knowledge of this 
position is needed in positioning drives and drives with indirect field 
orientation. The same sensor can be employed to provide control feedback 
in speed-controlled drives, the speed signal being usually obtained by 
differentiating the position signal. Direct speed sensors, such as tachogen-
erators, are also used in these systems. Some motors in high-performance 
ASDs are equipped with a built-in encoder hidden inside the motor frame. 
Motors for drives with direct field orientation may have flux sensors 
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embedded in the stator iron by the air-gap, allowing precise determination 
of the air-gap flux vector and, consequently, that of the rotor flux vector. 

The position, speed, and flux sensors enhance operating characteristics 
of induction motor drives, but they also increase the cost of the drive and 
spoil the inherent ruggedness of the induction motor. Therefore, the so-
called sensorless drives have been receiving a lot of attention. The adjec
tive sensorless is actually a misnomer, because no ASD can accurately 
be controlled without any sensors. Because flux sensors are rare in practice, 
a more suitable name would be "encoderless drives." As it is, the "sen
sorless" drives are still equipped with voltage and current sensors, signals 
from which are used in control algorithms. These sensors are inexpensive 
and installed away from the motor, usually within the power electronic 
circuitry. As already illustrated in several diagrams (see, for instance. 
Figure 8.4), typically two current sensors at the inverter output are em
ployed, while a single voltage sensor measures the dc-Unk voltage, Vj. 
Individual phase voltages can be reconstructed from Vj and switching 
variables, a, b, and c, of the inverter using Eqs. 4.3 and 4.8. The same 
switching variables and a single current sensor in the dc link can be used 
to reconstruct individual phase currents, but this solution is difficult and 
uncommon in practice. 

Although speed sensors are seldom employed in scalar-controlled 
drives (position control is beyond capabilities of these systems), the term 
sensorless is customarily limited to vector-controlled ASDs. Manufactur
ers of induction motor drives classify them, somewhat imprecisely, into 
three categories: (a) Constant Volts per Hertz (or just Volts per Hertz) or 
Variable Frequency drives; (b) Sensorless Vector drives; and (c) Field-
Oriented drives. Drive systems in the first category are scalar controlled, 
while the last category offers the highest level of performance. The latter 
drives, mostly with indirect field orientation, are invariably equipped with 
speed or position sensors. Although use of the motor itself as a position 
sensor has been studied, propositions of introducing constructional sa
liences to the rotor cage still seem to be far from implementation in the 
manufacturing practice. Speed estimators and observers must rely on the 
knowledge of motor parameters, being thus inadequate for accurate posi
tion estimation. This explains why not all ASDs can be made sensorless. 

Generally, sensorless drives are used in speed and torque control 
applications with moderate performance requirements. The principle of 
direct-field orientation can be employed if a sufficiently accurate estima
tion of one of the flux vectors is available. Still, speed ranges of sensorless 
drives are significantly narrower than those of drives with sensors, because 
of the difficulties in sensorless control at low speeds. On the other hand. 
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most practical applications of ASDs, such as the ubiquitous pumps, fans, 
blowers, and compressors, do not really require the highest quality of 
operation. 

Apart from scalar-controlled drives with slip compensation (see Figure 
5.6), in which the steady-state speed of the motor can quite precisely be 
controlled by adjusting the supply frequency, sensorless drives employ a 
variety of estimators and observers of motor speed, torque, and fluxes. 
An estimator calculates a given variable in a feedforward manner, that 
is, using appropriate motor equations into which the measured values of 
stator voltage and current are substituted. Observers are more sophisti
cated, with certain self-adjustment features. They are usually based on 
two or three independent estimators, whose output signals are compared. 
Their difference, analogous to the control error in closed-loop control 
systems, is used to adjust signals in the observer until the error is mini
mized. Examples of flux and speed estimators and observers (termed here 
jointly as "calculators") used in ASDs with induction motors are given 
in the subsequent two sections. Note that once a flux vector is identified, 
the developed torque can easily be calculated from Eqs. (6.17) or (6.18). 

iO.2 FLUX CALCULATORS 

Stator flux vector, Xg, is given by Eq. (6.15) as a time integral of stator 
EMF, Cs, given by 

^s = '̂s - ^s^'s = ^ds + J^qs^ ( 1 0 - 1 ) 

and, once known, it allows determination of the rotor flux vector, \^ as 

K = j^(K - <^4U. (10.2) 

Estimation of X̂  based on integration of ê  is simple in theory only. The 
dc drift, caused by noise in the electronic circuits employed, and the 
difficulty in setting correct initial values of the flux vector components 
make pure integration impractical. A clever approach to alleviate these 
problems is based on rearranging Eq. (6.15) from 

^s = ^e, (10.3) 

to 

1 (0, 
e, + —^-Xs> (10.4) 

p + oi^ p + (a, 
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where w^ is an arbitrary constant. Formally, the first term on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (10.4) describes a low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency (o ,̂ 
which can be adapted to approximate the integrator in practical applica
tions. The second term, subsequently denoted by Xg, can be thought of 
as a feedback signal for compensation of the error introduced by the low-
pass filter as a nonideal integrator. The idea of modified algorithms for 
stator flux estimation is based on the notion that if X̂  were properly 
adjusted, the modified flux estimator could achieve a much better perfor
mance than that of the low-pass filter, and the problems associated with 
pure integration could be avoided. 

The simplest solution consists in introducing a saturation block to the 
feedback loop, as shown in Figure 10.1. For best results, the saturation 
level should be set to the reference value of the stator flux. Then, the 
estimator reaches the steady state as soon as after a half-cycle of the flux 
waveform, even with incorrect initial conditions. Further improvement is 
obtained by estimating the flux in a revolving reference frame aligned 
with the flux vector. The block diagram of this estimator is shown in 
Figure 10.2. The phase angle, 0^, of the flux vector required for the 
dq^DQ transformation [see Eq. (6.21)] is calculated as an integral of 
the angular speed, (0 ,̂ of that vector. This speed is, in turn, calculated as 
a ratio of the the Q component, ^QS, of the stator EMF to the D component, 
XDS, of the stator flux vector. Indeed, if 

= e^e^"^^' = ^scos(a)e0 -h ]e^^\n(iiij[) = e^^ + je, 
qs' 

(10.5) 

then 

e^e'" 

ywe 
^sin(a)eO - ;-^os(a)eO = Xds + JKs^ (10-6) 
CO, to, 

d̂s H Rs 

u tr Uds 
His • O 

1 Ads +r\ 

Ads 
r' 

q̂s H Rs 

V t? Ucrs 
Mgs * 0 

1 
P + We 

Aqs + ^ 

X? A q s 

P + COe 
y-

- 4 

CO, 

P + CJ. 

FIGURE 10.1 Stator flux estimator with a saturation block in the feedback loop. 
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FIGURE 10.2 Stator flux estimator in a revolving reference frame. 

and, because a ratio of two vectors does not depend on the reference 
frame, 

fOS _ fqs __ gsSil̂ (<Ĵ eO 
= C O , (10.7) 

^DS d̂s 
( O , 

-sin(a)eO 

Another modification of the basic scheme in Figure 10.1 is shown in 
Figure 10.3, in which the R/P and P/R blocks represent the rectangular 
to polar and polar to rectangular transformations of the stator flux vector, 
respectively. In this observer, the estimation error signal, 8, is derived 
from the condition of orthogonality of space vectors of stator EMF and 
flux. If the stator EMF vector, e^, is given by Eq. (10.5), then, from Eq. 
(10.6), 

\ds = XsSin(a)eO (10.8) 

'ds q Rsj 1 

His Ky 
eds 
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0. 
FIGURE 10.3 Stator flux estimator based on the property of orthogonality of the 
stator EMF and flux vectors. 
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and 

\,3 = -XsCosCM. (10.9) ^qs 

Consequently, 

^dŝ ds + ^qs\s = ^s^scos(a)e0sin(a)e0 (10.10) 
— ŝXsSin(a)eOcos((OeO = 0. 

In the observer in question, the error signal is defined as 

e = d̂̂ d̂̂  ^ ^q^^^^ (10.11) 

and it is applied to a proportional-integral (PI) block to generate the 
feedback component, k^, of the stator flux vector. 

EXAMPLE 10.1 To illustrate the operation of the stator flux observer 
in Figure 10.3, the example induction motor is considered at ^ = 0, 
under rated operating conditions. Assuming the phasor of stator volt
age, Vg, to be aligned with the real axis, that is, V^ = 230Z0° V, the 
space vector, v̂ , of this voltage is V 2 X 1.5 X 230Z0° = 487.9Z 
0° V. It means that v̂ s = 487.9 V and Vq̂  = 0 V. In Example 6.1, 
components of the stator current vector under the same conditions 
were found as /̂ s ^ ^5.0 A and i^^ = -37.4 A. Thus, components 
of space vector of the stator EMF are e^^ = 487.9 - 0.294 X 75.0 
= 465.9 V and ^qs = 0 - 0.294 X (-37.4) = 11.0 V, and the EMF 
vector is 466.0Z1.4° V. According to Eq. (10.6), the stator flux vector, 
^3, can be determined as 466.0Z1.470377) = 1.236Z-88.6° = 0.029 
— 7*1.236 Wb (note that a similar value was already obtained in 
Example 6.2). If the flux estimation is accurate, the observer error, 
e, given by Eq. (10.11), is [465.9 X 0.029 + 11.0 X (-1.236)]/1.236 
- 0 . 

Assuming that the stator flux is overestimated in the observer, 
for example. A., = 1.25Z-89° = 0.022 - 7I.25O Wb, the observer 
error is [465.9 X 0.022 + 11.0 X (-1.250)]/!.250 = -2.8 V. The 
negative value of e will cause k" to decrease, reducing the estimated 
magnitude of stator flux. Ensuing changes in X̂ s ^^^ ^ will ultimately 
result in correct values of Xg and Q^, • 

An interesting technique used in drives with direct field orientation 
utilizes the phenomenon of magnetic saturation, usually neglected in the 
idealized model of the induction motor. The saturation of the motor causes 
induction of a third-harmonic zero-sequence voltage in stator windings. 
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This component, easily found by adding voltages in individual phases of 
the stator, allows accurate determination of the spatial position (angle) of 
the air-gap flux vector. 

10.3 SPEED CALCULATORS 

Calculation of the motor speed can be performed by a speed estimator 
using the data of the rotor flux vector, k^ = \Z®^ obtained in a flux 
calculator. In practice, it is usually the angular velocity, (o ,̂ of the equiva
lent two-pole motor that is estimated for the control purposes. Based on 
rearrangements of dynamic equations of the induction motor, WQ can be 
expressed as 

_ d@, ^R^Tj 

dt 
- 3- 2» 

PX 
(10.12) 

where the developed torque, T^, can be determined from Eq. (6.17) or 
(6.18). Using the formula for a derivative of the inverse tangent (0^ = 
tan"^(Xqr/^dr))» ^hc angular velocity of the rotor flux vector is calculated 

as 

d%, 
dt 

1 d\ 
d̂r ^ 

dt 
(10.13) 

Unfortunately, the rotor resistance, R^ appearing in Eq. (10.12), is the 
most varying parameter of the motor, due to the wide range of changes 
in the rotor temperature. Therefore, speed estimators are used in low- and 
medium-performance ASDs only. 

Speed observers, more accurate than speed estimators, are often based 
on the Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) technique. The basic 
idea of such an observer is illustrated in Figure 10.4. Two estimators 

FIGURE 10.4 Configuration of the MRAS speed observer with a PI block. 
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independently evaluate the rotor flux vector. Estimator 1 uses the so-
called stator equation, or voltage equation, 

_\R, + ̂ L,P 0 i r / j \ 

while the rotor equation, or current equation 

is employed in Estimator 2 [Eqs. (10.14) and (10.15) have been derived 
from Eqs. (6.13), (6.14), and (6.16)]. Because the stator equation does 
not include the estimated quantity, (OQ, Estimator 1 can be thought of as 
a reference model and Estimator 2 as an adjustable model. State difference, 
e, of the two models is applied to a proportional-integral (PI) block, which 
produces the estimate of (OQ for the adjustable model. The state difference, 
that is, the observer error, is given by 

8 = Re{\X) = M i r - d̂r̂ ^̂ n (10.16) 

where X^ and Xq̂  are estimates of components of the rotor flux vector 
obtained from Estimator 1, while \ ^ and X̂ ^ are these generated in 
Estimator 2. A detailed block diagram of the observer is shown in Figure 
10.5. 

A neural-network variant of the observer described is shown in Figure 
10.6. Here, instead of Estimator 2, a neural model of Eq. (10.15) is 
employed, in which (ô  constitutes an adjustable weight. The PI block in 
Figure 10.4 is replaced with a weight tuning algorithm for the neural 
network. 

EXAMPLE 10.2 Operation of the speed observer in Figures 10.4 
and 10.5 is illustrated under rated operating conditions of the example 
motor, at the instant r = 0. As seen in Table 2.1, the rated speed of 
the motor is 1168 r/min, which translates into (ô  = 366.9 rad/. It is 
assumed that at the considered instant, (OQ is underestimated by 6.9 
rad/, that is. Estimator 2 receives the (ô  signal of 360 r/min. 

Estimator 1 can be described by the vector equation 

^K = -("s - Rsh) - <^4'V (10.17) 
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•Wo 

FIGURE 10.5 Block diagram of the MRAS speed observer with a PI block. 

FIGURE 10.6 Configuration of the MRAS speed observer with a neural network. 

Because v̂ CO) = 487.9Z0° V (see Example 10.1), then, with the 
supply frequency of 60 Hz (377 rad/s), V3(t) = 487.9ê '̂̂ ^^ and 

K = R(t)dt = j4S7.9e^''''dt = T ^ X 487.9^ '̂̂ ^^^ = -~^ 
P j377 j377 

that is, the differentiation operator, p, can be replaced by 7*377. 
Applying this rule to the current vector, i^ = 83.8Z-26.5*' A (see 
Example 6.1), and completing calculations in Eq. (10.17) yields 
(LJL,)\^ = -0.127 Wb and (LJL,)\, = -1.158 Wb. 
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Because of the cross-coupling in Estimator 2, calculation of output 
signals of that estimator must be done separately for the d and q 
channels. The matrix equation (10.15), can be rewritten as 

(10.18) 

To evaluate, for instance, i^Jp, the current vector î  is divided by 
7*377, and the real part of the result is extracted. Because î  = 75.0 
-7*37.4 A, then 

'f' "'tM^} 
377" = :^:^Re{iqs ' PdJ 

377 
^ -37.4 

377 
= -0.0992 A/s. 

Analogously, calculation of an integral of the q component of a vector 
involves dividing the vector by 7377 and taking the imaginary part. 
Thus, 

_ ~'ds 
377 

^ -75.0 
377 

= -0.1989/lA. 

Applying the rules of integration described above to Eq. (10.18), 
with (OQ = 360 rad/s, yields 

r 0.2936 0.0647] [X^l ^ [-0.0992] 
[-0.0647 0.2936J[\'J [-0.1989]' 
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from which \ ^ = -0.180 Wb and X̂ ^ = -0.717 Wb; that is, 
( T / L J \ ^ = -1.172 Wb/aand(Tr/LJ X'^, = -4.669 Wb/n. Con
sequently, 

| - = (-0.158) X (-1.172) - (-0.127) X (-4.669) 

= 0.7642 Wb^/a, 

and when this signal is applied to the PI block, it will cause the 
underestimated speed to increase toward the true value. • 

A more advanced adaptive speed observer, based on the theory of 
Luenberger state observers, uses state equations of the induction motor. 
The state equations are 

X =Ax + Bv, (10.19) 

and 

h = Cx, 

where x = [i^ Xj^, 

A 
A = ^11 ^ 1 2 

2̂1 ^22 J ' 
^ . I, (10.20) 

B = [BiO], and C = [10]. Elements of matrices A, B, and C are 

An = - - ( - + ^ - ^ ^ ) / = a,ii/, (10.21) 

Ai2 = - T T ( - ^ - ^ o / ) = «ri2/ + «ii2/. (10.22) 

A21 - ^ / = a^,I, (10.23) 

A22 = — I + <0o/ = ar22^ + 0122/. (10.24) 

and 

fii = ^ / - bj, (10.25) 
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where T^ = LJR^, TJ. = Lj./R^, 

and 

(10.26) 

(10.27) 

The state observer, which simultaneously estimates the stator current and 
rotor flux, is described by 

A'x' + Bv, + G(i', - Q, (10.28) 

where ' denotes estimated quantities and G is the gain matrix so selected 
that the solution of Eq. (10.28) is stable. Specifically, 

G = 

r,?i 
82 
83 

\_84 

-82] 
81 

- 5 4 
83 J 

(10.29) 

where gi = (k - l)(a,u + a,22X 82 = (k - l)a,22. 83 = (̂ ^ " 1) 
(ca,n + a,2i) - c(k - l)(a^u + ^rii)^ 84 = ^(1 " k)a^22^ and c = ^LJLJ 
L^. The gains g^ through g^ make the observer poles proportional to the 
motor poles, with k being the coefficient of proportionality. Because the 
motor is stable, the observer is stable too. 

The proportional-integral (PI) adaptive scheme for speed estimation 
is given by 

(0^ kp{e, ids^qr - ^iqs^dr) + h\{e, ids'^qr e,.,r^)dU (10.30) 

where ĵ̂ s = *̂ds ~ d̂s» ̂ iqs ~ q̂s — q̂s» ^^^ ^p ̂ ^^ h ^^ the proportional 
and integral gains, respectively. This scheme improves dynamics of the 
observer, that is, it allows tracking the actual speed of the motor even 
when it changes rapidly. The observer is illustrated in Figure 10.7. 

Optimal observation of systems in which both the input and output 
signals are corrupted by noise is provided by Kalman filters. It is assumed 
that the input (measurement) noise and output (process disturbance) noise 
are uncorrelated and that the system model, here that of the induction 
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FIGURE 10.7 Configuration of an adaptive speed observer based on state equations 
of the induction motor. 

motor, is accurate. The estimated state is the minimum-variance estimate 
of the actual state. In the discrete form, for the k^^ and A: + 1* sampUng 
cycles, motor equations can be written as 

and 

x(k + 1) = A{k)x(k) + B(k)v(k) + G(k)u(k) 

y(k) = C(k)x(k) + wikl 

(10.31) 

where x, v, and j are state variables (vector components of the stator and 
rotor currents or stator current and rotor flux), input variables (vector 
components of the stator voltage), and output variables (vector components 
of the stator current), respectively. The input noise and output noise vectors 
are denoted by u and w. 

Kalman filter theory applies to linear systems only. Linearization of 
the employed model of induction machine is based on the assumption 
that the sampling cycle is so short that the rotor speed (of the equivalent 
two-pole motor), (OQ, can be considered constant within this cycle. In the 
Kalman filter algorithm referred to as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 
and designated for nonlinear systems, the speed is considered as both a 
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parameter and an additional state variable. The EKF equation for estima
tion of so extended state of the motor is 

+ K(k)\y(k + 1) - C(,k)xik)l 

(10.32) 

where 

AJk) - [r:] 
and 

BJk) - [7] 

(10.33) 

(10.34) 

The gain matrix, K(k), is computed at each step in dependence on the 
noise covariance matrices. For a detailed example of an EKF used in a 
sensorless ASD, see the paper by Y. R. Kim et ai (1994) in the Literature 
section of this book. 

To illustrate the use of speed observers in sensorless ASDs, a speed-
control drive with the EKF-based observer is shown in Figure 10.8. 
Notice the simplicity of the system, in which the speed controller directly 

FIGURE 10.8 Speed-control drive with the EKF-based observer. 
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generates the reference torque-producing current, /^s, while the reference 
flux-producing current, /g^, is set to a value corresponding to the rated 
flux. The current controller yields components, vgs and v^^, of the refer
ence voltage vector which, with the reference currents, is expressed in 
the revolving reference frame aligned with the rotor flux vector, also 
estimated in the observer. The reference voltage vector after transformation 
to the stator frame is realized by the space-vector PWM. The actual stator 
voltage vector, v̂ , used in the observer is determined from the dc-link 
voltage, Vj, and switching variables, a, b, and c, of the inverter. 

A direct approach to speed estimation uses the motor itself as a speed 
sensor. Rotor slots produce air-gap permeance waves that affect the air-
gap MMF. The rotor speed can be sensed by decomposing the stator 
current signal into the fundamental component and the slot harmonic 
component, appearing at frequencies/(supply frequency) and/sh, respec
tively. Speed (OQ is then determined as 

<̂ o = ^ ( f s h + / ) (10.35) 

where Â^ denotes the number of rotor slots. The Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) is employed to find / and f^y^. In an even simpler technique, the 
FFT is used to directly detect the rotational frequency, /M, of the rotor. 
Minor imperfections of the rotor, such as imbalance and eccentricity, 
generate a harmonic component in the spectrum of stator current at that 
frequency. 

10.4 PARAMETER ADAPTATION 
AND SELF-COMMISSIONING 

In high-performance drives with induction motors, accurate information 
about motor parameters is crucial. Unfortunately, these parameters are 
not constant, depending on the temperature, magnetic saturation, and 
supply and slip frequencies. In motors with indirect field orientation, 
control errors resulting from inaccurate knowledge of motor parameters 
spoil the orientation, producing steady-state errors and transient oscilla
tions of the flux and torque. In sensorless drives, the flux, torque, and 
speed calculators may yield incorrect values of these quantities, causing 
performance deterioration. 

The low- and medium-performance drives are often sold without 
motors. When a given motor is fitted to the drive system, a procedure 
called commissioning must be carried on first. It involves introducing 
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parameters of the motor to the control algorithm and tuning the controllers. 
Commissioning by the user is inconvenient, and it is desirable that a drive 
has a self-commissioning capability. For all these reasons, issues of self-
commissioning and parameter adaptation, that is, updating parameter 
values under changing operating conditions, have been receiving great 
attention. 

Parameter adaptation schemes, for both self-commissioning and con
trol purposes, can be classified as direct and indirect. Direct methods are 
based on measurement of the parameters in question, sometimes using 
auxiliary signals superimposed on the stator current. The indirect approach 
consists in comparing certain motor variables with these computed from 
the assumed analytical model of the motor. The differences between the 
real and theoretical values are then minimized by adjusting the parameter 
estimates. 

The simplest self-conunissioning consists in estimation of motor pa
rameters based on the nameplate data, using typical per-unit values of 
these parameters. Clearly, this approach is burdened with inaccuracies. 
However, it is a reasonably good tool for initialization of parameter 
adaptation schemes. 

The classic no-load and blocked-rotor tests for determination of pa
rameters of the steady-state equivalent circuit of induction motor can be 
adopted for self-conmiissioning purposes. Both tests utilize the voltage and 
current measurements to find the impedance of the per-phase equivalent 
circuits corresponding to these two extremal operating conditions. In 
particular, with no load, that is, with no rotor current, the equivalent circuit 
can be reduced to the stator inductance, L^ = L^-\- Lĵ  (see Figure 2.14), 
in series with a no-load motor resistance, /?NL» representing power losses 
in stator copper and iron. The stator resistance, R^, can be measured 
directly using an ohmmeter. It can also be determined from a dc voltage 
applied to two stator terminals and the resultant dc current. With a blocked 
rotor, the slip, 5, equals 1, and the RJs resistance is so low that the 
magnetizing impedance can be neglected. Thus, the equivalent circuit 
under this condition can be reduced to a series connection of the stator 
and rotor resistances, R^ + R^ and leakage reactances, X^^ + X^. To 
separate the resistances from reactances, power measurements are taken. 

For self-commissioning, prior to normal operation, an ASD can be 
run with no load (if feasible) to determine the stator inductance. The 
inverter can be used as a source of dc voltage for measurement of the 
stator resistance. A direct-on-line start-up can then be arranged, so that 
the motor, while accelerating from standstill, runs for a short time with 
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the slip close to unity. This emulates the blocked-rotor condition, allowing 
estimation of the rotor resistance and leakage inductances. 

As seen, for instance, from Eq. (7.13), the rotor time constant, T^ 
plays an important role in the indirect field orientation algorithm. A simple 
way of direct measurement of this parameter consists in exciting the stator 
with a dc current, so that the magnetic field builts up in the motor, and 
then turning the inverter off. The stator is now open circuited, and the 
field dies out, the magnetic energy being dissipated only in the rotor. A 
low voltage induced in the stator fades away exponentially with the time 
constant equal to T^ 

An iterative, on-line approach to the rotor time constant estimation 
in an indirect field orientation drive is based on Eq. (7.15). The vector 
diagram of a field-oriented induction motor is shown in Figure 10.9 (in 
which Cj. denotes the rotor EMF vector). Eq. (7.15) can be rewritten as 

1 

w; 

/DS _ tan(Qs) 

* 
(10.36) 

where &^ denotes the phase angle of stator current vector, î , in the 
revolving reference frame aligned with the rotor flux vector, \ , From the 
vector diagram. 

tan(03) 
^ Vscos(cp) - RJ^ 

VsSin(9) - oiL^di^' 
(10.37) 

-D 
FIGURE 10.9 Vector diagram of a field-oriented induction motor. 
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where 9 is the angle between vectors of stator voltage and stator current. 
In the described estimator, quantities v̂ , i^, and 9 are computed from the 
reference values of vectors in question, while (o is determined as a sum 
of the reference rotor speed, o)*, and the reference slip speed, o)*. It can 
be seen that sequential values of the reference slip speed serve to estimate 
values of the rotor time constant which, in turn, is used to compute the 
reference slip speed. Even when started with a highly inaccurate estimate 
of Tj., this iterative process quickly converges to the actual value of rotor 
time constant. 

If a rotor speed sensor is used, continuous estimation of motor parame
ters can be done using the scheme shown in Figure 10.10. Stator voltage 
and current vectors are stored and, with COQ, applied to the analytical model 
of the motor given by Eq. (6.7). The computed vector, î , of stator current 
is compared with the real current vector, î , and the resultant adaptation 
error, 8, is minimized in an iterative process. The values of motor parame
ters in the analytical model are adjusted using the method of maximum 
error gradient. 

Motor state observers can be used for parameter adaptation by treating 
the estimated parameter as an additional state variable. Adaptive and EKF-
based speed observers are particularly suited for that purpose. For example, 
the Luenberger-type speed observer in Figure 10.7 can also be used for 
identification of the stator resistance and rotor time constant. The respec
tive adaptive schemes are given by 

dt [^s %(^ids'ds "•" ^iqs^qs)' (10.38) 
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FIGURE 10.10 Motor parameter adaptation scheme when speed of the rotor is 
known. 
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and 

dt ^r[^ids(^dr - ^m^ds) + ^] VAQJ- ^m^qs iqsV'^qr )] 
(10.39) 

where k^ and k^ are arbitrary positive constants (see Section 10.3 for 
explanation of the other symbols). 

Parameter adaptation schemes significantly increase the complexity 
of control systems. Therefore, various alternative approaches to adaptive 
tuning of vector control systems have been proposed. For example, a 
simple technique using a torque feedback to adjust the reference rotor 
frequency, o)*, signal in drives with indirect field orientation is illustrated 
in Figure 10.11. As seen from Eq. (7.15), (o* is inversely proportional to 
the rotor time constant, T,., one of the most unstable parameters of the 
induction machine. In the adaptive scheme described, the (o* signal is 
corrected by subtracting from it an adaptation signal. Aw*. It is generated 
by a Pl-type controller, whose input signal is the adaptation error, 82, 
obtained by multiplying a control error, e ,̂ by the reference torque-produc
ing current, Z^̂ . The control error represents the difference between abso
lute values of the reference torque, 7^, and the estimated torque, T^, of 
the motor. This scheme improves the torque control by weakening the 
dependence of oa* on the rotor time constant. 

Another idea of robust field-orientation drive uses a high-frequency 
current, /̂  = 4sin(a)jjO» superimposed on the D-axis stator current, /'DS, 
in the excitation frame aligned with the rotor flux vector, \^ — \^^ -f 

P+f 

FIGURE 10.1 I Adaptive control of the reference rotor frequency. 
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JXQR. The high-frequency current barely affects the rotor flux, thanks to 
the low-pass action of the magnetizing inductance, but it causes a torque 
ripple, r^. From Eq. (6.18), 

^h = M^Qs^DR - ^DS^QR)' (10.40) 

where kj = 2p^jJ(3L^), Eq. (10.40) can be rewritten as 

Th = -itTXrSin(A0,) X 4sin((Oh0, (10.41) 

where X̂  is the magnitude of rotor flux and AQ^ denotes the deviation 
of rotor flux vector from ideal orientation. Multiplying T̂  by /̂  yields 

Thih = -JkAsin(A0j.) X /hSin^(a)h0 (10.42) 

= -it,X^in(A0,) X ;2l - 2cos(2o>,0 

When a low-pass filter is employed to eliminate the cos(2a)h0 term, Eq. 
(10.42) can be replaced with 

LP{TM = - | ^ /^Mn(A0r) , (10.43) 

where LP{...} denotes output of the low-pass filter. Taking into account 
that sin(A0r) ^ ^0^* 

A0r - -T^LPiTJy,], (10.44) 

The angular position of the rotor flux vector, 0^, required for the 
field orientation is determined by the digital control system as @^{k + 1 ) 
= 0r(^) + A0r. It can be seen that no information on the rotor time 
constant is required. However, the ripple torque, T ,̂ appearing in Eq. 
(10.44), as well as the magnitude, X,., of rotor flux vector, must be estimated 
precisely. The "pseudointegral" approach described in Section 10.2 [see 
Eq. (10.4)] can be used to calculate X̂ , as 

^r (10.45) 

where L^ = L^ — L^/Lj. ^ Li^ + L^^. Then, T̂  can be determined as 

where HP{...} denotes output of a high-pass filter. 
The Lr/Ljn ratio in Eq. (10.46) does not vary significantly (both induc

tances change simultaneously under the influence of operating conditions). 
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and the stator resistance can easily be updated when the drive is at 
standstill. Therefore, only the inductance L^ must be subjected to parameter 
adaptation. From the dynamic equivalent circuit of the induction motor, 

Vh = {R, + R,)i^ + (Oh(Lis + Lir)4cos(cOhO, (10.47) 

where Vh denotes the high-frequency component of the stator voltage 
producing the high-frequency current, iy^. Eq. (10.47) can be rewritten as 

[Vh - (/?s + /?r)y ' = (10.48) 

and, when low-pass filtering is applied, L„ is obtained as 

Accurate estimation of L„ requires that (ô Lt̂  > R^-\- R^, which is easily 
satisfied with a sufficiently high frequency, (o ,̂ of the injected current. 

10.5 COMMERCIAL ADJUSTABLE SPEED DRIVES 

A book on control of induction motors would be incomplete without a 
short overview of commercial ASDs available on the market. The majority 
of these drives are sensorless. If available, the speed or position sensors 
are usually offered as an option. Most of the drives are used in industry, 
but domestic and vehicular applications of induction motor ASDs are on 
the rise. 

The growth in controlled induction motor drives over the last decade 
has been greater than that in the previous three decades. It has been mostly 
a response to demands for: (a) increased efficiency and reliability of 
electromechanical power conversion, (b) process automation, and (c) flexi
bility of the power train. The rapidly decreasing cost of information 
processing (dedicated DSP controllers for motion control can be purchased 
for less than $5 apiece) and the continuing improvement in operating 
characteristics of semiconductor power switches are additional growth-
supporting factors. In 1998, worldwide sales of ac ASDs were close to 
five billion dollars. The highest saturation of industry by induction motor 
drives occurs in Japan, followed by Europe and the United States. As 
time progresses, the drives become more compact and less expensive. 
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Voltage source inverters tend to phase out the current source inverters. 
The inverters operate mostly in the PWM mode, but in the field-weakening 
region, where the highest stator voltage is needed, the square-wave opera
tion is employed. IGBTs are the most common semiconductor power 
switches. Modem IGBTs have rise times of 5 to 10 kV/|xs, voltage ratings 
up to 3.3 kV, and current ratings up to 2.4 kA. Consequently, they are 
able to replace GTOs in many high-power applications. 

Apart from the control capabilities described in this book, commercial 
ASDs have several other operation-enhancing features. In most drives, 
the dc-link voltage is sensed and the drive is shut down when the voltage 
drops below a predetermined level. However, in so-called critical drives, 
measures are applied to maintain the drive operational when, as often 
happens, the supply power is lost for only a second or so. These include 
a flywheel, an extra large dc-link capacitance, and an override of the 
automatic shutdown. When the power reappears, the motor is automatically 
accelerated to the set speed. 

Electric braking is used in most ASDs supplied from the power line 
via a diode rectifier, incapable of transferring power from the drive to 
the line. Three basic approaches are: (a) dynamic braking, using an external 
resistor connected in parallel with the dc-link capacitor by an extra switch 
(see Figure 4.20); (b) flux braking, used below the rated frequency and 
consisting in increasing the flux to convert portion of kinetic energy of 
the drive into iron losses in the motor; and (c) dc-current braking, by 
injection of a dc current into stator windings. 

With the increase in switching frequencies, the dead time (see Section 
4.3) in the inverter is no longer negligible, and it can compromise the 
voltage and current control. When the polarity of output currents is known, 
the dead time can be compensated by appropriate adjustment of the switch
ing times. Another method consists in comparing the output voltage inte
gral (virtual flux) with a reference integral. This feedback arrangement 
allows continuous correction of the voltage error. 

As already mentioned, drive manufacturers classify induction motor 
ASDs into three categories: (a) Constant Volts per Hertz (CVH) drives, 
(b) Sensorless Vector (SV) drives, and (c) Field-Oriented (FO) drives. 
The CVH ASDs are based on the open-loop voltage and frequency control 
(see Section 5.2). The current is sensed for protection purposes only, 
usually in the dc link. Dynamics at low speeds is poor. However, typical 
applications of CVH drives, such as pumps, blowers, compressors, and 
fans, do not really need precise speed or torque control. 

Many general purpose ASDs have the user-selectable Sensorless Vec
tor option. SV drives, although somewhat inferior to systems with the 
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speed or position feedback, are a good choice for applications requiring 
decent dynamic performance at low speeds. Specifically, low static errors 
and overshoots, fast reaction to command changes, and wide ranges of 
torque and speed control are called for. The SV ASDs are employed in 
printing lines (1:100 speed range), paper machines (1% control error 
tolerance), steel mills (1:50 speed range), and coating machinery (smooth 
speed changes). Typical parameters of commercial sensorless drives are: 

• speed range from 1:5 to 1:120 
• static speed error at the minimum/rated speeds: —3.0% to —0.1% / 

1.6% to 0.0% 
• dynamic speed error (at 30-Hz frequency): 2.5%/s to 0.25%/s 
• speed control bandwidth (at 30 Hz frequency): 10 rad/s to 20 

rad/s 
• starting torque from 100% to 150% of the rated torque 

For sensorless drives, commissioning procedures are necessary to 
determine parameters of the motor used in control algorithms and to 
set controller gains. Performance requirements dictate accuracy of the 
parameters, extent of the commissioning tests, and feedback resolution. 
Many manufacturers of ASDs provide complete drive systems, including 
motors, which facilitates the commissioning. Certain self-commissioning 
and auto-tuning functions are incorporated in advanced drives. Fine tuning 
is also available through user interface devices, including Windows-based 
software for interfacing the drive with a personal computer. 

The highest level of performance is obtained in Field-Oriented ASDs, 
also called Flux Vector Control or Full Vector drives, equipped with 
encoders or resolvers. Speed ranges of FO drives are much wider than 
these of other ASDs with induction motors, approaching the 1:20,000 
value. Bandwidths of the torque and speed control are an order of magni
tude greater than those of the sensorless drives; for instance, 1000 rad/s 
for the torque loop and 100 rad/s for the speed loop. Speed control errors 
can be as low as 0.01% of the rated speed. Motors produced especially 
for FO drives, apart from an independent cooling fan, often have an 
optional integrated encoder. These motors are more expensive than the 
standard motors, but they can operate in similarly harsh environments. 
Certain manufacturers of ASDs also equip their motors with a spring-
loaded friction brake for rapid stopping of tfie drive system. High-quality 
gear boxes of various ratios and configurations are offered with the motors. 

The progress in current control techniques and fast semiconductor 
power switches has made PWM voltage-source inverters to evolve into 
high-bandwidth power amplifiers. Electric power conversion efficiency 
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at rated power approaches 98%. Selectable switching frequencies are 
common. Typical range of output frequencies is 0 to 240 Hz, but frequen
cies as high as 800 Hz are available in certain drives. For multimotor 
drive systems, single dc sources, usually with the reverse power flow 
capability, are employed to supply several inverters. Certain small drives 
have the power electronic and control circuits integrated with the motor. 

Typical protection systems include: 

• phase-loss protection 
• overvoltage protection 
• undervoltage tripping (with ride-through options) 
• line reactors for protection from the supply voltage transients 
• overcurrent protection (plus input fuses) 
• short-circuit and ground fault protection 
• overtemperature protection 
• motor overload (stall) protection 

Data recorders and displays allow storing and displaying vital information 
about normal and faulty operating conditions of the drive. Critical ASDs 
may be equipped with the Essential Service Override (ESO): In the case 
of an emergency, the drive is required to run as long as it can, even under 
the threat of complete destruction. 

Automated production lines employ several ASDs, whose operation 
must be precisely synchronized. Control systems of such drives include 
communication networks using various communication protocols. 

Low-voltage (230 V, 460 V, 575 V) drives are offered in a wide, 0.1 
kW to 1.5 MW power range. Rated power of medium voltage (2.3 kV to 
7.2 kV) ASDs may be as high as 20 MW. Three-level inverters are often 
used in these drives. As of now, among the major drive manufacturers 
only ABB offers DTC drives, in the wide range of 2.2 kW to 4.3 MW 
of rated power. 

10.6 SUMMARY 

Sensorless drives operate without speed or position sensors, which in
creases their robustness and reduces the equipment cost. Quality of opera
tion of sensorless drives falls between that of scalar control drives and 
vector control drives with speed/position sensors. 

Estimators and observers of flux, torque, and speed constitute crucial 
components of control systems for sensorless ASDs. Estimators, based 
on dynamic equations of the induction motor, operate in the feedforward 
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manner, while observers, which use certain feedback arrangements, are 
capable of correction of their estimates. Correct information about motor 
parameters is also necessary for proper operation of sensorless drives. 
Therefore, parameter adaptation and self-commissioning are important 
parts of the control process in these drives. 

Commercial ASDs can be divided into three major classes, namely. 
Constant Volts per Hertz, Sensorless Vector, and Field-Oriented drives. 
In addition to the flux, torque, speed, and position control systems, com
mercial drives possess numerous features enhancing their operation, and 
they are equipped with various protection systems. The drives cover a 
wide range of rated power, from a fraction of one kilowatt to tens of 
megawatts. 



LITERATURE 

The amount of technical Uterature devoted to ac ASDs is very large, most 
of it having appeared within the last two decades. The majority of the 
publications cover various aspects of control of induction motors. In 
addition to dedicated books, the following are the best sources of informa
tion in English. 

JOURNALS 

Electric Machines and Power Systems 
European Power Electronics Journal 
IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications 
IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics 
IEEE Transactions on Energy Conversion 
IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics 
lEE Proceedings, part B 
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CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 

Annual IEEE Industry Applications Society Meeting (lEEE-IAS) 
Annual IEEE Industrial Electronics Society Conference (lECON) 
Annual Power Electronics Conference and Exposition (APEC) 
European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE) 
International Conference on Electric Machines (ICEM) 
International Electric Machines and Drives Conference (lEMDC) 
Power Electronics Specialists Conference (PESC) 

The Literature listed below has been selected on the basis of availabil
ity, readability, technical importance, and tutorial value of the contents. 
By no means is the bibliography complete, and readers are strongly 
encouraged to probe further. Nomenclature used in this book is shared by 
most authors, with minor variations in some symbols (e.g., ap coordinates 
instead of dq coordinates). In many publications, space vectors of motor 
variables are scaled down by a factor of 1. 5V2, so that the magnitude 
of a vector equals the rms value of the corresponding phasor. Consequently, 
in such a case, torque equations must be scaled up by a factor of 4.5. 
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS 

a, b, c 
d 
E 
e 
e 
^ 

f 
I 
I 
i 
i 
J 
L 
m 
n 
P 
P 

switching variables 
duty ratio 
energy, J 
space vector of EMF, V 
instantaneous EMF, V 
space vector of magnetomotive force, A 
frequency, Hz 
phasor of current, A 
constant value of current (e.g., rms or peak), A 
space vector of current, A 
instantaneous current, A 
mass moment of inertia, kgm^ 
inductance, H 
modulation index, or mass, kg 
rotational speed, r/min 
real power, W 
differentiation operator (d/dt), s~^ 
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Pp 
R 
S 
s 
T 
t 
u 
V 
V 
V 

V 

X 
a, P, 9 
11 
0 
A 
A 
\ 
a 
T 

(0 

number of pole pairs 
resistance, ft 
apparent power, VA 
slip 
torque, Nm, or period, s 
time, s 
linear speed, m/s 
phasor of voltage, V 
constant value of voltage (e.g., rms or peak), V 
space vector of voltage, V 
instantaneous voltage, V 
reactance, ft 
angle, rad 
efficiency 
angular position, rad 
phasor of flux, Wb 
rms value of flux, Wb 
space vector of flux, Wb 
leakage factor 
time constant, s 
angular velocity or radian frequency, rad/s 

SUBSCRIPTS 

A, B, C 
a, b, c 
act 
br 
c 
cm 
cr 
D 
d 
dc 
elec 
eq 
f 
h 
i, in 
L 
l , a 
M 
m 

phase A, phase B, phase C 
phase A, phase B, phase C 
actual 
braking 
capacitive 
common mode 
critical 
D-axis of revolving reference frame 
d-axis of stator reference frame 
direct current 
electrical 
equivalent 
field or flux 
high frequency 
input 
line or load 
leakage 
motor 
magnetizing or peak 



max 
mech 
N 
o 
out 
Q 
q 
R,r 
S, s 
rat 
sh 
si 
smp 
St 

sw 
syn 

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

maximum 
mechanical 
neutral 
rotor of two-pole equivalent motor 
output 
Q-axis of revolving reference frame 
q-axis of stator reference frame 
rotor 
stator 
rated 
slot harmonic 
slip 
sampling 
starting 
switching 
synchronous 
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SUPERSCRIPTS 

e 
s 
T 
* 
; 

ACRONYMS 

ANFIS 
ARCP 
CSI 
CVH 
DFO 
DSC 
DSP 
DTC 
EDM 
EMF 
EMI 
ESO 
FFT 
FO 

revolving reference frame 
stator reference frame 
transposed 
conjugate or reference 
estimated 

Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Inference System 
Auxiliary Resonant Conmiutated Pole 
Current Source Inverter 
Constant Volts/Hertz 
Direct Field Orientation 
Direct Self-Control 
Digital Signal Processor 
Direct Torque Control 
Electric Discharge Machining 
Electromotive Force 
Electromagnetic Interference 
Essential Service Override 
Fast Fourier Transform 
Field-Oriented 
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GTO Gate Tum-Off Thyristor 
IFO Indirect Field Orientation 
IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor 
ITR Ideal Transformer 
MI Machine Intelligence 
MMF Magnetomotive Force 
MRAS Model Reference Adaptive System 
PF Power Factor 
PI Proportional-Integral 
PLL Phase-Locked Loop 
PWM Pulse Width Modulation 
RDCL Resonant DC Link 
RF Radio Frequency 
SCR Silicon Controlled Rectifier 
SV Sensorless Vector 
SVPWM Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation 
THD Total Harmonic Distortion 
VSC Variable Structure Control 
VSI Voltage Source Inverter 
ZCS Zero-Current Switching 
ZVS Zero-Voltage Switching 
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Ac voltage controllers, 56 
Abnormal operating conditions, 52-54 
Adaptive neurofuzzy inference system (ANFIS), 

170-173 
Adjustable-speed drives (ASDs), 2, 3 

control of, 4 
Air-gap flux, 26, 110 

orientation, 129-134 
Armature reaction, 120 
Autotransformer starting, 44-45 
Auxiliary resonant commutated pole (ARCP) in

verter, 68-69 

Back propagation algorithm, 
Bang-bang control, 83-84 
Bearing failures, 53 
Bias weight, 165 
Blanking time, 65 
Blocked-rotor test, 192 
Braking, 35-36 

dc-current, 198 
dynamic, 47, 48-51, 198 

165 

electric, 11, 198 
flux, 198 
resistor, 70-71 

Cascade systems, 2 
Centroid technique, 168 
Chattering, 164 
Closed-loop scalar speed control, 101-102 
Commissioning, parameter adaptation and self-, 

191-197 
Common-mode voltage, 89-90 
Constant power area, 99 
Constant power connection, 52 
Constant torque area, 99 
Constant torque characteristic, 7 
Constant torque connection, 52 
Constant Volts/Hertz (CVH) method, 97-100, 

198 
Construction of induction motors, 15-17 
Cooling fan/fins, 16 
Comer folding, 149 
Critical drives, 198 
Critical slip, 30 
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Current equation, 184 
Current source inverters (CSIs), 66 

control of, 85-88 
field orientation, 134—135 

Current source PWM rectifiers, 63-64 
Cycloconverters, 56 

Dc-current braking, 198 
Dc link, 4 
Dc motor, torque production and control in, 

119-121 
Dead time, 65, 198 
Defiizzifier, 168 
Developed torque, 27-31, 113-114 
Direct field orientation (DFO), 124-126 
Direct self-control (DSC), 148-155 
Direct torque control (DTC), 140-148 
Drive systems, 3-4 
Duty ratio, 77-78 
Dynamic braking, 47, 48-51, 198 
Dynamic model 

equations of the induction motor, 111-114 
revolving reference fi-ame, 114-117 
space vectors of motor variables, 107-111 

Dynamic torque, 5 

Electrical braking, 11, 198 
Electrical discharge machining (EDM), 89 
Electric drive system, 3 
Electromagnetic interference (EMI), 4, 68 

conducted, 88-89 
Equations of the induction motor, 111-114 
Equivalent wheel, 5-6 
Essential Service Override (ESO), 200 
Estimators, open-loop, 126, 179 

flux calculators, 179-183 
speed calculators, 183-191 

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), 189-191 

Faraday's law, 23 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 191 
Feedforward neural network, 164—166 
Field orientation 

development of, 119 
direct, 124-126 
drives with current source inverters, 134-135, 

198, 199 
indu-ect, 126-129 
principles of, 121-123 
stator- and air-gap flux, 129-134 

Field weakening mode, 99 
Firing strength, 168 
Flashover, 89 

Flux braking, 198 
Flux calculators, 179-183 
Flux 

airgap, 26 
leakage, 26 
rotor, 26 
stator, 26 
virtual, 149 

Flux-linkage vectors, 110 
Flux-producing current, 103-104 
Flux vectors, 110, 199 
Four-pole stator, 20-21 
Frequency changers, 69-71 
Fuzzifier, 167 
Fuzzy controllers, 166-170 
Fuzzy logic, 166 

Gamma (F) model of the induction motor, 94 
Generating mode, 35, 36 
GTOs (gate turn-off thyristors), 69, 134 

Hall sensors, 124 
Hard switching, 67-68 
Harmonic traps, 61, 88 
High-efficiency motors, 2 
Hysteresis controllers, 83-84, 149, 163 

IGBTs (insulated-gate bipolar transistors), 69, 
198 

non-punch-through, 61 
Impedance starting, 45 
Indirect field orientation (IFO), 126-129 
Induction generators, 36-40 
Induction motors 

construction of, 15-17 
operating principles of, 1-3 
variables controlled in, 159-161 

Inference engine, 167-168 
Input power, 31, 34 
Inverse-gamma (F') model of the induction 

motor, 95-96 
Inverter mode, 59 
Inverters, 3-4, 56, 64-69 

control of current source, 85-88 
control of voltage source, 71-85 

Kalman filters, 188-189 
extended, 189-191 

Kinetic energy, 4-5 

Left-hand rule, 23 
Life span of motors, 2-3 

Linear speed controllers, 162-163 
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Loads 
common, 4—9 
nonlinear, 60 

Luenberger state observer, 187-188 

Machine intelligence (MI) controllers, 164-173 
Magnetic field, revolving, 17-23 
Magnetomotive forces (MMFs), 19, 108-109 
MATLAB, 34 
MCTs (MOSFET-controUed thyristors), 69 
Mechanical characteristic, 6-7 
Membership function, 166 
Membership grade, 166 
Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS), 

183-187 
Modulation index, 78 
Motoring, 35 
Multilevel voltage source inverters, 66-67 

Neurofazzy controllers, 170-173 
Neutral-clamped inverter, 67 
Newton's second law, 5 
Noise, tonal, 90-91 
No-load test, 192 
Nonlinear loads, 60 

Observers, closed-loop, 126, 179 
flux calculators, 179-183 
speed calculators, 183-191 

Open-frame motors, 16 
Open-loop scalar speed control, 97-100 
Operating areas, 7 
Operating quadrants, 10-11 
Overload, mechanical, 53-54 
Overvoltages, 89 

Parameter adaptation, 191-197 
Partly enclosed motors, 16 
Passive filters, 60-61 
Phase-lock loop (PLL), 163 
Phase loss, 53 
Plugging, 47^8 
Pole changing, 3, 51-52 
Position control, 173-175 
Power electronic converters 

control of current source inverters, 85-88 
control of stator voltage,̂  55-56 
control of voltage source inverters, 71-85 
frequency changers, 69-71 
inverters, 56, 64-69 
rectifiers, 56-64 
side effects. 88-91 

Powa^ fa€lc» (PF), 31, 34 

Prime mover, 10 
Progressive-torque characteristic, 7 
Proportional-integral (PI) adaptive scheme, 188 
Pull-out torque, 30 
Pulse width modulation (PWM), 61 

inverters, 73-80, 87 
rectifiers, 61-64 

Rated power, 31, 32 
Rated speed, 31, 32 
Rated stator voltage, 32, 33-34 
Rated torque, 31, 32 
Reactance, stator and rotor, 28-29 
Rectifiers, 4, 56-64 
Regressive-torque characteristic, 7 
Resistive-capacitive (RC) filters, 89 
Resonant dc link (RDCL) inverter, 68 
Reversing, 51 
Revolving reference frame, 114-117 
Right-hand rule, 22-23 
Rotor, 16 

angular velocity, 39, 95 
bars, cracked, 53 
current vector, 110, 113 
equation, 184 
flux, 26, 110, 113 
frequency, 94 
inductance, 112 
leakage factor, 133 
reactance, 28 
resistance, 24 
voltage vector, 113 

Scalar control methods, 11-12 
closed-loop speed control, 101-102 
open-loop speed control, 97-100 
torque control, 102-105 
two-inductance equivalent circuits, 93-97 

Self-commissioning and parameter adaptation, 
191-199 

Sensorless drives, 198-199 
basic issues, 177-179 
commercial, 197-200 
flux calculators for, 179-183 
parameter adaptation and self-commissioning, 

191-197 
speed calculators, 183-191 

Short circuits, 53 
Shot-through, 65 
Silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs), 58-59 
Six-step mode, 72-73 
Sliding mode, 163 
Slip, 23 
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critical, 30 
velocity, 23 

Soft starting, 46-47 
Soft-switching inverters, 68 
Space-vector direct torque and flux control, 

155-157 
Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation 

(SVPWM), 77 
Space vectors of motor variables, 107-111 
Speed calculators, 183-191 
Speed control, 161-164 
Square-law torque connection, 52 
Square-wave mode, 65, 72-73 
Squashing function, 165 
Squirrel-cage motors, 1, 2 

description of, 16-17 
Starting, assisted, 44 47 
Starting torque, 30 
State duty ratios, 77-78 
Static torque, 5, 6 
Stator, 2 

core, 15 
currents, 18 
current vector, 109 
equation, 184 
flux, 26, 110, 113 
field orientation, 129-134 
inductance, 112 
reactance, 28 
resistance, 24 

Stator voltage, 39 
control of, 55-56 
vector, 109 

Steady-state equivalent circuit 
characteristics, 31-36 
description of, 24-27 
developed torque, 27-31 

Switching frequency, 73 
Switching function, 173-174 
Switching intervals, 73 
Switching variables, 71, 85-87 
Synchronous speed, 22, 35 
Synchronous velocity, 21 

Thyristors, 58-59 
T-model of the induction motor, 93-97 
Torque 

angle, 138 

braking, 49 
driving, 40 
dynamic, 5 
production and control in the dc motor, 

119-121 
pull-out, 30 
rated, 31, 32 
scalar control of, 102-105 
starting, 30 
static, 5, 6 

Torque-per-ampere ratio, 120 
Torque-producing current, 103-104 
Total harmonic distortion (THD), 150 
Total leakage factor, 129 
Totally enclosed motors, 16 
Two-inductance equivalent circuits, 93-97 
Two-pole stator, 20 

Uncontrolled induction motors 
abnormal operating conditions, 52-54 
assisted starting, 44—47 
braking and reversing, 47-51 
operation of, 43-44 
pole changing, 51-52 

User interface devices, 199 

Variable structure control (VSC), 163 
Vector control methods, 11-12 
Virtual fluxes, 149 
Voltage 

conraion-mode, 89-90 
control of stator, 55-56 
equation, 184 
noise, 88-89 
sags, 29, 44, 53 

Voltage-current equation, 112-113 
Voltage source inverters (VSIs), 64-65 

control of, 71-85 
Voltage source PWM rectifiers, 61-63 
Voltage space vectors, 74—75 

Water-hanuner effect, 51 
Wound-rotor motors, 2 
Wye-delta starting, 46 
Wye-delta switch, 11 

Zero-current switching (ZCS), 68 
Zero-voltage switching (ZVS), 68 
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